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American Libraries Online
The government shutdown

Because the US Congress failed to pass an
appropriations bill on September 30,
government offices and services that are
deemed nonessential have shut down. Here’s
a snapshot of how the library community is
affected until the budget situation is
resolved. The Library of Congress buildings are closed to the public,
and its website is inaccessible, except for THOMAS, Congress.gov,
and Cataloger’s Desktop. The Pew Research Center offers a list of
data and statistics sites that are shut down. Education Week lists the
services and programs that will affect schools. USA Today has an
excellent FAQ (and addendum) about all aspects of the shutdown.
Don’t forget, you can still use the Wayback Machine to access some
content....
American Libraries news, Oct. 1; Pew Research Center, Oct. 2; Education Week, Oct. 1;
USA Today, Oct. 1

Newsmaker: An interview with Skip
Prichard

David “Skip” Prichard (right) became president and CEO
of OCLC on July 1, succeeding Jay Jordan, who retired
after 15 years at the helm of the nonprofit library
consortium. He had most recently served as president
and CEO of Ingram Content Group in Nashville, and
before that was president and CEO of ProQuest
Information and Learning....
American Libraries column, Sept./Oct.

Up next on AL Live: European libraries

Dan Freeman writes: “On the next episode of AL Live, we’ll take a trip
overseas for ‘European Libraries: A View from Friends across the
Pond.’ Our panel of international experts will discuss how some of
Europe’s top libraries see the role of the library and the librarian. This
60-minute episode will take place on October 10 at 2 p.m. Eastern
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2014 Midwinter
Meeting and Exhibits,
Philadelphia, January 24–
28. Registration and
housing are now open.
Gold-standard
networking; updates,
research, reports,
legislation; ebooks, digital
content, community
engagement; 450+
exhibitors, hundreds of
authors; Ishmael Beah,
Andrew Slack, Tonya
Bolden, Brian Floca, Kadir
Nelson, Steve Sheinkin,
Melissa Sweet; ALA Youth
Media Awards. Make
your case for attending.
#alamw14; Facebook
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time. You can preregister, but preregistration is not required to
attend.”...
AL Live, Sept. 17

Go back to the Top

ALA News
Registration, housing open for
Midwinter

Registration and housing are now open for the
2014 ALA Midwinter Meeting and Exhibits in
Philadelphia, January 24–28. Plan on finding
gold-standard networking; updates on research, reports, and
legislation; innovators and thought leaders; hundreds of discussions
on current key topics including ebooks, digital content, and
community engagement; more than 400 exhibitors and hundreds of
authors; and pre-Midwinter institutes for in-depth professional
development....
Conference Services, Oct. 1

Council candidates

ALA has announced that 61 individuals are candidates for positions on
the ALA Council. These individuals were selected by the Nominating
Committee for the 2014 ALA election. Others who are interested in
running for Council may file petitions through January 31. Ballot
mailing will begin on March 19; the election will close on April 25....
Office of ALA Governance, Sept. 30

ERT/Booklist Author Forum at
Midwinter

Five acclaimed children’s book creators—
Tonya Bolden, Brian Floca, Kadir Nelson,
Steve Sheinkin, and Melissa Sweet—will join
fellow author and Booklist Books for Youth
Senior Editor Ilene Cooper as she moderates a discussion about
award-winning nonfiction for youth at the ERT/Booklist Author Forum
at the 2014 Midwinter Meeting in Philadelphia on January 24. The
authors are appearing thanks to the generous sponsorship of their
publishers....
Booklist, Sept. 30

Civil liberties push moves forward with national
rally

This summer, ALA took a stand to protect civil liberties by joining
Stop Watching Us, a political coalition comprised of more than 100
public advocacy organizations and companies. The coalition—which
includes the Electronic Frontier Foundation, the American Civil
Liberties Union, Mozilla, and the National Libertarian Party—will host a
rally October 25–26 to protest unconstitutional surveillance....
District Dispatch, Sept. 30

Free webinar for “Muslim
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Journeys” grantees

Librarians participating in the NEH’s Bridging
Cultures Muslim Journeys initiative and others
interested in the topic are invited to attend
“Muslim Journeys and Your Community:
Managing Controversy, Maximizing Impact,” a
free webinar to be held on October 24 and sponsored by the Public
Programs Office, Programming Librarian, and the Office for
Intellectual Freedom. Register online....
Public Programs Office, Oct. 1

ALA collaborates with Sharjah Book
Fair

A new collaboration between ALA and the Sharjah
International Book Fair will offer the opportunity to
establish improved delivery of ALA’s face-to-face,
digital, and print products and services to the
region in locally and culturally appropriate formats.
Activities carried out together will also help raise the visibility and use
of libraries in Sharjah and the region. The book fair will be held
November 6–16 in Sharjah, the third largest of the United Arab
Emirates....
International Relations Office, Sept. 27

Registration open for IFLA’s 2014
conference in Lyon

Registration is now open for the 2014 IFLA World
Library and Information Congress to be held August 16–
22, 2014, in Lyon, France. If you registered for IFLA
WLIC 2013 through the online registration system, you
can use the same username and password for IFLA
WLIC 2014. Early registration lasts through May 15....
International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions

Katharine L. Sharp and the first
“Lady Librarians”

Denise Rayman writes: “For an educated woman
at the turn of the century, there were few
options for an intellectually satisfying career, as
Katharine L. Sharp (third in the lineup)
discovered as a newly minted college graduate in
1885. She taught foreign languages at a high
school in Illinois for two years, but then she took a position as
assistant librarian at the Scoville Institute in Oak Park, Illinois, and
seems to have found her calling. Believing strongly in the new field of
professional librarianship, she enrolled in the New York State Library
School in 1889, where she studied under Melvil Dewey.”...
American Library Association Archives, Sept. 30

Getting started with evaluation

With the publication of Getting Started with
Evaluation, published by ALA Editions, managers at
academic and public libraries, as well as library
trustees and others interested in assessing service
quality, have a workbook to help them master key
concepts of assessment. Authors Peter Hernon, Robert
E. Dugan, and Joseph R. Matthews offer directed
exercises and worksheets for guidance alongside a
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Libraries
on Film
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detailed list of sources for metrics and concrete
examples of evaluation in practice....
ALA Editions, Oct. 1

We stand stronger together

Marge Loch-Wouters writes: “I get a lot of out my memberships in
the Wisconsin Library Association, PLA, and ALA, including
mentorship, leadership, CE opportunities, and a chance to work
together to strengthen libraries. All of this standing up costs money. I
have paid for my dues with very little help from my library employers
for over 35 years. I need our associations strong so they can advocate
for me and for all libraries and our services. We stand together far
more strongly than when we stand alone. Will you join me?”...
Tiny Tips for Library Fun, Sept. 26

Go back to the Top

The Unnamable II:
The Statement of
Randolph Carter
(1992). Randolph
Carter (Mark Kinsey
Stephenson) and Eliot
Howard (Charles
Klausmeyer) look for
missing pages of the
Necronomicon in the
rare book room of the
Miskatonic University
library in order to
defeat a demon that is
chasing them.

Featured review: Adult nonfiction

Garrett, Bradley L. Explore Everything: PlaceHacking the City. Oct. 2013. 320p.
Illustrated. Verso, hardcover (978-1-78168129-5).
“Dr. Garrett?” asked the British police officer
who boarded the plane as soon as it landed
at Heathrow. The American-expat Oxford
researcher was about to be arrested for his
trespassing exploits. He meant no harm.
Quite the opposite. Garrett and his fellow
urban explorers celebrate forgotten places and protest limits
on access. In this unique and electrifying travelogue, Garrett,
a scholar with a background in anthropology and archeology,
thoughtfully explicates their dangerous, exhilarating, and illegal
explorations. We picture hackers as loners slouched anemically
in the sickly light of a computer screen, but Garrett and his
fellow travelers are as fit, agile, and fearless as ninja. Sharing
an ethos with street artists, their mission is to “exploit
fractures in the architecture of the city in an effort to find
deeper meaning in the spaces we pass through every day.”...

Top 10 literary travel books:
2013

Brad Hooper writes: “Armchair travel
always offers an enticing alternative to the middle seat in
coach. We’re not advocating abandoning actual travel and
substituting it exclusively with travel reading, but there is a
time and place for simply sitting back and living vicariously
through someone else’s adventures. Keep within arm’s reach
these lively books reviewed in Booklist between September 15,
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The Unquiet Library
(1986). This
documentary looks at
the decades-long
involvement of the
Library of Congress in
the making,
performing, recording,
and preservation of
music. The retired
chief of the Music
Division, Donald
Leavitt, tells of his
activities.
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2012, and September 1, 2013.”...

@

Visit Booklist Online for other reviews and much more....
Go back to the Top

Philadelphia Update

Unusual Occupations
(1942, short). One
segment of this
documentary highlights
librarian Grace
MacDonald and the
Edmonton (Alberta)
Public Library’s trolleycar bookmobile.

Philadelphia’s food and
restaurant renaissance

Adam Erace writes: “The cradle of America is
being reborn as a food destination. Acclaimed
New York chefs are relocating to Philadelphia,
and the historic Italian diners face some spicy
competition. Fork—a light-filled, amber
enclave at 306 Market Street with high ceilings and an open kitchen—
changed how Philadelphians dined when it opened in 1997. It is doing
so again, with a new chef, Eli Kulp, who is currently cooking some of
the city’s most fascinating food.” Serpico is another contender....
The Guardian (UK), Sept. 20

The best Philly cheesesteaks

The Philadelphia cheesesteak—thin slices of
beef cooked on a griddle and stuffed into a
long, soft hoagie roll smeared with cheese—
clings to the sophisticated Philadelphia
dining scene like an embarrassing ex-lover.
Here are a few of the best places to sample
an authentic cheesesteak. (The American Sardine Bar at 1800 Federal
Street was the Philly cheesesteak winner from Philadelphia magazine’s
2013 Best of Philly list.)...
The Guardian (UK), Sept. 20; Wikipedia; Philadelphia magazine

The Please Touch Museum

Everything at Philadelphia’s Please Touch
Museum (at Memorial Hall in Fairmount Park,
4231 Avenue of the Republic) exists for the
sole entertainment and education of visitors
under the age of 7. There is a city bus to climb
on, a full supermarket, shoe store, a hospital
equipped with a mini MRI machine, to list just a
few of the permanent exhibits. One favorite
room is the exercise room (right)—part of the get-up-and-grow
initiative promoting healthy living to children—complete with
Styrofoam barbells, miniature treadmills, and a climbing wall....
The Celebrity Cafe, Sept. 23

Philadelphia International Airport

The Philadelphia International Airport (airport code
PHL) serves the fifth largest metropolitan area in
the United States and is located seven miles
southwest of downtown. Here is a directory of its
services and amenities. The airport has an active
art exhibitions program, with artworks on display in all seven
terminals....
Philadelphia International Airport

FAA panel backs easing device rules
http://aldirect.ala.org/sites/default/al_direct/2013/october/100213-2.htm[7/17/2014 9:14:18 AM]

Up, Down, Fragile
[Haut bas fragile]
(1995, France /
Switzerland). Laurence
Côte is Ida, a Parisian
librarian who is
obsessed by an old
pop melody that may
be the key to the
identity of her natural
parents.
This AL Direct feature
describes hundreds of films
(and some TV shows) in
which libraries and librarians
are featured, from 1912 to
the present. The full list is a
Web Extra associated with
The Whole Library
Handbook 5, edited by
George M. Eberhart and
published by ALA Editions.
You can browse the films on
our Libraries on Film
Pinterest board.
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Airline passengers should be allowed to use their personal electronic
devices to read, play games, or enjoy movies and music, even when
planes are on the ground or flying below 10,000 feet, according to
recommendations an advisory panel sent to the Federal Aviation
Administration on September 30. But the panel said that restrictions
should remain on sending text messages, browsing the web, or
checking email after the plane’s doors have been closed....
New York Times, Sept. 30

How to ensure your flight doesn’t
suck

Adam Dachis writes: “Thanks to heightened
security, delays, cramped seats, limited bag
storage, and a variety of other problems, few
of us actually like to fly. While you can’t
overcome every problem, a few tips and
strategies can make your flight a heck of a lot
better. In this post, we’ll go over how you can
prepare yourself for the inconveniences of flying.”...
Lifehacker, Aug. 5

10 tips for nervous fliers

Caroline Costello writes: “To find out how to keep our natural human
anxieties in check during a flight, we turned to Margaret Wehrenberg,
a licensed clinical psychologist and author of The Anxious Brain and
The 10 Best-Ever Anxiety Management Techniques. Wehrenberg, who
has worked directly with patients suffering from a fear of flying,
imparted a few wise tips for managing anxiety in the air. Here are 10
ways nervous travelers can keep calm and carry on when flying.”...

Career Leads
from

Manager of Collection
Development,
California Lutheran
University, Thousand
Oaks. The Manager of
Collection Development
oversees the Pearson
Library’s print collection
as well as manages and
coordinates the physical
sciences and ethnic and
gender studies
collections. The
incumbent develops
strategic plans to
enhance the quality of
the overall collection
and effectively manage
limited physical space
in the Pearson
Library....

The Huffington Post: Travel Blogs, Sept. 25

Go back to the Top

Division News
YALSA opens proposals for 2014
symposium

YALSA seeks program proposals and paper
presentations for its 2014 Young Adult Literature
Symposium, “Keeping it Real: Finding the True Teen
Experience in YA Literature,” to be held October 31–
November 2, 2014, in Austin, Texas. Submit proposals online by
November 1....

@

More jobs...

Digital Library
of the Week

YALSA, Oct. 1

RUSA online courses

RUSA has several upcoming online courses that will be of significant
value to public, academic, and special librarians, as well as library
school students. Topics to be covered include health literacy and
reference, spatial literacy and online mapping, and reference interview
basics. Register online....
RUSA, Oct. 1

PLA Collaborative Culture institute

At the 2014 ALA Midwinter Meeting, PLA will host a half-day institute,
“Creating a Collaborative Culture,” on January 24. Instructor Cheryl
Gould, learning facilitator for Fully Engaged Libraries in San Francisco,
will lead an interactive and engaging session designed to highlight the
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The National Library
of the Netherlands
(KB) has partnered
with Google to digitize
some 160,000 books
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transformative power of reframing failure, creating a culture of “yes,”
and implementing the kinds of listening that change lives and
libraries....
PLA, Oct. 1

Sign up for ASCLA Midwinter workshops

Registration opened October 1 for three institutes covering online
course design, the secrets to successful leadership, and how to
become a library consultant, to be hosted by ASCLA at the 2014
Midwinter Meeting in Philadelphia. Register through the Midwinter
registration process....
ASCLA, Oct. 1

Call for LLAMA webinar proposals

Do you have a good idea for a webinar topic? Now you can share
your expertise and reach a wide and diverse audience by presenting a
LLAMA webinar in January–April 2014. Completed forms are due
November 13....
LLAMA, Oct. 1

Join United for Libraries and receive a
free book

New personal members of United for Libraries will
receive their choice of two books: The Complete
Library Trustee Handbook or Even More Great Ideas
for Libraries and Friends. Those who are not yet
members of ALA can join as a personal member,
trustee, Friend, or foundation to take advantage of
this special offer, which is available through November
14. Call (800) 545-2433, ext. 2161, or email united@ala.org....
United for Libraries, Oct. 2

Learn how to start a Friends group

As part of the celebration of National Friends of Libraries Week 2013,
October 20–26, United for Libraries Executive Director Sally Gardner
Reed will present a free webinar October 22 on how to start a Friends
of the Library group. Registration is open....
United for Libraries, Oct. 1

Go back to the Top

Awards & Grants
2013 ALA award winners

Mariam Pera writes: “Each year, ALA recognizes
the achievements of more than 200 individuals
and institutions with various awards. Chosen by
juries consisting of colleagues and peers, this
year’s award winners were chosen for their
leadership and vision, as well as their continued
investment in the profession through mentorship.
The honorees listed here represent only a portion
of those cited in 2013. See more award winners
online.”...
American Libraries feature

AASL awarded IMLS Leadership Grant

AASL has been awarded a $99,398 National Leadership Grant for
Libraries from the Institute of Museum and Library Services. The
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from its collection,
which includes
historical, scientific,
cultural, and legal
publications from 1700
to 1870. The
agreement between
the KB and Google is
part of the library’s
strategy to digitize all
its public-domain
books, periodicals, and
newspapers published
since 1470. About
80,000 titles are now
done, and scanning
will continue over the
next several years.
Do you know of a digital
library collection that we can
mention in this AL Direct
feature? Tell us about it.
Browse previous Digital
Libraries of the Week at the I
Love Libraries site, Check out
our Featured Digital
Libraries Pinterest board.

Noted and
Quoted
“Among other
things, the Library of
Congress is closed as
a result of what the
vandals have done.
Padlock study and
intellect.”
—Charles P. Pierce, “The
Reign of Morons Is Here,”
Esquire: The Politics Blog,
Oct. 1.

“Making love to
Aurelia was like
rummaging through
a card catalog in a
deserted library,
searching for one
very obscure, littleread entry on
Hungarian poetry. It
was dead silent, no
one gave me any
direction, and
nothing was where it
was supposed to
be.”

AL Direct, October 2, 2013

division’s “Causality: School Libraries and Student Success (CLASS)”
national research forum was one of 42 grants awarded by IMLS. AASL
will use the funds to host a national forum to outline a research
agenda for future school library research....
AASL, Oct. 1

Applications open: National School Library
Program of the Year

The online application for the AASL 2014 National School
Library Program of the Year Award is now open. Schools
and school districts interested in applying can use AASL’s
online awards database through January 1. Sponsored
by Follett Library Resources, the annual award
recognizes three school library programs that meet the
needs of the changing school and library environment
and are fully integrated into the curriculum. Each
recipient receives an obelisk (right) and $10,000 toward its school
library program....
AASL, Oct. 1

Excellence in Library Programming Award

ALA is now accepting nominations for its Excellence in Library
Programming Award, sponsored by the ALA Cultural Communities
Fund. The award recognizes a library that has created and presented
an exemplary cultural/thematic program or series in the past year
that encouraged community participation, planning or sponsorship,
addressed a community needs, and made a measurable impact. The
award consists of $5,000 and a citation of achievement. Apply
online....
Public Programs Office, Oct. 1

Is your library on the cutting edge?

As part of its ongoing effort to identify and recognize libraries that are
delivering quality library services in new ways, ALA is accepting
submissions for the best library practices using cutting-edge
technology. Nominations must be submitted by November 15; and
winners will be announced at the upcoming 2014 ALA Midwinter
Meeting in Philadelphia, January 24–28....
District Dispatch, Oct. 1

LIRT announces two new awards

The Library Instruction Round Table is offering two new awards in
2014 to recognize excellence in information literacy and instruction.
The LIRT Librarian Recognition Award of $1,000 will be presented to
an individual librarian for his or her contributions to the field. The
LIRT Innovation in Instruction Award of $1,000 will be given to a
library that demonstrates innovation in support of information literacy
and instruction. The nomination deadline for both awards is December
1....
Library Instruction Round Table, Oct. 1

Nominations sought for LITA/Library Hi Tech Award

Nominations are invited for the 2014 LITA/Library Hi Tech Award of
$1,000, given each year to an individual or institution for outstanding
achievement in educating the profession about cutting edge
technology through communication in continuing education within the
field of library and information technology. Email nominations by
December 2 to LITA/Library Hi Tech Award Committee Chair Susan
Sharpless Smith....
LITA, Oct. 1
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—Marisha Pessl, Night Film
(Random House, 2013), p.
191.

@

More quotes...

Calendar
Oct. 16–18:

Mississippi Library
Association, Annual
Conference, Biloxi.
“Mississippi Libraries:
Making Community
Work.”

Oct. 17–19:

Washington Library
Media Association,
Annual Conference,
Yakima. “Library,
Information,
Technology: Get It In
Gear!”

Oct. 18:

Maryland Association
of School Librarians,
Fall Conference, Turf
Valley Hotel, Ellicott
City.

Oct. 20–22:

Maine Library
Association / New
England Library
Association, Joint
Annual Conference,
Holiday Inn by the
Bay, Portland.

Oct. 21–27:

Open Access Week.

Oct. 31–
Nov 2:

Illinois School
Library Media
Association, Annual
Conference, Crowne
Plaza, Springfield.
“School Libraries: The
Core of Student
Success.”

Nov. 2:
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LITA/Ex Libris seeking LIS student authors

Submissions are invited for the 2014 LITA/Ex Libris Student Writing
Award, which honors the best unpublished manuscript submitted by a
student or students enrolled in an ALA-accredited graduate program
with $1,000, publication in Information Technology and Libraries, and
a certificate. The deadline to apply is February 28....
LITA, Oct. 1

Apply for an ASCLA award

ASCLA is now accepting nominations for its 2014 awards, which
recognize projects focused on library services to people with
disabilities; the advancement of library services for the blind and
physically handicapped; exceptional achievement in extension and
outreach services; exemplary leadership and achievement in
consulting, state library services, and library cooperatives; and service
to the division. The deadline for all awards is February 1....
ASCLA, Oct. 1

Rewards and recognition in librarianship

Micah Vandegrift writes: “This article explores the professional award
structure (formal and informal) of librarianship. The goal is to
discover what the field values in terms of bestowing honors at the
individual level, and in which ways the awards system is perpetuating
or progressing those values. What qualifies as prestige within our
field, and how is that scale of prestige viewed from outside
librarianship?”...
In the Library with the Lead Pipe, Sept. 25

National Book Festival Summer
Writing Contest finalists

Forty members of AASL participated as firstround panel judges in “A Book That Shaped
Me,” the Library of Congress National Book
Festival Summer Writing Contest. The program,
now in its second year, asks rising 5th and 6th graders to reflect on a
book that has made a personal impact in their lives. Judges each read
and scored 20–25 entries to determine the five finalists from each
state....
AASL, Oct. 1

Five EBSCO grants to attend Midwinter

ALA and EBSCO are partnering to offer five scholarships for librarians
to attend the 2014 ALA Midwinter Meeting in Philadelphia. Each
EBSCO scholarship will be in the amount of $1,500, and one of the
five scholarships will be awarded to a first-time conference attendee.
The scholarship money is to be used for conference registration,
travel, and expenses. The deadline to apply is November 1....
Office of ALA Governance, Oct. 1

Try out for the Follett Challenge

Schools around the world will vie to be
recognized as the most innovative in the third
annual Follett Challenge, which launched
October 1. This year’s contest will reward 15
schools from all levels of education for the best
and most effective approaches to 21st century learning. New this
year, the Follett Challenge will honor semifinalist winners in four
categories: elementary, middle, high school, and magnet/parochial/K–
12 schools. Entries will be accepted from November 1 through
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Maine Association of
School Libraries,
Annual Meeting,
Falmouth Middle
School, Falmouth.

Nov. 7–9:

Virginia Association
of School Librarians,
Annual Conference,
Double Tree by Hilton
Hotel, Williamsburg.
“Libraries as
Knowledge Builders.”

Nov. 14–17:

American Association
of School Librarians,
National Conference,
Hartford, Connecticut.
“Rising to the
Challenge.”

Nov. 20–22:

Florida Association
for Media in
Education, Annual
Conference, Hilton
Bonnet Creek, Orlando.

Nov. 20–22:

Michigan Association
for Media in
Education, Annual
Conference, Kalamazoo
Radisson Plaza Hotel,
Kalamazoo. “School
Librarians @ the Core.”

Feb. 6–9:

California School
Library Association,
Annual Conference,
Bahia Hotel, San
Diego.
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More...

Contact Us

American Libraries
Direct

AL Direct is a free electronic
newsletter emailed every
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February 28....

Follett Corporation, Oct. 1

Wednesday to personal
members of the American
Library Association.

IMLS grants for Pacific islands and Hawaii

The Institute of Museum and Library Services on September 26
announced seven competitive grants totaling $487,158 for US Pacific
Territories, Freely Associated States, and Hawaii. IMLS provides
support through a competitive process administered by Mid-continent
Research for Education and Learning. A grant through the IMLS
National Leadership Grant program to the Pacific Resources for
Education and Learning in Honolulu will support a curriculum that uses
the topics of nutrition and cultivation to increase childhood literacy....

George M. Eberhart,
Editor:
geberhart@ala.org

Institute of Museum and Library Services, Sept. 26

Nominations open for Afterschool
Innovator Awards

The Afterschool Alliance and MetLife
Foundation seek innovative and potentially
lesser known afterschool programs that excel
at engaging middle schoolers. Nominate an
afterschool program by November 14 for a
chance to win one of five $10,000 MetLife
Foundation Afterschool Innovator Awards. Read more about the
Afterschool Alliance....

Beverly Goldberg,
Senior Editor:
bgoldberg@ala.org

Phil Morehart,
Associate Editor:
pmorehart@ala.org

Afterschool Alliance; UpNext: The IMLS Blog, Sept. 26

Charleston Conference Scholarships

Margaret Medina is the winner of a $1,000 Swets scholarship to
attend the 2013 Charleston Conference. Medina is Library Technician
III in the Monographs Section at Colorado State University.
Acquisitions Librarian Jamie Wilson, from Millsaps College in Jackson,
Mississippi, is the winner of the 2013 EBSCO Charleston Conference
Scholarship. Both winners had to submit a short essay....
Swets, Sept. 26; EBSCO, Oct. 1

Dan Zevin wins 2013 Thurber Prize

Dan Zevin (right), author of Dan Gets a Mini-Van: Life
at the Intersection of Dude and Dad, has been named
the winner of the 2013 Thurber Prize for American
Humor. He won $5,000 in prize money and a crystal
plaque. The announcement was revealed at a
September 30 ceremony in New York City. The prize,
awarded annually, was established to honor the legacy
of humor writer/cartoonist James Thurber....

Mariam Pera,
Associate Editor:
mpera@ala.org

Sanhita SinhaRoy,
Managing Editor,
American Libraries:
ssinharoy@ala.org

Laurie D. Borman,
Editor and Publisher,
American Libraries:
lborman@ala.org

GalleyCat, Oct. 1

2012 Lane Anderson Awards

The Fitzhenry Family Foundation announced the
winners of the 2012 Lane Anderson Award for
excellence in Canadian science writing. Finalists and
winners were fêted at an intimate dinner in Toronto on
September 26. The winner in the adult category was
The Universe Within by Neil Turok (Anansi); and the
children’s book winner was The Big Green Book of the
Big Blue Sea by Helaine Becker (Kids Can Press)....

To advertise in American
Libraries Direct, contact:

Doug Lewis:
dglewis@ala.org

Fitzhenry Family Foundation, Sept. 26

2013 Dolman Travel Book Award

This year’s Authors’ Club Dolman Travel Book of the
Year prize has been awarded jointly to Kathleen
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Katie Bane:
kbane@ala.org
Send news and feedback:
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Jamie’s Sightlines (Sort of Books) and Robert
Macfarlane’s The Old Ways: A Journey on Foot (Hamish
Hamilton), the first time the award has been shared
since its launch in 2006. Award-winning poet and
nature writer Jamie’s book embraces some of her
native Scottish landscapes, while Macfarlane’s book
explores the ancient pathways of Britain....
Authors’ Club, Sept. 29
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Libraries in the News
New San Diego library opens to
the public

San Diego’s long-awaited $185-million
Central Library (right) opened to the public
on September 30. Construction began in
August 2010. Officials gathered on
September 28 to dedicate the library in front
of thousands of area residents, unveiling the facility’s official name,
the San Diego Central Library Joan and Irwin Jacobs Common. The
name recognizes the millions of dollars donated to the construction
project by the Qualcomm cofounder and his wife. Take an interactive
tour....
KGTV-TV, San Diego, Calif., Sept. 30; U-T San Diego

George Washington library opens
at Mount Vernon

The Fred W. Smith National Library for the
Study of George Washington, a center for
scholarship about George Washington, Colonial
America, and the Revolutionary Era, opened its
doors at Mount Vernon, Virginia, September
27. Most of Washington’s original library is housed at the Boston
Athenaeum, but the new facility now owns just under 50 originals and
450 duplicate editions. Watch the CBS News video (4:29). Mark
Mancini lists seven nifty things the library owns....
Washington Post, May 25, 2012; Sept. 26; CBS News, Sept. 29; Mental Floss, Sept. 28

New York City lags behind in library investment

Julie Sandorf writes: “Election campaigns are typically filled with calls
for increased spending on new initiatives, and the New York City
mayoral election is no exception. Candidates have pledged support for
more preschool education, after-school programs, workforce
development, and immigrant services, among other items. Largely
overlooked, our neighborhood libraries—206 in all—provide every one
of those essential programs, and yet city funding has been
consistently cut in recent years.”...
New York Daily News, Sept. 25
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Brooklyn’s Gerritsen Beach branch
reopens

It looks great now, but the Gerritsen Beach
branch of the Brooklyn Public Library wasn’t
looking so good after Hurricane Sandy hit in
October 2012. The branch came back to life
September 30 after $1.6 million in repairs and
renovations. That includes new books to make up for the thousands
lost, plus new computers and furniture. BPL President Linda Johnson
says the library is even better than before the storm with new
meeting rooms, self-checkout machines, and a new roof....
NY1, New York City, Sept. 30

Recovery in Estes Park

The Estes Valley Library in Estes Park, Colorado, was closed for a
week following the severe flooding of September 11–13. The
northwest section of its first floor sustained some damage to the
carpet and walls. The staff met daily throughout the disaster,
providing up-to-date information, counseling residents, and filling in
with storytimes at local schools. Financial Programs Coordinator
Marsha Yelick offered some basic financial tips for planning for the
unexpected....
Estes Park (Colo.) Trail-Gazette, Sept. 19, 28

Olympia staff deal with threats
after heroin bust

Staff at the Timberland Regional Library in
downtown Olympia, Washington, say they
are working in fear, and one security guard
has resigned after police cracked down on a
drug house across the street from the
library on September 12. Police arrested
two people at the library September 25 for allegedly making threats
to kill a security guard because they were upset over the staff’s
crackdown on heroin use in library bathroom stalls. Library Manager
Donna Feddern (above) said the situation is frightening, but staff will
not back down when it comes to keeping patrons safe....
The Olympian, Sept. 27; KIRO-TV, Seattle, Sept. 27

Invisible Man ban rescinded

Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man will be returned to the shelves of high
school libraries in Randolph County, North Carolina. On September 25,
the county board of education decided 6–1 to reinstate the book,
which had been removed by an earlier vote after a parent had
complained about the title. Both school-level and district committees
have recommended the book stay on library shelves....
Asheboro (N.C.) Courier-Tribune, Sept. 25

Hair-pulling incident in
Cuyahoga County

A Cleveland Heights, Ohio, city council
candidate is accused of pulling the hair of
Cuyahoga County Public Library Executive
Director Sari Feldman on September 24,
after the library board voted to sell its historic William E. Telling
Mansion (right). Fran Mentch was cited for assault in the incident at
the library’s headquarters in Parma. Mentch and others had come to
the meeting to protest the sale of the Mayfield Road mansion, which
for years served as the home of the South Euclid–Lyndhurst
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branch....

Cleveland Plain Dealer, Sept. 25

Washburn responds to sex discrimination lawsuit

Washburn University in Topeka, Kansas, and its dean of libraries, Alan
Bearman, acknowledge he once called a male employee “Sally.” But in
a court document filed September 30, Washburn and Bearman denied
numerous other allegations made in a federal lawsuit brought against
them May 13 by former instructional librarian Michelle Canipe. The
lawsuit contends that Washburn and Bearman created or tolerated a
sexually hostile environment, and retaliated against Canipe for
complaining about unequal treatment on the basis of sex....
Topeka (Kans.) Capital-Journal, Sept. 30

School librarian variance in New York State

For those struggling with school, personal problems, even thoughts of
suicide, the school library is one place they can go to find solace.
Whether it’s a transgendered student being bullied or a shy writer
trying to find his voice, Paul McIntosh, librarian at Wadleigh
Secondary School in Harlem, says kids have, for years, turned to him
for support. Librarians across the city fear for their profession’s
future. On August 9, the New York Department of Education
requested a variance (PDF file) from the state, asking official
permission to offer fewer librarians in schools....
Brooklyn (N.Y.) Bureau, Sept. 26

University librarian resigns over Folio
scandal

The Senate House Library at the University of
London scrapped plans to sell a set of four
Shakespeare Folios at auction after leading
academics attacked the proposal as “an act of
stupidity” and warned it could damage the
university’s reputation. Senate House Library
Director Christopher Pressler (right) announced he is resigning for
“personal reasons,” weeks after he admitted breaching financial rules
by not disclosing his relationship with an employee at Bonhams,
appointed to oversee the sale....
The Telegraph (UK), Oct. 1

The untold story behind Canada’s
digitization plan

Michael Geist writes: “In June, Library and
Archives Canada and Canadiana, an alliance of public and academic
libraries focused on digital preservation, announced plans to digitize
and create metadata for 60 million historical Canadian documents. As
the details of the Heritage project leaked out, a controversy arose
over concerns that the materials would be placed behind a paywall.
Now, newly obtained documents under the Access to Information Act
raise troubling questions about public access and promises of
exclusivity made by the LAC.”...
Toronto Star, Sept. 27

Moscow libraries getting muchneeded upgrades

There are more than 400 libraries in the
Russian capital, but the majority are
uninviting places with iron doors, strict rules,
inconvenient opening hours, and a design
that is a leftover from Soviet times. Now all
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Moscow city libraries will eventually get a
makeover, offering multimedia content, film screenings, lectures, and
extended hours. The man behind it is bookseller Boris Kupriyanov,
who was asked by Sergei Kapkov, the city culture director who
transformed Moscow’s parks, to take on the libraries....
Moscow News, Sept. 26
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Issues
This is why you can’t have
nice things

Barbara Fister writes: “This is what
happens when people who do not believe
in government are elected to government. They refuse to lose when a
law they opposed is passed. They don’t value government services
because governments pass laws and laws infringe on their freedom.
They took an oath to defend the Constitution and discharge the duties
of their office, but they don’t believe in the system for which the
constitution is a blueprint and so refuse to carry out their duties. On
principle.”...
Inside Higher Ed: Library Babel Fish, Oct. 2

Surveillance transparency legislation

The Center for Democracy and Technology, on behalf of a broad
coalition of internet companies and privacy advocates, delivered a
letter (PDF file) September 30 to the leaders of the US Senate and
House Judiciary Committees supporting two bills that substantially
increase transparency around government surveillance of the internet.
The new letter voices the signers’ strong support for Sen. Al Franken’s
(D-Minn.) S. 1452, the Surveillance Transparency Act of 2013; and
Rep. Zoe Lofgren’s (D-Calif.) H.R. 3035, the Surveillance Order
Reporting Act of 2013....
Center for Democracy and Technology, Sept. 30

Perspectives on intellectual
freedom

Associate Professor Christine Jenkins and
Assistant Professor Emily Knox (right) of
the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign’s Graduate School of Library
and Information Science share their
perspectives on intellectual freedom and censorship in the context of
the library. In this video (1:53) they discuss the question, “What are
the consequences when books are successfully banned?”...
YouTube, Sept. 26

NEA report on public participation in
the arts
How do Americans participate in the arts in the
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course of a year? What kinds of art forms and
activities do they engage with, and in what
numbers? The NEA investigates these questions and
more in the 2012 Survey of Public Participation in
the Arts, the nation’s largest population survey of
arts participation trends. On September 26, the NEA
released an initial report (PDF file) of the survey’s
findings. One finding: 47% of adults engaged in literary reading in the
previous year....
National Endowment for the Arts, Sept. 26

The evolving role of libraries and librarians in health
care (subscription)
Julia F. Sollenberger and Robert G. Holloway Jr. write: “As clinicians
try to incorporate research into practice, they increasingly depend on
technology to bring evidence to the bedside to improve quality and
patient outcomes. Integrating current information into the processes
of shared decision making and continuous learning supports the use
of evidence. Health sciences libraries and librarians have an
increasingly important role in providing that information to clinicians,
patients, and families.”...
Journal of the American Medical Association 310, no. 12 (2013): 1231–1232
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Tech Talk
Make the most of iOS 7

Jill Duffy writes: “If you were one of the millions
of people to upgrade an iPhone from iOS 6 to
iOS 7 recently, you’ve probably spent a little
more time than normal exploring your phone.
You can spruce up your iPhone by making a
couple of small changes to preserve the battery,
reclaim some space, and make a few other
improvements. And if you’re unsure whether your
device is compatible with the new operating system, see our complete
list of devices that will run iOS 7. Then, for detailed instructions, see
How to Download iOS 7.”...
PC Magazine, Sept. 13, 18, 28

Five best USB hubs

Alan Henry writes: “There comes a time in
everyone’s life when they look over their desk
for a place to plug in their phone, a new
wireless mouse, a portable hard drive, or
some other peripheral, only to discover they’re out of USB ports.
When that happens, it’s time to buy a hub—but some hubs are
definitely better than others. This week we’re looking at five of the
best.”...
Lifehacker, Sept. 29

How to choose a surge protector

Alan Henry writes: “Most of us have more
devices than we have plugs in the wall, which
is why you’ll likely find a surge protector behind
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most people’s televisions and under our desks.
However, not all surge protectors are alike, and
some even put your gadgets at risk. We talked
to an electrician to sort out how to tell the good ones from the bad
ones, and how to use them safely.”...
Lifehacker, Sept. 27

Untangle your cords

Gregory Schmidt writes: “Recoil, a company
in Park City, Utah, has developed a way to
keep the cords attached to technology
devices from becoming a knotted mess. The
company calls its product Recoil Winders,
retractable cord winders that eliminate the problem of twisting cords.
The winders consist of a spring-loaded spool in a sturdy housing.
Simply hook the cord around the spool’s trigger, and it winds the cord
inside the housing.”...
New York Times: Gadgetwise, Oct. 1

The future of 3D printing: What’s
real, what’s hype

Signe Brewster writes: “The easiest critique of
current consumer 3D printers is that they are
difficult to use. And it’s true. Current models
are aimed at experienced tinkerers, whether
their manufacturers admit it or not. Cost is not
the issue; it’s the combination of cost and ease
of use that matters. The second easiest critique of 3D printers is that
they only print plastic. That’s great for creating objects people use
every day, from bolts to spoons, but it’s far from the replicator that
Star Trek conditioned a generation to expect.”...
GigaOM, Oct. 2

3D-printed objects outgrow their
printers

Niall Firth writes: “3D printing may be set to
change the world by letting us make all sorts of
objects, but there’s one little problem: The printers
can only print items smaller than themselves. Until
now, that is. Skylar Tibbits at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology’s Self-Assembly Lab and colleague Marcelo
Coelho have come up with a way for standard 3D printers to print out
large-scale objects. The approach, called Hyperform, converts the
object to be printed into a single long chain made from interlocking
links.”...
New Scientist, Sept. 26

LittleBits’ Exploration Kits

Chris Velazco writes: “Whole worlds have
been built out of Lego, K’Nex, and
Meccano and a seemingly endless supply
of childhood wonder, but the world is
changing and so are our toys. That’s
where an ambitious New York hardware
startup comes into play. LittleBits is trying to create a Lego for a new
generation of tinkerers. The company just launched a new batch of
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Exploration Kits to bring its vision of clever, fun, hardware education
to the masses.”...
TechCrunch, Oct. 1

The only system and security tools
you need on Windows

Chris Hoffman writes: “Windows is complicated
and needs many different system utilities and
security tools to run well—or does it? We recently covered the many
types of system tools you don’t need. Here are the few utilities you
actually do need. These are the tools that will actually do something
for your PC.”...
How-To Geek, Sept. 27–28
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E-Content
The Big Six and library lending: An update

Rob Maier writes: “In May 2013, when I started to track the Big Six
and their library lending terms, there were many changes taking place
in the publishing world. I assumed that I’d be issuing updates at least
monthly. Instead, we entered a time of limited change until
September 25, when Penguin resumed licensing its ebooks through
OverDrive. Since OverDrive is the leading provider of ebooks to public
libraries, the lack of access to Penguin titles has been frustrating to
say the least.”...
AL: E-Content, Sept. 27; OverDrive Digital Library Blog, Sept. 25

Penguin drops side-loading requirement

Matt Enis writes: “In a quick reversal of its position on Kindle lending,
Penguin on September 26 loosened the terms of its renewed
agreement with OverDrive. The publisher has agreed to allow library
patrons to download ebook titles wirelessly via OverDrive’s ‘Get for
Kindle’ function instead of, as initially announced, first downloading
titles to a computer, and then side-loading those titles to their Kindle
classic or Paperwhite using a USB cord.”...
Library Journal: The Digital Shift, Sept. 27

Scribd offers ebook subscription
service

Scribd announced October 2 it is offering its
own subscription service for ebooks. The
service will cost $8.99 a month for an
unlimited amount of books and will have many HarperCollins titles.
Scribd is a six-year-old document-sharing company. Laura Hazard
Owen writes: “Overall, the service is a strong contender in this
emerging space, and if you’re trying to choose between Scribd and
Oyster, you’ll have to consider selection, design, and platform.” Nate
Hoffelder notes a potential problem with content availability....
TeleRead, Oct. 1; GigaOM, Oct. 1; The Digital Reader, Oct. 1

Ebooks price people out of reading

Art Brodsky writes: “This is not one of those rants about missing the
texture, touch, colors, whatever, of paper contrasted with the sterility
of reading on a tablet. No, the real abomination of ebooks is often
overlooked: The real problem with ebooks is that they’re more ‘e’
than book, so an entirely different set of rules govern what someone
can and can’t do with them compared to physical books—especially
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when it comes to pricing to libraries.”...
Wired, Oct. 2

OverDrive releases library circulation APIs

Adam Sockel writes: “Last year we introduced the initial set of
OverDrive APIs that enable approved vendors to deeply integrate
OverDrive-hosted catalogs and nearly one million digital titles with
their apps and platforms. These included the ability to access catalog
metadata, see the availability of a title, and search the library’s
collection. The all-new Circulation APIs are now available on the
OverDrive Developer Portal.”...
OverDrive Digital Library Blog, Oct. 1

Latest Sony Reader not available in
US

Nathan Groezinger writes: “Earlier in the week I
reached out to the Sony Reader division in the
United States to inquire about the Sony PRS-T3
ebook reader to see if and when it was coming
to the US. As it turns out, the PRS-T3 will not be
released in the US. It sounds like Sony would rather focus on tablets
and phones moving forward.”...
The eBook Reader Blog, Sept. 26
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Books & Reading
100 great children’s books of the past
100 years

Chosen by children’s librarians Jeanne Lamb and
Elizabeth Bird of the New York Public Library, these
100 inspiring tales have thrilled generations of
children and their parents—and are still flying off
the shelves. 100 Great Children’s Books (PDF file)
has been published on the occasion of the library’s
exhibition “The ABC of It: Why Children’s Books
Matter,” on view at the Stephen A. Schwarzman Building....
New York Public Library

Books about departed musicians

Colleen Seisser writes: “History is ripe with stories of
artists, musicians, performers, and other gifted
geniuses whose lives were cut short. Nowhere is this
more common than when we talk about great
musicians. A recurring theme with many of my
favorite musicians from the past was their tragic life
stories. If you are interested in reading about
musicians who were gone too soon, check out the list
I have put together.”...
YALSA The Hub, Sept. 26

Realistic fiction with a bite

B. A. Binns writes: “The wealth of paranormal YA books
keeps growing. Angels, mermaids, werewolves,
dragons, and vampires are all great for escapism. But
readers live in the real world, where it’s not Twilight
and there are no Mortal Instruments. Contemporary
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realistic YA fiction is girding its loins and tackling issues
important to today’s teens head-on, from self-esteem
to sexting, predators, eating disorders, and feeling like
an outsider.”...
YALSA The Hub, Oct. 1

Three memoirs that prove libraries and
books save lives

Hector Tobar writes: “Your English teacher and your
local librarian are as important in a crisis as a fireman
or an ambulance driver. That’s the message to be
found inside three recent American memoirs, each
written by authors whose lives were saved by
literature. Thankfully, the three writers I’m thinking of
found the teachers and the libraries they needed,
despite growing up in different parts of the US during
similarly austere times.”...
Los Angeles Times: Jacket Copy, Oct. 1

20 great American cities for
writers (besides New York)

Jason Diamond writes: “Places like Brooklyn
and San Francisco are becoming too
overcrowded with writers and other creative
types, to the point where it’s impossible for
the newer, less successful among them to
pay the skyrocketing rent. Since the world
shouldn’t and doesn’t revolve around those two places, Flavorwire has
compiled a list of 20 cities that might be a better fit.” Some even
offer excellent bookstores and libraries....
Flavorwire, Sept. 25

Bookshelf boombox

Steve Hoefer writes: “Don’t judge these books
by their covers! They hide an amplifier, a
speaker, and a plush compartment for your
portable audio player. Putting things in
hollowed-out books is a trick as old as
bookbinding, but with a little more effort we can
even disguise some of the controls in a natural
way, such as using a tasseled bookmark as the volume control.”...
Make magazine, Sept. 24

The 10 most expensive books ever
sold

Richard Davies writes: “With so much
excitement surrounding the Bay Psalm Book
coming up for auction at Sotheby’s on
November 26, this is a good time to step
aside and consider the most expensive books
that have ever been sold. By saying books,
we are including documents and manuscripts, and not just objects
published on a press. I would be thrilled just to see any of these
books, but imagine bidding for them?”...
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Tips & Ideas
Use of small and rural libraries

Rural and small public libraries in the US are
community anchors, providing critical services and
resources to meet a variety of local needs. The
IMLS brief, The State of Small and Rural Libraries
in the United States (PDF file), provides the
agency’s first targeted analysis of trends for rural
and small library services. The report gives an
overview of the distribution, service use, fiscal
health, and staffing of these important community
assets. One of the report’s surprising findings is the sheer number of
public libraries that can be classified as either small or rural....
Institute of Museum and Library Services, Sept. 25

Keep your collection smelling FRESH

Jennifer LaGarde writes: “Yesterday I had the
opportunity to work with a fun group of librarians
in the northern part of my state who had some
questions about weeding. Specifically, they were
concerned about getting rid of old materials when
their collections are already small and there’s no
money to toss the discards for shiny new
replacements. I understand this concern, but when
it comes to weeding, I err on the side of less being
more. To me, these are the major problems with holding onto old,
out-of-date, musty materials.”...
The Adventures of Library Girl, Oct. 1

Cataloging as observation

Karen Coyle writes: “Cataloging rules actually instruct their users on
how to observe. In fact, the very first rule in AACR2 (1.0.A) defines
the sources of information for the catalog entry: The preferred source
of information is always the thing being described. Thus, the act of
cataloging is an act of describing what is being observed. This makes
cataloging something like the act of a biologist who is describing a
specimen. In theory, if both librarians and biologists follow the rules,
the same specimen or artifact would be described similarly by two
different professionals.”...
Coyle’s InFormation, Oct. 1

Wikidata and cataloging

Robinson Meyer writes: “Wikidata promises a single,
shared infrastructure of knowledge beneath Wikipedia
in every language. This underlying data layer can be
read by both humans and machines, and it
propagates changes from one language’s version of
Wikipedia to other languages. During the early part of its
development, Wikidata used a hierarchical taxonomy to organize its
data entries. The system was called GND. But now it hopes to get by
without an ontology at all.”...
The Atlantic, Oct. 2

How to move your blog from
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Blogger to WordPress

Amit Agarwal writes: “Your blog
(abc.blogspot.com) is hosted on Blogger
but you would now like to move it from
Blogger to WordPress (self-hosted) with a
personal domain name like abc.com. What is the easiest way to
switch from Blogger to WordPress without losing search traffic and
your existing subscribers? WordPress provides an easy one-click
option, but there’s more to migration than just transferring content.”
Watch the video (5:26)....
Digital Inspiration, May 18, 2007; Sept. 26; YouTube, Sept. 26

The best times to tweet, blog,
email, and post

Belle Beth Cooper writes: “I’ve collected
research and stats on Twitter, Facebook,
email, and blogging to help you find the best
time to communicate with others in each
format. The tricky thing I’ve come across is
that since the web is still so new, much of the
research available to us is conflicting. Use this guide to help you work
out what to test for your own audience, so that you can see what
actually works best in your specific case.”...
Buffer, Aug. 29

Five tips for keeping student devices secure

Caleb Barlow writes: “There are many security and privacy concerns
when it comes to kids having access to mobile devices at all times.
Like many things, it basically all comes down to education sprinkled
with a little common sense. Here are a few pointers that parents and
school officials can share with their kids and students when it comes
to mobile security.”...
The Huffington Post, Oct. 1

October is Canadian Library Month

(PDF

file)

The Canadian Library Association has designated
October as Canadian Library Month. The event
provides an opportunity to celebrate libraries across
Canada and the important contributions they make
to Canadian life. This year’s theme, “Libraries
Connect / Bibliothèques Branchées,” speaks to the need that all
Canadians have to connect with each other on a personal and social
level....

Canadian Library Association, Oct. 1

Google revamps its search engine

Greg Kumparak writes: “Have you noticed recently that Google has
gotten a bit better at offering up direct answers to questions? If so,
there’s a reason for it: It recently flipped the switch on a new search
algorithm it calls Hummingbird, which focuses on parsing searches as
complex questions.” The change, announced September 26, is said to
improve conversational searches. Danny Sullivan provides an FAQ on
the new algorithm....
TechCrunch, Sept. 26; SearchEngineLand, Sept. 26

Google and hashtags

Mark O’Neill writes: “Google has announced that Google Search will
be indexing hashtag search terms. But there’s one catch: It will only
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pull results from Google+, at least for the moment. This is a clever
way for Google to integrate its social network into search results. If
users had to choose between Facebook and Google+, most would
probably choose Facebook.”...
MakeUseOf, Sept. 27; Google+, Sept. 25

Who really said that?

Corey Robin writes: “The Wrongly Attributed Statement is not just a
thing, it’s an experience. A quote floats in your head for years, resting
in cloistered obscurity. One day you decide to use it in a book or an
article. You look it up to get the exact wording and to cite the
original source. But you find multiple wordings and no credible source.
More often you find that no one said it at all. There are basically
three kinds of Wrongly Attributed Statements.”...
Chronicle of Higher Education: Chronicle Review, Sept. 16

Geneva sets up a Fantasy Library
League

The Geneva (N.Y.) Public Library has created
a Fantasy Library League promotion in which
patrons can test their ability to purchase
books that your community wants to read—just like a librarian.
Players go online to choose an assortment of popular books that are
currently available in or coming soon to libraries throughout the
Pioneer Library System. The library will track how each player’s
collection of titles circulates, and those whose collections have the
most circulations will win fun prizes and bragging rights....
Geneva (N.Y.) Public Library

Host a superhero party

Kimberly Castle-Alberts writes: “I wanted to
try a Superhero Training Academy for
grades K–5 this past summer at the Hudson
(Ohio) Library and Historical Society. After
asking for advice on the Listservs and
perusing some library blogs, I decided to do
self-directed stations. This would allow kids to spend as much or as
little time as they wanted at each station. I dressed up as Batgirl,
which seemed the most obvious because she too is a librarian.”...
ALSC Blog, Sept. 28

Yu-Gi-Oh! in the library

Lisa Brien writes: “There is no game in Topeka
that is more intensely played than the bimonthly Yu-Gi-Oh! tournaments held at the
Topeka and Shawnee County (Kans.) Public
Library. Teens from all over the county gather
to pit their decks and skills against each other.
As they wait for the doors to open to our teen room, The Edge, they
pace the halls outside as they check and double-check their decks in
preparation. TSCPL has hosted Yu-Gi-Oh! tournaments continuously
since the card game was first released nearly 11 years ago.”...
International Games Day @ your library, Sept. 30

Michigan libraries register organ donors

In an effort that saves lives, the Canton Public Library and 43 other
libraries across Michigan are drawing praise for urging their
community residents to sign up for Gift of Life’s organ and tissue
donor registry. Canton’s library has become part of the campaign,
which is in its fourth year. It began with five University of Michigan
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libraries and has grown to 44 others, mostly in southeast Michigan....
Canton (Mich.) Observer, Sept. 27

Biases against online library school

Emily Weak writes: “For our latest survey, ‘What Should Potential
Hires Learn in Library School?,’ the most responses were the ones
that expressed some sort of bias against online schools or classes.
I’m a graduate of an online-only school myself (SJSU). I had thought
the prejudice against online degrees was not prevalent, and was
surprised to see it crop up in the surveys. But how frequently?”...
Hiring Librarians, Sept. 28, 30

An anthropologist among the librarians

Matt Thompson writes: “It’s been more than five weeks since I first
settled in Libraryland and the natives are starting to accept me as
one of their own. Since navigating the perilous voyage to this out-ofthe-way place and learning their customs and expectations, I have
finally begun networking in earnest. Now, having studied at the feet of
the Librarian elders, I can begin to offer these first insights, hunches,
and observations.”...
Savage Minds Backup, Sept. 25

Reference in the days before
Google

Chicago Slices was a program that aired on
WPWR-TV in the early 1990s documenting
life in and around the city. This clip (5:14)
shows how the Chicago Public Library
Information Service at the Harold
Washington Library worked in 1993. This
was a few years before the internet exploded and information could
be found on Google and Wikipedia. The footage never made it on the
air, and the library’s service soon faded as internet search engines
outpaced its usefulness....
Chicagoist, Sept .26; YouTube, Sept. 12

Brandon Township Public
Library geeks out

The Brandon Township Public Library in
Ortonville, Michigan, produced this
promotional Geek the Library video
(3:55) for its Septemberfest. It was
created by Teen Associate Librarian Alexa Webb and volunteer Kate
Nanney. “No books were harmed in the making of this video.”...
YouTube, Sept. 30

Go back to the Top
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American Libraries Online
Melding minds to make a library

Peter Gisolfi writes: “Architects build for
practical purposes. Ideally, they build in a
specific setting for the people in that setting.
Successful design comes from understanding
the objectives of the building’s owners, and
collaborating with them to create a facility
that reflects its objectives. The best libraries are designed using such
an approach. It’s a process that requires listening to every voice with
a stake in the outcome and establishing a clear set of goals and paths
to meet them.”...
American Libraries feature

Another Story: The toxic middle

Joseph Janes writes: “I couldn’t help being struck by the number of
young faces everywhere at the ALA Annual Conference this year; it’s
heartwarming and reassuring to witness new librarians making their
way in the profession. If only our profession would authentically and
wholeheartedly embrace the ideas and enthusiasm of our new
colleagues. If only our leaders could engage those ideas and use them
to effect change. If only. I don’t know if I just coined the phrase
‘toxic middle’ for a layer of people—often of my generation—who act
like wet blankets all the time.”...
American Libraries column, Sept./Oct.

Youth Matters: Sponsored by your library

Abby Johnson writes: “Many corporations want to surround children
with advertising, creating brand loyalty and imprinting on their
psyches that buying things will make them happy. A movie or TV
show is no longer simply a story but a platform from which to launch
an entire line of toys, games, books, and (often unhealthy) foods
plastered with character images. Should we include these branded
characters in our libraries?”...
American Libraries column, Sept./Oct.
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2014 Midwinter
Meeting and Exhibits,
Philadelphia, January 24–
28. Ishmael Beah—
human rights advocate
with a focus on how war
affects children, and
bestselling author of A
Long Way Gone: Memoirs
of a Boy Soldier—will
inspire and move you at
the Arthur Curley
Memorial Lecture.

AL Direct, October 9, 2013

How European librarians engage their
users

Tune in at 2 p.m. Eastern time on October 10 for a
60-minute discussion on “European Libraries: A View
from Friends across the Pond,” when we’ll be joined
by Hans van Velzen from the Amsterdam Public
Library, Paola Manoni from the Vatican Library, Frédérique Manning
from the City of Paris Library Network, and Eric Conderaerts from
Infor. This episode of American Libraries Live explores the ways
libraries can engage visitors and drive the continued relevance of the
library as a cultural institution....
American Libraries, Oct. 4

Go back to the Top

ALA News
ALA to establish a Center for the Future of Libraries

The Institute of Museum and Library Services has awarded ALA a
Laura Bush 21st Century Librarian Program grant in the amount of
$50,000 to establish a Center for the Future of Libraries. Its goal is to
provide library planners and community leaders with information
resources and tools that will help them better understand the trends
reshaping their libraries and communities and help them incorporate
foresight into their planning processes....
AL: The Scoop, Oct. 8

Declaration for the Right to
Libraries now fully accessible

The Declaration for the Right to Libraries
found on the I Love Libraries website is
now fully accessible. Visually impaired
persons with a screen reader will be able to both read and sign the
declaration through a text-only pop-up....
I Love Libraries

Fiore, Williams named cochairs of
planned giving campaign

Carole D. Fiore and J. Linda Williams have been named
2013–2014 cochairs of ALA’s 15x15 planned-giving
campaign. The goal of the 16-month-old campaign is to
raise $15 million in planned gifts to ALA by 2015. As of September
30, 44 individuals (including Fiore, her husband Stan, and Williams)
have been recognized as ALA Legacy Society members. Read more
about making a gift and watch the video (8:30)....
Development Office, Oct. 8; YouTube, June 21

Get free tips on fostering civic engagement
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The Public Programs Office will hold a free, one-hour webinar on
November 5 that will present books, videos, and other guides to help
librarians bring their communities together to talk in productive, civil,
and interesting ways. The fifth in a civic engagement series, the
webinar will be led by Patty Dineen from the National Issues Forum
Institute and Carolyn Caywood and Nancy Kranich of ALA’s Center for
Civic Life. Registration is open....
Public Programs Office, Oct. 8

IRRT at Library 2.013 Conference

The International Relations Round Table will be presenting on the
topic “Internationalizing Your Library” at the online Library 2.013
conference on October 18. Beneficial for all librarians wanting to add
more international aspects to their libraries, this presentation will walk
participants through the IRRT website, highlighting IRRT tools and
resources for helping in this process. Librarians wishing to view it
must register at the Library 2.013 conference website....
International Relations Office, Oct. 8

Medical Library Association heart-disease
resource guide

Featuring nearly 1,000 annotated entries, The Medical
Library Association Guide to Finding Out about Heart
Disease organizes and offers evaluated print and online
resources to help readers develop a collection of
research-specific medical options, incorporating data on
risk factors and symptoms of heart disease. Authors
Jeanette de Richemond and Terry Paula Hoffman
annotate each resource to provide essential information needed to
determine if that resource is the right one to answer a given
question....
ALA Neal-Schuman, Oct. 8

Going beyond Google again

Jane Devine and Francine Egger-Sider demonstrate
why teaching the Invisible Web should be a
requirement for information literacy education in the
21st century. in Going Beyond Google Again:
Strategies for Using and Teaching the Invisible Web,
the authors expand on the teaching foundation
provided in their first book and persuasively argue
that the Invisible Web is still relevant not only to
student research but also to everyday life. Intended
for anyone who conducts online research, the book offers an
assortment of tools, both public and proprietary, for trawling the
Invisible Web....
ALA Neal-Schuman, Oct. 3

Go back to the Top
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Employing students is
different from filling a
professional position
with an experienced
worker; often their
library employment
will be their first job
experience. Since
many student positions
make them the public
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Featured review: Adult nonfiction

Kawash, Samira. Candy: A Century of Panic
and Pleasure. Oct. 2013. 416p. Illustrated.
Faber and Faber, hardcover (978-0-86547756-6).
For a small, seemingly innocuous treat, candy
has a turbulent history and much-maligned
reputation. With gusto, Kawash traces the
effects of scientific, business, military,
cultural, and domestic developments on
candy: from the pervasive (and unfounded)
perception of candy as a poisonous threat more than a century
ago to its use as a military staple in the world wars and the
truth about supposedly tainted Halloween treats.
Advertisements and newspaper clippings showcase some
amusing and jaw-dropping misconceptions....

face of the library,
effective mentoring of
such student
employees is vital. In
Mentoring and
Managing Students
in an Academic
Library, Michelle
Reale explores the
challenges and
opportunities involved
in recruitment. NEW!
From ALA Editions.

Top 10 food books: 2013

Brad Hooper writes: “A spotlight on
food is as necessary and inevitable as
the sunrise. And the following books, all reviewed in Booklist
between October 15, 2012, and October 1, 2013, show how
devoted we are to good reading about food.” For instance, in
Jerusalem, authors Yotam Ottolenghi and Sami Tamimi “have
compiled a luscious, photographic collection of 120 recipes
with origins encompassing various religions, countries, and,
occasionally, continents, with the history of Jerusalem and the
foods found there sprinkled throughout the text.”...

Lift-alikes: Books that work your
biceps

Sarah Hunter writes: “Sure, ebooks are
convenient. But there’s one place where print
books will never, ever be beaten: their ability
to Pump. You. Up. Booklist regularly gets
some heavyweights in the mail, and a few
trips back and forth between book truck and
circ counter with these babies are sure to
leave you feeling toned and fit. And maybe a
little sweaty. Bonus points for lifting them to
the top shelf (my triceps ache just thinking about it).”
Wolverine: The Adamantium Collection (right) weighs in at 19
½ pounds of “classic and contemporary tales reprinted in full
color and on glossy (read: heavy) paper.”...
Likely Stories, Oct. 7

@

Visit Booklist Online for other reviews and much more....
Go back to the Top
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Libraries
on Film

The Ultimate Gift
(2006). Spoiled kid
Jason Stevens (Drew
Fuller), in order to
claim an inheritance
after the death of his
billionaire grandfather
(James Garner as
Howard “Red”
Stevens), must
complete a series of
tasks designed to
teach him the value of
money. One is to work
for a month in a
nearly bookless rural
library (Stevens

AL Direct, October 9, 2013

Top hotels and B&Bs

Some of the best rates during the Midwinter
Meeting in Philadelphia are at the conference
hotels. But if you want to arrive early or stay a
bit late, here are some other options. Alex
Schechter writes: “From cozy B&Bs and small
hotels brimming with history, to deluxe
establishments and trendy, escapist nooks, the
city has a spot to suit every weary traveler.”...

Biblioteca) that his
grandfather
established in Ecuador.
Rose Bianco plays
Bella, the Ecuadorian
librarian.

The Guardian (UK), Sept. 30

The City of Brotherly Love

Philadelphia was founded by the English Quaker William
Penn (right) in 1682 as the capital of his Province of
Pennsylvania (Penn’s Woods). The word is a Greek
compound of philos (φίλος) “loving,” and adelphos
(αδελφός) “brother,” hence its nickname, the City of
Brotherly Love. However, Penn never stated why he
gave it this name. Some speculate it was meant as a
place of religious tolerance, but Sydney Fisher writes,
“It was the name of an ancient city in Asia Minor where
one of the seven churches of the primitive Christians was established;
and as the Quakers were attempting to return to primitive
Christianity, this would be a strong reason for giving it this name.”...

The Underground
Man (1974, made for
TV). Maxine Stuart
plays a librarian.

Wikipedia; Sydney George Fisher, The True William Penn (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott,
1900), p. 213

Pennsylvania Convention Center

The venue for the 2014 Midwinter Meeting
and Exhibits is the Pennsylvania Convention
Center in the heart of Center City Philadelphia
at 1101 Arch Street. The convention center,
which opened in 1993, consists of four main
halls or rooms, smaller meeting rooms and
auditoriums, and the Grand Hall, which
occupies much of the trainshed of the former Reading Railroad
terminal. A $700 million expansion, completed in March 2011, brought
the amount of convention space to approximately one million square
feet....
Pennsylvania Convention Center; Wikipedia

The Library Company of Philadelphia

The Library Company of Philadelphia, 1314 Locust
Street, is an independent research library
specializing in American history and culture from the
17th through the 19th centuries. Open to the public
free of charge, the Library Company houses an
extensive collection of rare books, manuscripts,
broadsides, ephemera, prints, photographs, and
works of art. Founded in 1731 by Benjamin Franklin,
the Library Company is America’s oldest cultural
institution. It recently acquired the extensive Joe
Freedman Collection of Philadelphia Ephemera....
Library Company of Philadelphia; Fine Books & Collections, Oct. 1

Go back to the Top

Division News

The Undying
Monster (1942).
Bramwell Fletcher as
Jeff Colbert removes a
book containing a
history of the
Hammond family from
a private library so
that police lab
assistant Christy
(Heather Thatcher)
won’t learn the
family’s werewolf
curse.

Universal Signs
(2008). Sabrina Lloyd
is Mary, an academic
librarian who befriends
a deaf artist named
Andrew (Anthony
Natale). Susan Wilder
plays another librarian.
This AL Direct feature
describes hundreds of films
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Schools and Staffing Survey

AASL has released an executive summary of the 2011–2012 National
Center for Education Statistics Schools and Staffing Survey (PDF file).
Prepared by AASL’s Research and Statistics Committee with a data
analysis by Sue Kimmel, the summary highlights findings relevant to
the school library profession and areas inviting further study. The full
report will be available online at NCES after the government shutdown
has ended....
AASL, Oct. 8

Designing training

(and some TV shows) in
which libraries and librarians
are featured, from 1912 to
the present. The full list is a
Web Extra associated with
The Whole Library
Handbook 5, edited by
George M. Eberhart and
published by ALA Editions.
You can browse the films on
our Libraries on Film
Pinterest board.

ACRL has published Designing Training by Melanie
Hawks, the fifth entry in its Active Guides series.
Focusing on the needs of the adult learner, Designing
Training will help librarians and library staff plan
training sessions for takeaway value, learner
engagement, and learning transfer. Hawks provides
examples and exercises that demonstrate how to
design highly effective learning events from the
ground up....
ACRL, Oct. 3

ACRL Metrics

Mary Jane Petrowski writes: “Launched in the summer of 2010, ACRL
Metrics is an online subscription service developed by Counting
Opinions in partnership with ACRL to provide comprehensive access to
the annual ACRL Academic Library Trends and Statistics Survey data
as well as the biennial National Center for Education Statistics
Academic Library Survey data. ACRL Metrics was developed to help
academic libraries demonstrate value, create evidence for support,
track trends over time, demonstrate productivity, and conduct peergroup comparisons.”...

Career Leads
from

ACRL Value of Academic Libraries, Oct. 7

Advance AASL registration rates end October 17

AASL encourages members planning to register for its 16th National
Conference and Exhibition to do so before the October 17 advance
registration deadline. On October 18, registration rates will be raised
$50. The conference, themed “Rising to the Challenge,” will be held
November 14–17 in Hartford, Connecticut....
AASL, Oct. 7

Access to federally funded research

“Here There Be Dragons: Public Access to Federally Funded
Research,” an ALCTS Midwinter Symposium on January 24, offers an
opportunity to explore the complex issues surrounding the collection,
organization, delivery, and preservation of federally funded research.
Registration is through the ALA Midwinter registration form....
ALCTS, Oct. 8

Successful project management skills

LLAMA will present “Project Management: A Skill Set Every Leader
Needs” on November 6. This 90-minute webinar will explain the
concepts of project management and demonstrate how they have
been used for the successful implementation of specific library
projects. The presenters are Chestalene Pintozzi and Kevin Barclay.
Register online....
LLAMA, Oct. 7

Go back to the Top
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Outreach Librarian,
University of Maryland
Health Sciences and
Human Services
Library, Baltimore.
Well-informed,
enthusiastic, and
resourceful librarian
wanted to further the
outreach mission of the
library, focusing on
underserved
communities and health
disparities in Baltimore,
the state of Maryland,
and beyond. The
Outreach Librarian is
responsible for
engaging the
community, building
relationships, and
advancing research....
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Awards & Grants
2013 Sara Jaffarian Award

The Meadowbrook School Library in Weston, Massachusetts, has
received the 2013 Sara Jaffarian School Library Program Award for
Exemplary Humanities Programming. The library will receive a plaque
recognizing the achievement, a cash award of $4,000, and promotion
of the winning program as a model for other school libraries through
Programming Librarian. The winning program, “Transforming Tales,”
uses fairy tales from around the world to serve as a creative
introduction to global studies for the school’s third-grade students....

@

More jobs...

Digital Library
of the Week

Public Programs Office, Oct. 4

Applications open for 2014
Bookapalooza

ALSC is now accepting applications for the 2014
Bookapalooza Program, which offers select
libraries a collection of materials to be used in a
way that creatively enhances their library’s service
to children and families. The materials are
primarily for children age birth through 14 and
include newly published books, videos, audiobooks, and recordings
from children’s trade publishers. The application deadline is February
1....
ALSC, Oct. 8

Library halls of fame

Larry Nix writes: “There are halls of fame to recognize human
accomplishment in every conceivable endeavor. There are even a few
library halls of fame. Two state library halls of fame have recently
announced inductees for 2013. The California Library Hall of Fame will
be inducting nine individuals at the California Library Association
meeting on November 3, and the Wisconsin Library Hall of Fame will
be inducting four individuals at the Wisconsin Library Association
meeting on October 23.”...
Library History Buff Blog, Oct. 9

ARL awarded grants for strategic thinking and
design

The Association of Research Libraries has been awarded two grants,
from IMLS and the Mellon Foundation, to support a strategic thinking
and design process in 2013–2014. This strategic process will frame
the critical work of the association and define the role ARL plays in
higher education and research to maximize its ability to be agile and
responsive to rapidly changing priorities and member institution
needs....
Association of Research Libraries, Oct. 4

EBSCO wins Learning in Practice Award

EBSCO Information Services received a prestigious Learning in
Practice Award from Chief Learning Officer magazine. The company
was awarded the Bronze Excellence in Content Award for its
accomplishments in creating superior learning content. This is the
second year in a row that EBSCO has received this recognition....
EBSCO, Oct. 8

2013 Chinese Nebula Awards

The winner of the Best Novel category in China’s
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Baylor University’s JFK
research collection
consists of original
materials related to
the assassination of
President John F.
Kennedy in Dallas on
November 22, 1963.
Held by Baylor’s W. R.
Poage Legislative
Library, the collection
includes copies of
Robert Bradley Cutler’s
Grassy Knoll Gazette
(1977–1996);
assassination-related
images from the Jack
D. White Slide
Collection; documents
from the research files
of John Armstrong,
author of Harvey and
Lee (2003); accounts
of the assassination
from US newspapers
of the time; photos
collected by researcher
William Penn Jones Jr.
and a complete run of
his newsletter, The
Continuing Inquiry;
and other materials
related to the life and
legacy of JFK.
Do you know of a digital
library collection that we can
mention in this AL Direct
feature? Tell us about it.
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2013 Xingyun (Nebula) Awards is a book that paints a
pessimistic, dark view of a corrupt near-future China.
The Waste Tide by Chen Qiufan takes place in the
2020s, and depicts a dystopian future China. Workers
in an “economic zone” in Guangdong Province are
turned into cyborgs, whose minds and bodies have
been altered to make them the perfect manufacturing
workers....
io9, Oct. 7

2013 Ohioana Award winners

The Ohioana Library in Columbus has named the
winners of its 2013 Ohioana Awards, which
recognize the written work of Ohio’s writers,
artists, and musicians. The winners will be
recognized at an awards presentation in the Ohio
Statehouse on October 11. The winner in the
fiction category is Robert Olmstead for The
Coldest Night (Algonquin), and the winner in
nonfiction is Julie Zickefoose for The Bluebird Effect: Uncommon
Bonds with Common Birds (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt)....
Ohioana Library

2013 Forward Prizes for Poetry

The winner of the 2013 Forward Prize for the best
poetry collection is Michael Symmons Roberts for
Drysalter (Jonathan Cape). The Forward Prizes are the
major awards for poetry in the UK and Ireland, and
are unique in honoring both the work of established
poets and the debuts of brilliant unknowns. The Felix
Dennis prize for Best First Collection was awarded to
Emily Berry for Dear Boy (Faber and Faber). The
announcement was made at a public poetry event in
London on October 1....
Forward Arts Foundation, Oct. 1

Go back to the Top

Libraries in the News
SUNY Canton librarian wins, loses
on Jeopardy!

Cori Wilhelm (right), assistant director of library
services at the State University of New York at
Canton, won a total of $18,001 along with the
impressive title of Jeopardy! champion on the
episode that aired October 4. She correctly
answered “What is Indonesia?” to the Final
Jeopardy statement, “By population, it’s the
largest country in the world without nuclear weapons.” But on the
October 7 program, her answer on Nerf products was only “half
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Browse previous Digital
Libraries of the Week at the I
Love Libraries site, Check out
our Featured Digital
Libraries Pinterest board.

Noted and
Quoted
“Two big storms and
a major blackout
have battered New
York City since the
Sept. 11 attacks.
Climate change
threatens higher
tides and more
extreme heat.
Architects and
engineers look for
ways to respond. So
here’s an out-of-thebox suggestion: Let’s
build more branch
libraries.”
—Michael Kimmelman, “Next
Time, Libraries Could Be Our
Shelter from the Storm,” New
York Times, Oct. 2.

“Some schools have
closed their libraries.
Alice Hedstrom, a
former librarian at
[Houston
Independent School
District’s] Fonville
Middle School, told
me she can’t forget a
heartbreaking story
from when she left.
A coworker at
Fonville called to tell
her that, with the
library closed, she
caught a student
trying to steal books,
hiding them in his
sweatshirt. ‘He said,
“I really, really want
to read,”’ Hedstrom
said. ‘It hurts your
heart when you hear
those kinds of
things.’”
—Ericka Mellon, “Librarians

AL Direct, October 9, 2013

right,” and she walked away in third place with only $1,000....

Watertown (N.Y.) Daily Times, Oct. 5; Potsdam (N.Y.) North Country Now, Oct. 7

NYPL to create program for at-risk
youth

The Helen Gurley Brown Trust has given $15
million to the New York Public Library to establish
NYPL BridgeUp, an innovative educational and
antipoverty program that will provide academic
and social support to New York City youth. The
effort, which aims to support at-risk youth and
prepare them for success, will be based at the NYPL branches. The
five-year program will offer services to more than 250 New York City
8th graders each year at five locations in underserved neighborhoods
in the Bronx and Manhattan....
Hearst Corporation, Sept. 26

Colorado libraries assess the
damage

Ian Chant writes: “In September, Colorado
was inundated by rains that caused
unprecedented flooding throughout the
state, damaging or destroying more than
19,000 homes and claiming eight lives.
Weeks later, recovery crews are still trying
to return the state to a sense of normalcy, as libraries try to provide
needed services to residents while also working to restore damage to
some of their own facilities.”...
Library Journal, Oct. 8

Director on paid leave after library card foul-up

New Bedford (Mass.) Public Library Director Stephen Fulchino was
placed on administrative leave October 3, one week after officials took
another library employee off the job following reports that dead men’s
library cards were used to check out nearly 200 books years after
their deaths. Mayor Jon Mitchell declined to confirm the second
employee’s identity, saying it was a personnel matter....
New Bedford (Mass.) Standard-Times, Oct. 4

Maryland receives AFL-CIO archive

The University of Maryland has received a gift
from the AFL-CIO of its historical archive—an
extensive collection of documents, photographs,
books, and audio and visual recordings
pertaining to this federation of labor unions
based in Washington, D.C. The collection is the
largest such donation to the university and a boon to scholars of labor
studies. The AFL-CIO will also fund a position to support the
collection....
UMD Right Now, Oct. 1

Michigan acquires John Sayles
archive

Perhaps more than any modern filmmaker,
John Sayles personifies American
individualism. Thanks to a gift to the
University of Michigan Library announced
October 8, documents, images, and props illuminating Sayles’s vast
body of work will be made available to researchers in the John Sayles
Archive at the Special Collections Library. Watch the video (2:43)....
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Dwindle in HISD,” Houston
(Tex.) Chronicle: K–12 Zone,
Oct. 8.

@

More quotes...

Calendar
Oct. 16:

National Information
Standards
Organization, virtual
conference. “Revolution
or Evolution: The
Organizational Impact
of Electronic Content.”

Oct. 24:

Internet Archive,
annual reception, 300
Funston Avenue, San
Francisco.

Nov. 7:

Amigos Library
Services, online
conference on MOOCs
and mobile
technologies and their
impact on reference
service.

Nov. 12–14:

Urban Libraries
Council, Partners for
Success Conference,
Fairmont Olympic
Hotel, Seattle.

Nov. 18–20:

Educopia Institute,
Meeting, National
Library of Catalonia,
Barcelona. “Aligning
National Approaches to
Digital Preservation:
An Action Assembly.”

Dec. 6:

2013 ACRL/NY
Annual Symposium,
The William and Anita
Newman Vertical
Campus Conference
Center, Baruch
College, New York
City. “The Library as

AL Direct, October 9, 2013
University of Michigan News Service, Oct. 8; YouTube, Oct. 7

Ned Kelly letter donated to
State Library of Victoria

After 133 years, a letter containing an
eyewitness account of the dramatic
capture of Australian outlaw Ned Kelly
during the 1880 siege at Glenrowan has
been donated to the State Library of Victoria by the descendants of
its author—Scotsman Donald Gray Sutherland. The letter addressed to
Sutherland’s family on July 8, 1880, proclaims “the Kellys are
annihilated. The gang is completely destroyed.” It continues describing
Kelly’s famous armor and the gunshot wounds that finally brought him
down....
State Library of Victoria, Oct. 9

Topeka’s revamped Kids Library

A two-year project in the making, the Topeka
and Shawnee County (Kans.) Public Library
will present its newly updated Kids Library on
October 12. The overall goal was to expose
children to environments in their world—from
prehistoric dinosaurs to underwater creatures
and heroes battling dragons to rescue the
princess. Everything about the revamped 8,200-square-foot space is
designed to get kids excited about reading and learning. Watch the
video (1:07)...
Topeka (Kans.) Capital-Journal, Oct. 7

Chicago to expand YOUmedia
Digital Skills learning program

Chicago Mayor Rahm Emanuel held the first of
three budget roundtables on October 3 to
discuss the 2014 budget and announced a new
$500,000 investment that will allow the
Chicago Public Library to increase the number
of teens that receive training in web design, digital media production,
and programming from the nationally recognized YOUmedia program
by 25%. Starting next summer, CPL will offer regular digital skill
development programs at six new library locations....
Office of the Mayor of Chicago, Oct. 3

Jackson County libraries closer to tax proposal

A proposed special district to fund libraries in Jackson County,
Oregon, would generate an estimated $9 million a year, enough to
eliminate the need for county general fund support and bring library
hours back to pre-shutdown levels. Proponents are seeking support
for a ballot measure in May 2014. The funding would bolster
operating hours to the same level they were before all branches were
shut down for six months in 2007....
Ashland (Oreg.) Daily Tidings, Oct. 4

Windsor abandons its no-fines
policy

Late fees will return to the Windsor (Ont.)
Public Library, following the release of a report
October 4 that says a 21-month no-fine
experiment was an abject failure. The pilot
project was approved two years ago at the
urging of former Library CEO Barry Holmes,
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who wanted Windsor to become the first large urban library in Ontario
to not charge fines for overdue materials. The library has lost about
$200,000 in fines it would otherwise have collected since the pilot
started January 1, 2012....
Windsor (Ont.) Star, Oct. 4

AL Direct is a free electronic
newsletter emailed every
Wednesday to personal
members of the American
Library Association.

Thousands join libraries in response to proposed
cuts

In June, the Lincolnshire County Council in the UK announced it would
close 32 of its 47 public libraries in an attempt to save £2 million
($3.2 million US) from its budget. Since then, 5,294 new members
have joined county libraries in July and August. But despite the new
members, the county council insists library usage is still falling....

George M. Eberhart,
Editor:
geberhart@ala.org

Lincolnshire Echo (Lincoln, UK), Oct. 7

Eight Greek universities suspend operations

For the first time in its peacetime history, the gates of the University
of Athens remain closed. The institution recently declared its inability
to continue operating as a result of government austerity policies that
have led to “the subversion and marginalization of higher education.”
At least seven other major Greek universities and their libraries have
also closed in protest of the government’s order to reduce their
administrative staffs by nearly 50%—including librarians, secretaries,
and technicians....
University World News, Oct. 5

Beverly Goldberg,
Senior Editor:
bgoldberg@ala.org

Phil Morehart,
Associate Editor:
pmorehart@ala.org

Israel’s National Library to digitize rare
collection (in Italian)

The National Library of Israel has signed an
agreement with the Biblioteca Palatina in Parma,
Italy, to digitize and display online some 1,600
Hebrew manuscripts dating from the Middle Ages to
the 19th century. More than 1,400 of them come
from the private collection of biblical scholar Giovanni
Bernardo De Rossi (1742–1831), a Catholic priest and
scriptural scholar. Among them is one of the oldest
copies of the Mishnah, a collection of oral traditions, dating from the
11th century....
La Repubblica (Parma), Oct. 4
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Managing Editor,
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Issues
HealthCare.gov hits reset on
passwords

Sean Gallagher writes: “Amid all the online
activity in light of the Affordable Care Act,
potential registrants talking to phone support
for HealthCare.gov on October 8 were told
that all user passwords were being reset to help address the site’s
login woes. Individuals whose logins never made it to the site’s
database will have to re-register using a different username, as their
previously chosen names are now stuck in authentication limbo.”...

Laurie D. Borman,
Editor and Publisher,
American Libraries:
lborman@ala.org
To advertise in American
Libraries Direct, contact:

Doug Lewis:
dglewis@ala.org

Ars Technica, Oct. 8

E-rate reforms

The Federal Communications Commission is
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now considering proposals to revamp the e-rate
program, the funding source libraries and
schools use to obtain affordable
telecommunications and internet access.
Libraries, schools, telecommunication firms,
nonprofits, and teachers have submitted their
own proposals to the FCC on the best ways to
modernize the program. In early October, several of those groups met
at the Schools, Health, and Libraries Broadband Coalition in
Washington, D.C., to discuss proposed reforms....
District Dispatch, Oct. 5

A clear choice on privacy

Jake Laperruque writes: “Members of Congress may soon face a stark
choice: To endorse legislation that would permit a secretive military
intelligence agency to collect a record of all phone calls made to,
from, or within the US, or endorse a competing proposal that would
outlaw it. The bills are being introduced in response to the NSA’s
ongoing collection of telephony metadata of all Americans and its
collection of the contents of internet communications under the PRISM
program, which operates under Section 702 of FISA.”...
Center for Democracy and Technology, Oct. 8

Your browsing habits expose
your privacy preferences

Dan Tynan writes: “There are actually
five kinds of people on the internet,
according to a new survey (PDF file)
commissioned by MasterCard. The credit
issuer collected responses to more than 50 questions from 9,029
internet users in nine countries. According to the survey, these
habitual internet users fall into one of five kinds of ‘social citizen,’
split almost equally within the population.”...
PC World, Oct. 6

A world map of internet
freedom

Eric Limer writes: “Here in the US, it’s easy
to slip into the comfortable idea that the
internet is unrestricted, a home for free
speech and exploration, whether it’s
meaningful and important, or dumb
hashtags. It’s not that way everywhere
though, and Freedom House has mapped out the current state of
affairs across the globe in its Freedom on the Net 2013 report (PDF
file). The United States has taken a hit thanks to the NSA, but still
gets to remain classified as free.”...
Gizmodo, Oct. 5

Youth are not necessarily digital
natives

Eric Pfanner writes: “Everyone knows
young people these days are born with
smartphones in hand and will stay glued to
the internet from that time onward. Right?
Well, not quite. Actually, fewer than one-third of young people around
the world are digital natives, according to a report by the Georgia
Institute of Technology and International Telecommunication Union
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published October 7 and billed as the first comprehensive global look
at the phenomenon.”...
New York Times: Bits, Oct. 8; Georgia Tech News Center, Oct. 7

LSE study: Strict copyright enforcement
is anti-creative

The Department of Media and Communications at the
UK’s prestigious London School of Economics has just
released a policy brief titled “Copyright and Creation:
A Case for Promoting Inclusive Online Sharing,” which
suggests that policymakers and Big Media are gaining
little from their efforts to enforce heavy and
restrictive copyright rules. Online piracy, in fact, could
bring more benefit than harm to the creative
sector.”...
TeleRead, Oct. 8

Everybody’s a curator

Christopher Borrelli writes: “You have a
Netflix queue, which you maintain, nurture,
cull, and arrange just so. Therefore you
curate movies. True? False? Doesn’t pass
the smell test? Or is there room for
argument? This is a story about the slipperiness and relevance of a
word: ‘curate.’ What curating means now. But mostly it’s about why
curation—until recently, a job rarely claimed outside the marble halls
of museums—has become an ubiquitous, quintessentially 21st-century
act.”...
Chicago Tribune, Oct. 4

Go back to the Top

Tech Talk
Best iPad comic-book readers

Jeffrey L. Wilson writes: “Digital comics
represent 10%–12% of all comic book
purchases—a number that’s expected to
rise by the end of 2013. Some digital
comic book readers feature integrated
stores. Others are stand-alone readers
that let you enjoy DRM-free comic files. A few more are publisherexclusive apps for fans of a particular comic book house. In short,
there are numerous ways to read comics on an iPad. Here is a
sampling.”...
PC Magazine, Oct. 8

TabletRocket compares specs
and benchmarks

Alan Henry writes: “If you’re in the market
for a new tablet, you have a lot of
information to sift through. Benchmarks,
specs, software versions, supported apps—
there’s a ton of data. TabletRocket makes
it a little easier by putting any two tablets
side-by-side so you can compare them directly. Just start typing in
the name of the tablet you are interested in, and a drop-down menu
will pre-populate with suggestions for you.”...
Lifehacker, Oct. 8
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Six Android keyboard apps

Florence Ion writes: “Android’s open
source nature makes it one of the only
mobile operating systems that allows its
users to swap out the default keyboard—
and why not? If you can choose the keyboard for your desktop
computer, then surely you should be allowed to do so on your mobile
phone. There are a plethora of keyboard applications available in the
Google Play store, but here’s a small helping of some of the ones that
are worth a download.”...
TechHive, Oct. 9

Take an auto-guided Google
Street View tour

Tina Sieber writes: “Google Maps is a
nifty navigation tool and all the
information embedded in the maps
make it a great travel guide, too. Now
you can even set Street View on auto-pilot and let it take you on the
world’s most scenic drives. Here are five tools that make this
possible.”...
MakeUseOf, Jan. 11, Sept. 26, Oct. 9

Quick directions in Google Maps

Phil Bradley writes: “Need to know how to get
from point A to point B and you don’t want to
faff around with Google Maps? Now you don’t
have to. In the normal search box, just type in
Place A to Place B and Google will pull up a
directions card for you, and you can then click
on that to expand the driving directions, or click on the map to go to
the usual map directions.”...
Phil Bradley’s Weblog, Oct. 7

Skype tips for power users

Chris Hoffman writes: “Now that Skype has been merged with
Windows Live Messenger, it’s more popular than ever. There’s no way
to use Skype with a third-party client, but Skype does offer hidden
features that can make it more powerful. Here are a few useful Skype
tricks, offering ways to sign into multiple Skype accounts, use IRCstyle chat commands, record Skype calls, and even disable some of
Skype’s built-in advertising.”...
How-To Geek, Oct. 8

New Windows Update Cleanup

Melanie Pinola writes: “Microsoft has released a
Windows 7 update that adds a new option in the
Disk Cleanup tool called Windows Update Cleanup.
With it, you can free up several gigabytes of hard
drive space from the bloated Windows Updates
folder. Released October 8 for Windows 7 SP1
machines, KB 2852386 adds the ability to clean up
all the obsolete updates in the WinSxS folder.”...
Lifehacker, Oct. 9

Seven questions to ask a computer technician

Ryan Dube writes: “These days, finding a high-quality computer
repair person is rather easy. In fact, many people know a selfdescribed computer expert who is more than capable of doing
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computer repairs and doing them well. However, what separates
these experts from the ones you actually want working on your
computer are three important things: experience, support, and
documentation. If you know the right questions to ask, you can easily
weed out the fly-by-night computer repair folks.”...
MakeUseOf, Oct. 8

The top 100 gadgets of the past 100
years

Does it make you feel old to know that Dyson’s
dustbag-free vacuum is 20 this year? Or that the
much-loved Sony Walkman and the world’s first ever
laptop, the Epson HX-30, are both over 30 years old?
These are just a few of the gadgets that have made it
onto the 100 gadgets of the past century that we
can’t live without, with technologies ranging from the
humble zip to the Playstation 4....
The Daily Mail (UK), Oct. 8

Death in the digital age

Joe Miller writes: “In the two years since the
Eric Rash case, which led to the drafting of
a US federal law concerning the data of
minors, few countries have issued clear
guidance on the rights of families to access
their deceased loved ones’ data. And despite
the fact that we put more of our lives in the cloud than ever before,
few of us are preparing for our digital afterlife. As a result, it is more
difficult to bequeath your iTunes library to a loved one than it is to
leave your CD collection to them in a shoebox.”...
BBC News, Oct. 8

Go back to the Top

E-Content
The wind at our backs

Alan S. Inouye writes: “I just returned
from New York City as part of an ALA
delegation that discussed libraries and
ebooks with publishers and related
organizations. We arrived with the
knowledge that all of the largest publishers now deal with libraries in
some way. While the progress is gratifying, there remains a long road
ahead. Nevertheless, we came with a little breeze at our backs, and
we felt the wind grow a bit stronger during our visit.” Read Jeremy
Greenfield’s report on the delegation in Forbes....
AL: E-Content, Oct. 4; Forbes, Oct. 3

Science magazine’s open access sting

Heather Joseph writes: “Science magazine published
‘Who’s Afraid of Peer Review?’ October 4, which
reported on a sting designed to expose the flaws in
open access journals. The author, self-proclaimed
‘gonzo’ scientist John Bohannon, recounts how he
submitted a deliberately flawed scientific paper under a
pseudonym to 304 open access journals over 10
months. Over half of the journals accepted the paper. While shining a
light on an issue of deep concern to academe, it’s important to try
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and unpack just what Bohannon’s study did—and didn’t—investigate.”
Phil Davis cautions not to dismiss the study altogether....
SPARC Advocacy, Oct. 4; Science, Oct. 4; The Scholarly Kitchen, Oct. 4

Apple appeals price-fixing verdict

Laura Hazard Owen writes: “Apple has filed an appeal against federal
judge Denise Cote’s verdict in the ebook pricing case. The company
seeks to overturn her July verdict that it conspired with publishers to
fix ebook prices, as well as the September 6 injunction that prohibits
it from including most-favored-nation clauses in its ebook contracts
for five years and requires it to be monitored by a court-appointed
external monitor. The notice of the appeal (PDF file) was filed with
the Second Circuit Court of Appeals on October 3.” Evan Hughes
offers some insight on the ebook publishers’ strategy in general....
GigaOM, Sept. 6, Oct. 4; paidContent, July 10; New Republic, Oct. 8

DCL ebook report for October

Christopher Harris writes: “The October 2013
Douglas County (Colo.) Libraries Report on
ebook pricing for libraries (PDF file) suggests
that things may be looking up for libraries.
Of the top 25 ebook bestsellers from Digital
Book World, only six are not available for
libraries as ebooks. Two of the six are self-published books of an
adult nature. Pricing has also become more predictable in the past few
months.”...
AL: E-Content, Oct. 8

The changing landscape of ebooks

Ebooks and the School Library Program: A Practical
Guide for the School Librarian provides school
librarians with a roadmap to help navigate the vast
and intricate world of ebooks. Written by AASL
members Cathy Leverkus and Shannon Acedo, the
book familiarizes school librarians with available ebook
devices and helps facilitate decision making about
ebook collections. The publication is available in both
print and ebook formats, as well as a print/ebook
bundle....
AASL, Oct. 8

How to discuss ebooks with patrons

ALA TechSource will host a two-part workshop, “How to Discuss
Ebooks with Patrons,” with Phil Spirito on December 5 and 12. In the
first session, Spirito will cover tips and tricks for improving your
technical know-how, and in session two he will focus on several
different aspects of ebooks and how they function on different devices
and platforms. Registration for this ALA TechSource Workshop is
available on the ALA Store....
ALA TechSource, Oct. 8

Ebooks are changing reading
habits

A poll conducted for USA Today and Bookish,
a book-referral website, finds that 40% of
adults (including 46% of those ages 18–39)
own an e-reader or a tablet. That’s more than
double the numbers less than two years ago.
According to the poll, 35% of those with reading devices say they are
reading more books since they got their devices....
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Self-powered e-readers

Paul St. John Mackintosh writes: “As highlighted
by reports on GigaOM and Good E-Reader, two
different teams are taking different approaches
to the potential for e-paper e-readers that
never need to be charged at all. Both work on
the principle that e-paper displays consume
practically no power, and the amount of current needed to change
pages or load new books is so small that it could realistically be
provided simply by a reader’s gestures.”...
TeleRead, Oct. 9; GigaOM, Oct. 7; Good E-Reader, Sept. 14

The ebook copyright page is broken

Eric Hellman writes: “In a printed book, the copyright page serves a
number of purposes. Mostly, it presents metadata about the book.
This essay will focus on the copyright statement, but it is hard to
pass by the somewhat comical observation that digital books being
published and sold today kowtow to the requirements of metal type.
The traditional copyright statement is thoroughly and fundamentally
broken. Consider the simplest possible case of a single copyright
holder.”...
New York Law School Law Review, Apr. 24

App Annie releases ebook
analytics tools

Jason Boog writes: “App Store
intelligence company App Annie has
created a new set of tools for ebook
authors, helping writers analyze their
sales and monitor trends in different
ebook marketplaces. The analytics tools
will help authors track and compare sales. The dashboard measures
‘revenues, downloads, ratings, reviews, and rankings’ in both the
Apple iBookstore and the Amazon Kindle Store, along with
downloadable reports.”...
GalleyCat, Oct. 8

Everywhere Library offers free
ebooks to Ugandans

A South African–based telecommunications
company, the MTN Group, is attempting to
improve literacy by providing downloadable
books to any citizen of Uganda who owns a
mobile phone. The telecom partnered with the
ad agency MetropolitanRepublic Group in a
campaign called “The Everywhere Library” to
give out ebooks using newspaper ads and simple cellphones. The
campaign ran for four weeks, adding a new collection of titles each
week to provide the public with free literature....
PSFK, Oct. 3

Go back to the Top

Books & Reading
Reading literary fiction improves your cognition
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Kelly Servick writes: “Fifty Shades of Grey may be a fun read, but it’s
not going to help you probe the minds of others the way War and
Peace might. That’s the conclusion of a new study, which finds that,
compared with mainstream fiction, high-brow literary works do more
to improve our ability to understand the thoughts, emotions, and
motivations of those around us.” David Kidd and Emanuele Castano of
the New School present their results....
Science Now, Oct. 3

Self-published titles grow nearly 60%

Self-publishing became ever more popular for aspiring authors in
2012, according to new data from Bowker. The number of ISBNs
purchased for the purpose jumped nearly 60% from 2011. Since
2007, the number of self-published titles hitting the marketplace has
gone up five-fold. Bowker also tracked the growth in ebook ISBNs.
Ebooks now comprise 40% of all ISBNs purchased, up from 11% in
2007....
Digital Book World, Oct. 9

20 essential American dramas

Elizabeth DiEmanuele and Phil James write: “American
theater has today been marginalized by big-budget
Broadway productions, but its storied history reveals
that the dramatic arts served more than just
entertainment purposes. Theater may not be as
resonant in our technology-driven era, but its ability
to address important issues without the intrusion of
profiteering interests helped the United States forge
an identity as one of the most diverse and colorful
nations in the world.”...
Qwiklit, Oct. 3

YA reads for Domestic Violence
Awareness Month

Diane Colson writes: “The National Coalition Against
Domestic Violence has designated October as
Domestic Violence Awareness Month. While some
commentators are appalled when YA lit addresses dark
issues like abuse, the following books can be the first
light of understanding encountered by an abused teen.
The Committee Overcoming Relationship Abuse reports
that 3–10 million children witness domestic violence or
abuse each year in the US.”...
YALSA The Hub, Oct. 7

Rereading That’s My Baby

Sarah Debraski writes: “I had a hard time choosing
which of Norma Klein’s wonderful books to reread, but
I’ve chosen That’s My Baby, copyright 1988. I honestly
don’t remember too many details about this one—all of
Klein’s books have run together in my memory. This
one is about a teenage boy who begins a relationship
with a slightly older woman. The big catch here is that
she’s married. In my memory there was nothing sleazy
or inappropriate about their age difference, though the
adultery was shocking to me. Let’s see how it holds up in 2013.”...
YALSA The Hub, Oct. 3
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Tips & Ideas
EBSCO keeps ERIC open during
shutdown

EBSCO Information Services is making the
government database ERIC available during the
government shutdown. ERIC, the Education Resource Information
Center, is typically available through its US government website as
well as through the EBSCOhost research platform. Because of the
shutdown the government website is unavailable, so EBSCO has
decided to temporarily open its version of ERIC and make it
available....
EBSCO, Oct. 3

OUP offers access to the US
Census

In light of the government shutdown, another
vendor has opened up a licensed database for
access these next two weeks. This time it is
Oxford University Press with the Social
Explorer website. Social Explorer provides US
Census demographic data. The current shutdown in Washington is
limiting the access that scholars and researchers have to vital
materials, including the US Census website. Here are some other
ways to find census data....
No Shelf Required, Oct. 4; Pew Research Center, Oct. 8

Great Library of Alexandria was
destroyed by budget cuts

Annalee Newitz writes: “One of the great
tragedies of ancient history, memorialized in
myths and Hollywood film, is the burning of
the great library at Alexandria. But the reality
of the library's end was actually a lot less
pyrotechnic than that. A major cause of the library’s ruin was
government budget cuts. As historian Heather Phillips notes in an
essay on the library, the library’s destruction was gradual.”...
io9, Oct. 8

Two very different ideas for a
central library

Lynn Becker writes: “Ambitious new central
libraries continue to be built. Chicago came to
its own terms with what a central library should
be a long time ago, back in the 1980s, when
the city decided to board the short-lived PostModernist express by picking the entry from
Hammond, Beeby, and Babka (right). But it was left, not to Chicago—
the city that prides itself on cutting-edge architecture—but Seattle, to
build the first major structure that actually tried to imagine the library
of the future.”...
ArchitectureChicago Plus, Oct. 6

New academic librarians’ perception of the
profession

What’s the point of all this relentless search for work anyway? What
happens once a librarian is hired? How does this step change a
librarian’s career, and how can hiring managers help new hires
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transition into work successfully? If you’re interested in the answers
to these questions, keep reading. Laura Sare and Stephen Bales have
written a fantastic intro to some of their research on new librarians’
perception of the work....
Hiring Librarians, Oct. 8

What to ask in an outreach-related job interview

Lizz Zitron writes: “Job seekers might notice a surge in outreachspecific jobs and jobs with an outreach component in recent years.
While outreach-specific jobs might not stay on the radar, you can be
fairly certain that outreach as a job component will increase. Which
has led to folks asking their Libraryland peers: What questions do I
need to ask in such an interview?”...
The Outreach Librarian, Oct. 3

Victorian trade bindings

Edmund M. B. King writes: “Look after your 19thcentury decorated books. From the 1840s, books
were bound in ever-greater numbers in boards
covered with cloth that had been dyed in bright
colors and grained to provide contrast. How
durable are these 19th-century books? The pages
are liable to decay because of the use of wood in
papermaking, which resulted in the shortening of
paper fibers, then mixed in a combination of chemicals to make the
process more rapid.”...
British Library: Collection Care blog, Oct. 8

10 Microsoft Word tips

Amit Agarwal writes: “Here are 10 tips and tricks for Microsoft Word
that will help you get things done faster and more efficiently than
ever before. I have created the animated GIFs with Word 2013 but
the tricks will work just fine with older versions of Microsoft Office as
well. Let’s get started.”...
Digital Inspiration, July 4, Oct. 7

A photographic tribute to
bookmobiles

Vanessa Grall writes: “Long before Amazon
was bringing books to people’s doorsteps,
there was the bookmobile. The bookmobile
went from a simple horse-drawn cart in the
19th century to a large customized vehicle
that became part of American culture and reached its height of
popularity in the mid-20th century. Let’s take a little trip down
memory lane with this forgotten four-wheeler.”...
Messy Nessy Chic, Oct. 8

Managing your social media brand

Merrilee Proffitt and Roy Tennant write: “Your online brand is the
reputation you establish over time by providing useful and appreciated
value to others. Establishing your brand and maintaining it requires
commitment, since constant activity is better than episodic
participation. Also, it is much easier to damage your online brand
than it is to build it, so participate thoughtfully and with grace.”...
Hanging Together, Oct. 7

Using Pinterest to plan YA
programming

Courtney Lewis writes: “One of the best things for
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me about using Pinterest is that I never know
when inspiration for library programming is going
to strike. Whether it happens when I’m surfing
through my feed of pins from boards I follow or
when I’m combing through my RSS feed in the
morning, I invariably find ideas that would make
great programs. But how do you use Pinterest when you are actively
trying to plan specific programs, particularly with Teen Read Week in
mind?”...
YALSA Blog, Oct. 7

Content, not format

Jessica Olin writes: “I sent this tweet
(and posted it as a status update on
Facebook as well) in a moment of deep
frustration. Leading up to that point, I’d
had a string of interactions with students, faculty, and staff that left
me slightly gobsmacked. Although the specifics were different, in each
moment I was being told, ‘Paper good. Electronic bad.’ I don’t want to
share further details since I’m not interested in shaming the people
involved. What I want is to educate them.”...
Letters to a Young Librarian, Oct. 8

Five visual dictionaries and
thesauri for students

Richard Byrne writes: “Like all teachers, I
have found that the right visual aids can make all the difference
between students understanding a term or walking away shaking their
heads. This pattern carries over to learning new vocabulary words and
seeing the connections between similar words. Here are five visual
dictionaries and thesauri that can help your students learn new
words.”...
Free Technology for Teachers, Oct. 7

International library pen pals

Megan McGlynn writes: “Reignite your
wanderlust with a peek at the International
Librarians Network, a group that connects peer
librarians across the globe for a two-way
sharing experience over email and video chat.
The current round of matches was just made,
but you can follow along in blog posts and plan
to sign up for the next time.”...
Library Lost & Found, Oct. 3

Early American penmanship

Barbara Pero Kampas writes: “Recently a
colleague was looking through handwritten
catalog cards and remarked, ‘Who writes like
that today?’ His comment reminded me of
the penmanship handbooks and scrapbooks
we hold in the Phillips Library collection. So,
I went into the vault and pulled three volumes of penmanship
samples from our Essex County manuscript collection, which had been
completed by students in the Salem schools in the late 18th and early
19th centuries.”...
Connected (Peabody Essex Museum), Sept. 25
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Library-book domino, Kiwi style

Watch as a returned book triggers a snakelike progression of tumbling tomes through
the Wellington (New Zealand) Central
Library. The video (3:54) earned the library
its third victory in as many years in the third
annual Wellington Library Book Domino competition....
YouTube, Oct. 6

11 bookshelves made from repurposed
items

Tom Hawking writes: “When we noticed a photo on
Huffington Post of a car that someone had
repurposed as a bookshelf, we got to thinking about
other items that could be reworked for similar
purposes. Not everyone has a Jaguar kicking about,
but various designers, both professional and amateur,
have come up with some impressively innovative
designs, using items from the quotidian to the
completely outlandish. Here are some particularly
interesting ideas.”...
Flavorwire, Oct. 4; The Huffington Post, Sept. 21

Librarian Shaming: PostSecret for
info professionals

A Tumblr site called Librarian Shaming
reveals that library workers have just as
many guilty pleasures and embarrassing
secrets as anyone else. The site, described as
“a place for those of us in Libraryland to
come clean,” started as a series of hilarious anonymous confessions
from staffers at the Parker Memorial Library in Dracut, Massachusetts.
All faces are hidden “to protect their professional reputations,” and
Librarian Shaming is now accepting submissions from library staff and
well-wishers everywhere....
Daily Mail (UK), Oct. 7; Dracut Library Blog, Sept. 26
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American Libraries Online
How low can our book budgets
go?

Steve Coffman writes: “Ask the average
Joe what’s the first thing that comes to
his mind when he thinks about libraries,
and the answer will almost always be
‘books.’ Most people could not imagine a library without books any
more than they could imagine accountants without accounts or
lawyers without the law. But the numbers tell a different story.
According to the most recent Institute of Museum and Library
Services data, in 2011 public libraries spent an average of only 11.4
cents of every dollar on books or materials of any kind.”...
American Libraries feature

Editor’s Letter: Dreamy reading
rooms and more

Laurie D. Borman writes: “I’ve never been to
Ketchikan, Alaska, but I wouldn’t mind being
there right now, contemplating the amazing
vista of woods and mountains from the
Ketchikan Public Library windows (right). I’d
be happy to check out the reading room view from the Spartanburg
County (S.C.) Public Libraries’ Middle Tyger branch, too, watching the
river tumbling over rocks. These are just two of the beautiful library
designs featured in our annual Library Design Showcase article.”...
American Libraries column, Sept./Oct.

Associate Editor Phil Morehart to
present at Library 2.013

“Inside New Library Design” is a live online
session, part of the Library 2.013 Worldwide
Virtual Conference, which will be held October 19
at 5 p.m. Central time. American Libraries Associate Editor Phil
Morehart will be highlighting selections from the magazine’s 2013
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2014 Midwinter
Meeting and Exhibits,
Philadelphia, January 24–
28. Don’t miss this
discussion about awardwinning nonfiction for
youth at the
ERT/Booklist Author
Forum. Acclaimed
children’s book creators
Tonya Bolden, Brian
Floca, Kadir Nelson, Steve
Sheinkin, and Melissa
Sweet join fellow author
and Booklist Books for
Youth Senior Editor Ilene
Cooper, 4:00–5:15 p.m.,
Friday, January 24.
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Library Design Showcase, discussing emerging trends, advances in
green technologies, and exciting historic renovations, as well as tips
for library administrators who are preparing to renovate their
libraries....
Library 2.013

Go back to the Top

ALA News
ALA town hall on ebooks

Want to learn more about the current digital publishing climate or
hear about efforts made by ALA to advocate for library interests in
the book world? Register now for ALA’s Virtual Town Hall on Ebooks,
a free interactive online session that will take place from 11 a.m. to
noon Central time on October 23. Panelists include Barbara K.
Stripling, Maureen Sullivan, and Keith Michael Fiels....
AL: E-Content, Oct. 14

Wes Moore finds a life that matters

Wes Moore (right), bestselling author of The Other
Wes Moore, is and has been on a remarkable quest
to “find a life that matters.” As a youth advocate, he
is committed to helping the parents, teachers,
mentors, and advocates who serve youth in the US—
something that will sound familiar as well as inspiring
to librarians who hear him as an Auditorium Speaker
at the 2014 ALA Midwinter Meeting and Exhibits on January 26....
Conference Services, Oct. 14

What are you worth?

The ALA–Allied Professional Association updated its Pay Equity
Bibliography (PDF file) in August. Initially created in 2003, the
updated edition is an easy-to-use resource aimed at helping librarians
and library workers understand what they are worth and then use
that information to advocate for better pay in an effort to close the
wage gap. The ALA-APA Standing Committee on the Salaries and
Status of Library Workers has updated this bibliography since the first
edition....
ALA–Allied Professional Association, Oct. 14

On the road with The American
Dream

On September 20, the Office for Library
Outreach Services staff attended the
third naturalization ceremony held at the
Schaumburg Township District Library in
Chicago’s northwest suburbs. STDL is a
two-time recipient of The American Dream Starts @ your library, a
grant initiative from the Dollar General Literacy Foundation and ALA
geared towards the improvement and promotion of library service to
English-language learners in areas served by Dollar General stores.
Watch the video (5:33)....
OLOS Columns, Oct. 15; YouTube, Oct. 3
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The ALA Student-to-Staff program

Each Annual Conference ALA provides a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity
for 40 students engaged in ALA Student Chapters to participate in the
Student-to-Staff Program (S2S). Established in 1973, S2S offers
qualifying students the opportunity to attend Annual Conference and
work behind the scenes with ALA staff. Interested? Contact your ALA
Student Chapter for its selection criteria....
Chapter Relations Office

ASL for children and adults

Appropriate for adults who are completely new to
signing, Little Hands and Big Hands: Children and
Adults Signing Together by Kathy MacMillan is an
authoritative guide on sign language that helps
readers engage with children up to age 5, regardless
of their hearing ability. Each of the eight chapters
contains a variety of activities, such as games, finger
plays, songs, and crafts, which help children develop
language skills, improve communication and self-expression, and raise
their self-esteem....
ALA Huron Street Press, Oct. 15

40 years of ALA Archives at UIUC

Cara Bertram writes: “As its 1976 centennial
approached, ALA noticed an increased interest in
the history of librarianship and the Association by
historians, writers, and archivists, and expressed
concern over the management and preservation
of its archives. ALA sought out an archival
repository and listened to University of Illinois
Archivist Maynard Brichford as he make a strong
argument for transferring the records to the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign.”...
ALA Archives blog, Oct. 14

Go back to the Top

Featured review: Adult nonfiction

Veseth, Mike. Extreme Wine: Searching the
World for the Best, the Worst, the
Outrageously Cheap, the Insanely Overpriced,
and the Undiscovered. Oct. 2013. 224p.
Rowman and Littlefield, hardcover (978-14422-1922-9).
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“All the secrets of the
world are contained in
books. Read at your
own risk,” warns
Lemony Snicket on
this intriguing new
poster depicting his
younger self in the
town of Stain’d-by-
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No wine-making or wine-selling professional
can afford to ignore Veseth’s blog, which
illuminates wine’s often murky economics.
Here he expounds on wine’s outliers,
revealing those wines that have unusual histories, are
particularly expensive or cheap, or are made under the most
difficult conditions. Taking what could be an esoteric subject
and making it compelling for any wine drinker, Veseth probes
the best and worst that the world’s vineyards produce. He
chronicles booms and busts, relating how Prohibition actually
became a boon for vineyards as home winemakers of the era
snapped up grapes by the case for cross-country shipment.
Explaining the impact of international currency markets, he
documents how Australia’s strong dollar has dampened
exports. Veseth also details why the cheapest wines aren’t
necessarily the worst, nor the most expensive the best....

the-Sea, the setting
for his All the Wrong
Questions series. A
prequel to A Series of
Unfortunate Events,
the latest series will
have legions of
Lemony Snicket fans
searching your library
for all the right
answers. NEW! From
ALA Graphics.

He drinks: Books that make
me thirsty

David Wright writes: “The shelves
groan with novels and memoirs about reckless boozers by the
likes of Pete Hamill, Frederick Exley, and Malcolm Lowry, most
of which make you want to climb up on that wagon that
everyone’s always falling off of. Lest such sobering realizations
spoil my ongoing pilgrimages to my ancestral homeland via
the medium of its most celebrated product, single-malt Scotch,
I explored titles that whet the drinker’s appetite and expand
his taste—books that went down smoothly and made me
thirsty in about 20 different ways.”...

She drinks: And Miss
Readergal drinks a little

Kaite Mediatore Stover writes: “It
seems fitting that Readergal pours herself a glass as she
contemplates the murky relationships women have with
alcohol. Readergal admires the women who have distilled wine
into song and gin into poetry. Would that we were all as
articulate as these ladies after lounging in our cups.”...

@

Libraries
on Film

Visit Booklist Online for other reviews and much more....
Go back to the Top

Philadelphia Update
Top 10 historic spots to visit

Emily Guendelsberger writes: “Historic
monuments, huge parks, art collections, a
market, a creepy old prison—Philadelphia has
plenty of experiences to delight the eye and
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The Two Lives of
Mattia Pascal [Le
due vite di Mattia
Pascal] (1985, Italy /
France / West
Germany / Spain /
UK). Marcello
Mastroianni as Mattia
Pascal is a library
clerk. In one scene he
and another staffer sit
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feed the soul.” Here are 10, from the Eastern
State Penitentiary to the Reading Terminal
Market (right)....
The Guardian (UK), Sept. 20

together in the library
cutting cheese into
little pieces for the
mousetraps.

Best Irish pubs

Swabreen Bakr writes: “Irish pubs are
plentiful, since the Gaelic tradition of enjoying
good whiskey and brew goes back many
years. Here we present our picks for the top
10 Irish bars in Philadelphia.” For example,
Moriarty’s at 1116 Walnut Street: “This popular Center City pub has
been around for over 77 years. Patrons of all kinds can take
advantage of plentiful outdoor seating and the award-winning wings
while throwing back a few brews.”...
Drink Philly, Mar. 12

Wednesday nights at the
Philadelphia Museum of Art

Pay-What-You-Wish Wednesday Nights at the
Philadelphia Museum of Art, 2600 Benjamin
Franklin Parkway, allow you to explore the
museum and its remarkable collections in
inventive, interactive, and dynamic new ways.
Mini-film festivals showcase international
independent films, artist’s films, and old favorites. “Happenings” offer
creative and surprising gallery experiences by regional artists,
musicians, and local cultural organizations. “Make Stuff” is a drop-in
art-making workshop that features different projects each week....

The Two Ronnies
(1983–1984, Season
10, UK, TV series),
“The Confusing
Library.” Ronnie
Barker as the librarian
and Ronnie Corbett as
a patron debate the
merits of having books
shelf-arranged by
color.

Philadelphia Museum of Art

Go back to the Top

Division News
Support Teen Read Week through social
media

Teen Read Week, October 14–18, is in full swing, and
while libraries and schools are in the midst of carrying
out a week full of fun and exciting activities, YALSA also
has a few up its sleeve. The division invites library
workers and supporters to participate in a Teen Read
Week Thunderclap to raise awareness about the
important role libraries play in helping teens gain critical literacy skills.
All you need is a Facebook, Twitter, or Tumblr account....
YALSA, Oct. 11

National Forum on Libraries and
Teens

From now through November 1, YALSA is
collecting public comments on its draft report
(PDF file) for the National Forum on Libraries
and Teens project. The forum is a year-long grant-funded effort that
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2:13 (2009). Jo Steele
plays a librarian who
brings Police Detective
Russell Spivey (Mark
Thompson) the
complete works of
William Shakespeare.

UHF (1989). Weird Al
Yankovic as George
Newman becomes
manager of a small TV
station and hits it big
with a mix of crazy
programs. A vignette
for the program
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will bring together key stakeholders to produce a final report that will
provide direction on how libraries need to adapt and change to better
meet the needs of 21st-century teens....
YALSA, Oct. 15

Introducing Launch Pad: AASL’s
conference daily

The preview issue of Launch Pad, the newly named
onsite daily newspaper for AASL’ s 16th National
Conference in Hartford, Connecticut, November 14–17,
is now online. During the conference, Launch Pad will
be available to attendees in a print and online edition.
It will contain up-to-date information on conference
events, exhibits, local events, and attractions.
Formerly known as AASL Advocate, the show daily’s new name was
selected by member vote after it was suggested by Val Edwards,
instructional materials director at Monona (Wis.) Grove High School....
AASL, Oct. 15

Meet AASL authors at division
conference

Attendees of AASL’ s 16th National Conference in
Hartford, Connecticut, November 14–17, will have
the opportunity to purchase AASL’s newest publications from the
exhibit hall bookstore and to have selected authors of these
publications sign copies of their books during the conference. A full
schedule of appearances is available online....
AASL, Oct. 15

“Conan the Librarian”
features a patron
(Robert Frank) asking
for a book on
astronomy. Conan
(Roger Callard) lifts
him into the air and
says threateningly,
“Don’t you know the
Dewey Decimal
System?” Later, Conan
slices another
borrower (Jeff
Maynard) in half for
returning a book late.
This AL Direct feature
describes hundreds of films
(and some TV shows) in
which libraries and librarians
are featured, from 1912 to
the present. The full list is a
Web Extra associated with
The Whole Library
Handbook 5, edited by
George M. Eberhart and
published by ALA Editions.
You can browse the films on
our Libraries on Film
Pinterest board.

Survey on Common Core State Standards

As work on the Common Core State Standards is taken up in schools
across the country, it’s important that key decisionmakers get a clear
picture of what this means for teaching and learning in every
discipline. That’s why AASL is cooperating with the National Center for
Literacy Education to invite school librarians to complete by October
28 a 20-minute questionnaire about collaborative professional learning
and integrating the Common Core State Standards into professional
practice....
AASL, Oct. 14

Lesley Farmer to present YA trends paper
at Midwinter
Lesley Farmer (right), coordinator of the Teacher
Librarian program at California State University, Long
Beach, will present her paper, “Trends Impacting YA
Services: Sex, Mind, and Body: How Guys and Girls
Search for Health Information,” at YALSA’s “Trends
Impacting YA Services” session on January 25 during
the 2014 ALA Midwinter Meeting in Philadelphia....

Career Leads
from

YALSA, Oct. 15

Learn how to train the technology trainer

The popular PLA interactive online course, “The Accidental Public
Library Technology Trainer,” returns October 28–November 22. This
four-week blended-learning program is designed for public library
professionals who have unexpectedly found themselves responsible
for technology training of users or staff at their library. Librarian,
author, and trainer Stephanie Gerding will be the guide. Register by
October 25....
PLA, Oct. 15
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Library Director,
Canby (Oreg.) Public
Library. Day-to-day
supervision, leadership,
and management of
the library, including
long-range planning,
organizing, and
directing the overall
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Webinar teaches how to lead school-library
initiatives

School library professionals can kick off the school year right by
learning how to take charge of three major library initiatives: library
advisory committees (LACs), Response to Intervention (RtI), and
community assessments during a new Knowledge Quest webinar from
AASL and presented by four KQ contributors: Sue Kimmel, Janie
Pickett, Jennifer Robins, and IdaMae Craddock. “LACs, RtI, and
Community Assessment How-Tos” will take place on October 24.
Registration is open....
AASL, Oct. 15

Join ASCLA in San Francisco

This is the fourth fundraising trip hosted by
ASCLA and will take place April 23–30. The
adventure is open to librarians and their
friends and family; there are no membership
requirements in order to participate. Tours of
the San José Public Library, Monterey,
Carmel, Pebble Beach, Big Sur, selected Napa
Valley wineries, the Franciscan vineyards, and Chandon are scheduled.
Deposits are due by December 1, with the balance by February 23....
ASCLA Blog, Oct. 11

Go back to the Top

Awards & Grants
Carnegie-Whitney Awards deadline approaches

operation of the library.
Initiate and implement
policy development;
perform professional
library duties, and
develop and coordinate
library programs and
publicity. Partner with
other organizations and
engage in outreach
opportunities.
Formulate and maintain
Library budget.
Represent the Canby
Library in a professional
and positive manner....

@

More jobs...

Digital Library
of the Week

The ALA Publishing Committee provides a grant of up to $5,000 for
the preparation of print or electronic reading lists, indexes, or other
guides to library resources that promote reading or the use of
resources at any type of library. Applications must be emailed to Mary
Jo Bolduc by November 1....
ALA Publishing, Oct. 15

2013 Diversity in Library Research Award
Patricia Montiel-Overall (right), associate professor in
the School of Information Resources and Library
Science and affiliate professor of Mexican-American
studies at the University of Arizona, has been named
the 2013 Achievement in Library Diversity Research
honoree. Montiel-Overall has had a full career focused
on education, early literacy, and cultural competence....
Office for Diversity, Oct. 15

2013 Diversity Research Grant recipients chosen

Sung Un Kim of the Catholic University of America in Washington,
D.C., Lian Ruan of the University of Illinois, and YungWon Yoon of the
University of South Florida SLIS are the recipients of Diversity
Research Grants for 2013, a one-time $2,500 award for original
research....
Office for Diversity, Oct. 15

Apply for a Día mini-grant

ALSC is now accepting applications for mini-grants
intended to allow libraries to initiate Día Family Book
Club programs. Mini-grants are part of ALSC’s Everyone
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Looking Back: The
Civil War in
Tennessee, a project
of the Tennessee State
Library and Archives,
is part of the
commemoration of the
150th anniversary of
the Civil War.
Archivists are digitizing
relevant records and
artifacts from private
owners in all 95
counties in the state.
Assistant State
Archivist Wayne Moore
said “the quality of the
photographs,
documents, and
artifacts that people
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Reads @ your library grant, funded by the Dollar
General Literacy Foundation. The Día Family Book Club
is a reading program that engages children and families in the shared
reading and discussion of contemporary children’s literature that
reflects our common plurality. Up to 15 mini-grants will be awarded at
$2,000 each to public libraries. Apply by November 30....
ALSC, Oct. 14

Arizona State wins the Mora Award

Reforma, the National Association to Promote Library and Information
Services to Latinos and the Spanish Speaking, has selected Arizona
State University in Tempe to receive the 2013 Estela and Raúl Mora
Award for the most exemplary culminating celebration of El día de los
niños, El día de los libros / Children’s Day, Book Day. This is the first
year an educational institution has won the award. ASU will receive
$1,000 and a plaque commemorating its efforts....
Reforma, Oct. 15

2013 Emerson Greenaway Distinguished
Service Award

The New England Library Association has awarded its
2013 Emerson Greenaway Distinguished Service Award
for Librarianship to Robert C. Maier (right). After many
years of service, Maier retired this year from his
position as executive director of the Massachusetts
Board of Library Commissioners. He was chosen for
the award for his dedicated and effective service to libraries
throughout his career....
New England Library Association, Oct. 10

National Medal deadline extended to
October 31

Think your favorite library provides exceptional
service? Now’s your chance to nominate your library
for a $5,000 award. Library supporters have the
opportunity to nominate their libraries for the 2014
National Medal for Museum and Library Service, the nation’s highest
honor for exemplary service by museums and libraries. The award
nomination deadline ends on October 31. (The original deadline has
been extended due to the federal government shutdown.)...
District Dispatch, Oct. 10

Alice Munro awarded Nobel Prize in
Literature

Alice Munro (right), the renowned Canadian shortstory writer whose visceral work explores the tangled
relationships between men and women, small-town
existence, and the fallibility of memory, won the
2013 Nobel Prize in Literature on October 10. The
Swedish Academy said that Munro, who has written
14 story collections, was a “master of the contemporary short story.”
She is the 13th woman to win the prize....
New York Times, Oct. 10

Eleanor Catton wins 2013 Man Booker
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are bringing out is just
extraordinary. No
other state has done a
Civil War digitization
project on this scale to
create an important
legacy for future
generations of
students and Civil War
scholars.”
Do you know of a digital
library collection that we can
mention in this AL Direct
feature? Tell us about it.
Browse previous Digital
Libraries of the Week at the I
Love Libraries site, Check out
our Featured Digital
Libraries Pinterest board.

Noted and
Quoted
“The closure of
libraries is insidious.
We are inflicting it
on our children. It’s
like stopping
vaccinations.”
—Author Neil Gaiman, at the
second annual Reading
Agency lecture in London,
Oct. 14.

“It has been a nineyear struggle, and in
the process, I have
learned that even a
cause as worthy as a
library has enemies.
Forces beyond my
understanding are
against us. I don’t
know what lies
ahead in the next
few weeks and
months, but it
doesn’t look good.”
—Madeline DeJournett, on the
probable closing of the small
Advance (Mo.) Community
Library, “Death of a Library,”
Dexter (Mo.) Daily
Statesman, Oct. 11.
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Prize

New Zealand author Eleanor Catton has won the 2013
Man Booker Prize, the UK’s highest literary honor, for
her novel The Luminaries (Granta). Set during New
Zealand’s 1866 gold rush, Catton’s novel is a layered
murder mystery that centers on a group of men with
intertwined fates. Catton accepted the award at a
ceremony in London on October 15....
USA Today, Oct. 15

US Government Shutdown
Notice Awards

The Archive-It team writes: “On October 1,
the Internet Archive began saving the
home pages of federal agencies affected by
the government shutdown. Each
government agency was left to its own devices to prepare for the
shutdown on its website, and the results vary. Some created unique
graphics to represent the impending shutdown. A few integrated
notices within their sites to an almost comic degree. Here are some of
our favorites.”...
The Archive-It Blog, Oct. 11

Go back to the Top
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More quotes...

Calendar
Oct. 21–27:

Open Access Week.

Oct. 26:

Edcamp Online. A
free, informal
conference organized
by educators for
educators.

Nov. 1:

Indiana Online Users
Group, Fall
Conference, Indiana
North Education and
Conference Center,
Indianapolis. “Digital
Libraries: Live Spaces,
Learning Places.”

Nov. 1–6:

Libraries in the News
High school decides not to ban Dreaming
in Cuba (subscription required)

A curriculum review committee has decided the book
Dreaming in Cuban will stay on Buena High School
shelves in Sierra Vista, Arizona, and remain available
for use in classes at the discretion of teachers, but an
appeal is likely on the way. Parent Debbie Stoner filed
a complaint requesting that the book, authored by
Cristina Garcia, be removed from both the school
library and curriculum after her son’s class was asked
to read aloud a passage containing sexually explicit content....

Sierra Vista (Ariz.) Herald, Oct. 10

Neil Gaiman novel pulled from
Alamogordo curriculum

Alamogordo Public Schools has “temporarily removed”
a book from its English curriculum because of what one
parent calls “inappropriate content.” Neverwhere by
Neil Gaiman has been used in Alamogordo (N.Mex.)
High School’s 10th-grade English curriculum since
2004. Parent Nancy Wilmott objected to a fourparagraph passage that graphically describes an
adulterous sexual encounter between a married man
and a single woman. Betsy Gomez has more details. On October 16,
the ALA Office for Intellectual Freedom sent a letter (PDF file) urging
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Association of
Academic Health
Science Libraries /
Association of
American Medical
Colleges, Annual
Meeting, Philadelphia.
“Learn, Serve, Lead.”

Nov. 5–6:

Taxonomy Boot
Camp, Conference,
Renaissance
Washington, D.C.
Downtown Hotel.

Nov. 6–9:

Association of
Moving Image
Archivists,
Conference, Richmond,
Virginia.

Nov. 14–17:

American Association
of School Librarians,
National Conference,
Hartford, Connecticut.
“Rising to the
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the district to rescind its removal....

Alamogordo (N.Mex.) Daily News, Oct. 11; Comic Book Legal Defense Fund, Oct. 14; OIF
Blog, Oct. 16

Bad Boy book stays in Currituck school

A sexually charged book about teen girls and their
reactions to an ardent senior boy will remain in the
Currituck County (N.C.) High School library. The
county board of education decided with a 4–1 vote
October 14 that A Bad Boy Can Be Good for a Girl by
Tanya Lee Stone should remain available as it has
since 2006. Parent Elissa Cooper objected to the book
after her freshman daughter brought it home to read
in February....
Norfolk (Va.) Virginian-Pilot, Oct. 12, 15

Two shuttered Philly school libraries to reopen

Two Philadelphia school libraries, shuttered in September due to
budget cuts, reopened October 15 after receiving a gift from an
anonymous donor. Central High and Masterman, two of the city’s
most prestigious schools, closed their libraries because the district did
not fund librarians. The $205,000 contribution will cover the salary
and benefits of the two librarians for the remainder of the school
year....

Challenge.”

Dec. 8–9:

Coalition for
Networked
Information, Fall
Membership Meeting,
Capital Hilton,
Washington, D.C.

Jan. 15–17:

Special Libraries
Association,
Leadership Summit
2014, Sheraton
Memphis Downtown
Hotel, Memphis,
Tennessee.

Jan. 21–24:

Philadelphia Inquirer, Oct. 12

American
Booksellers
Association, Winter
Institute, Seattle.

Target lays off its archivists

July 13–15:

When Target cut about 150 jobs on October 9
(citing a reorganization to eliminate areas of
duplication), the Minneapolis-based retailer
discontinued its formal archives and heritage
department, eliminating the two senior
archivists, Tony Jahn (right) and Jamie Martin.
The archives department was responsible for expanding and
organizing Target’s collection of historical artifacts, including business
papers, photographs, textiles, other objects, and electronic records....

International
Summit on
Accessibility, Ottawa
(Ontario) Convention
Centre. “Making It
Happen: From
Intention to Action.”
Deadline to submit
presentation proposals
is October 30.

San Juan rehires its library
director

@

Minneapolis/St. Paul Business Journal, Oct. 11; YouTube, Aug. 3, 2012

The longtime director of the San Juan (Tex.)
Memorial Library (right) is back, along with a
new full-time children’s librarian, after the
city took over library operations from private
Maryland-based company Library Systems & Services Inc. for the new
fiscal year. Armandina Sesin previously ran the library as an
employee of LSSI since 2007. LSSI called the partnership with San
Juan a success, emphasizing that it worked with the city through a
transition from a small trailer to a 16,000-square-foot building....
McAllen (Tex.) Monitor, Oct. 11; LSSI, Sept. 30

Jean Rice Homeless Liberation
Reference Library

Melissa Morrone writes: “On September 18, I
attended the opening dedication (5:49) of the
Jean Rice Homeless Liberation Reference Library,
sponsored by Picture the Homeless, in the
Fordham area of the Bronx. By the time I got to
the event, someone was just beginning a foot-stomping rendition of ‘A
Change Is Gonna Come’ to murmurs of encouragement from the
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crowd, so I suppose it wasn’t your typical library ribbon-cutting. This
library is meant to be a resource for people fighting homelessness, a
space for self-education and reflection.”...
Library Juice, Oct. 14; YouTube, Sept. 20

Chicago gives patrons more say
in book purchases

In an effort to give readers more of what they want, the Chicago
Public Library has started a pilot program that lets borrowers select
books for the library to buy. The large-scale patron-driven acquisition
program—supported by Ingram Content Group—began in late
September, with a $300,000 Illinois State Library grant that allows
CPL to expand its offerings by about 13,000 titles over the next two
years. When a lender puts a hold on one of the new books in the
existing online catalog, it triggers a purchase of that book....

Beverly Goldberg,
Senior Editor:
bgoldberg@ala.org

Phil Morehart,
Associate Editor:
pmorehart@ala.org

Chicago Sun-Times, Oct. 15; Ingram, Oct. 15

University partners with public library to explore
priorities

The Iowa Initiative for Sustainable Communities at the University of
Iowa has launched a partnership with the city of Washington, Iowa,
that will identify key projects for the city’s long-term sustainability.
The collaborative process will address cultural, social, environmental,
and educational priorities in the community. Graduate students in the
School of Library and Information Science are focusing on family
resources at the Washington Public Library. Another project includes a
mural painting on the back of the library building....
Iowa Now, Mar. 11, Oct. 10

Mariam Pera,
Associate Editor:
mpera@ala.org

Sanhita SinhaRoy,
Managing Editor,
American Libraries:
ssinharoy@ala.org

A new breed of teen-services librarians

Cambridge (Mass.) Public Library’s Maya Escobar
(right) is one of a mushrooming corps of librarians in
Greater Boston working to put books in the hands of
young adult readers. She is part of an increasingly
visible group that has almost doubled in size in the
past 13 years. This new breed shares some common
traits. A goodly percentage, YALSA President Shannon
Peterson says, are new to the field and “on the young side”
themselves. Perhaps because of their relative youth, they also display
a distinct sense of mission....

Laurie D. Borman,
Editor and Publisher,
American Libraries:
lborman@ala.org
To advertise in American
Libraries Direct, contact:

Boston Globe, Oct. 11

Evanston librarian shows her puzzle
genius on NPR

Evanston (Ill.) Public Library Readers’ Services
Librarian Barbara Levie (right) was the randomly
chosen winner of NPR’s Sunday Puzzle with Will
Shortz. The challenge: “Name something in seven
letters that most people keep in their homes. Take
the first, third, fourth, and seventh letters and
rearrange them. The result will be a four-letter word naming
something that the seven-letter thing is commonly used for. What is
it?” The answer came to Levie in a flash: “aspirin.”...
NPR: Weekend Edition, Oct. 6

City officials turn to library after finding soggy time
capsule
Workers chiseled out the Virginia Beach (Va.) City Hall cornerstone
October 10 to uncover a time capsule that was encased in concrete
44 years ago. But the contents, not waterproofed, had been
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completely soaked. Pieces of slide film and a periodical highlighting
the city’s economic goals were the only salvageable items. City
staffers began creating copies of the other documents inside the
capsule, many of which are owned by the Virginia Beach Public
Library....
Norfolk (Va.) Virginian-Pilot, Oct. 11

Key West library receives rare
collection of island history

In 1823, Commodore David Porter wrote a
letter ordering that an American flag be
raised at Thompson’s Island (later known
as Key West) to establish the Navy’s AntiPiracy Squadron. That letter is at the
centerpiece of an extraordinary,
professionally curated collection of Keys–related documents,
photographs, and memorabilia recently donated to the Florida History
department of the Monroe County Public Library in Key West....
Monroe County Public Library, Oct. 11; Miami (Fla.) Herald, Oct. 14

Automated library machine takes
the place of a new branch

An automated library manufactured by
EnvisionWare was installed October 11 in
Norman, Oklahoma, for the Pioneer Library
System. The library is similar to the movie box
concept and holds a combination of 400
books, audiobooks, and DVDs. Browsing any
of the 11 Pioneer Library locations, patrons can reserve materials and
designate the new automated library as the pickup point. Pioneer
purchased the machine at a discounted price of $95,000, much less
expensive that a proposed new branch for the city’s east side. Similar
units are scheduled to be installed in Milwaukee, Oklahoma City, San
Diego, and Fresno, California....
Norman (Okla.) Transcript, Oct. 12; Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, Oct. 14

Super-libraries herald a new age

Tim Vanson writes: “Around the UK and the
world, a new type of civic building has been
appearing on many a metropolitan skyline: the
super-library. Architecturally daring and with a
price tag to match, these ambitious constructions
have popped up in Newcastle, Liverpool,
Southwark, and Birmingham (right). They are
symbols of urban prestige that reimagine the purpose and function of
the traditional library on an impressively dramatic scale.”...
The Guardian (UK), Oct. 10

Digitizing the Dunhuang library

Jacob Mikanowski writes: “Over 1,000 years ago,
someone sealed up a chamber in a cave outside
the oasis town of Dunhuang in western China
filled with more than 500 cubic feet of bundled
manuscripts. Since 1994, an ambitious
digitization program has slowly pushed the cache
online, allowing scholars to reconstruct individual documents whose
pages might be held by multiple collections. Run by a team based in
the British Library and working with partners in five other countries,
the International Dunhuang Project is making the contents of the
library available to experts worldwide.”...
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Go back to the Top

Issues
Why US government IT fails so hard and so often

Sean Gallagher writes: “The rocky launch of the Department of Health
and Human Services’ HealthCare.gov is the most visible evidence at
the moment of how hard it is for the federal government to execute
major technology projects. But the troubled website—which uses
systems that aren’t connected in any way to the federal IT
infrastructure—is just the tip of the iceberg when it comes to the
government’s IT problems.”...
Ars Technica, Oct. 8, 10

loc.gov gone, back, but not in Google

Jonathan Rochkind writes: “So on October 1, the Library of Congress
website was down for the government shutdown, with all URLs
resulting in an outage message. Then, around October 3 or 4, loc.gov
websites mostly came back, although I didn’t notice it until October
14. Why? Because those pages are still not showing up in Google,
and that’s something of a mystery. It’s possible LC and other
government sites were using incorrect HTTP status codes.”...
Bibliographic Wilderness, Oct. 15

Cinema and shutdown

Kyle Westphal writes: “In the short history
of the Northwest Chicago Film Society, we’ve
faced some formidable challenges. But
there’s another looming problem that’s
definitely out of the ordinary: the ongoing
shutdown of the federal government. Like
many of the world’s film societies and museums, we regularly borrow
35mm prints from the Moving Image, Broadcasting, and Recorded
Sound Division of the Library of Congress. LC is one of the many
government services deemed inessential and thus suspended until
Congress approves a continuing resolution to reopen and fund the
federal government.”...
Northwest Chicago Film Society, Oct. 14

The shutdown from an archives point of
view

Society of American Archivists President Danna C. Bell
(right) writes: “The Librarian of Congress, James
Billington, sent a message to the furloughed employees
of the library and I want to share it with you: ‘In these
uncertain days, I want all of you to know how much
your expertise and commitment is valued by me personally and by
the great institution that we all serve. . . . [In] all our divisions, your
knowledge, skills, and dedication are important for America, not just
in our own time, but for future generations.’ I think with just a few
changes his words could apply to all federal employees and even all
archivists.”...
Off the Record, Oct. 14

The perils of data discrimination

David Talbot writes: “Data analytics are being used to
implement a subtle form of discrimination, while
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anonymous data sets can be mined to reveal health
data and other private information, a Microsoft
researcher warned October 9 at MIT Technology
Review’s EmTech conference. Kate Crawford (right),
principal researcher at Microsoft Research, argued
that these problems could be addressed with new legal approaches to
the use of personal data.”...
MIT Technology Review, Oct. 9

Broadband and e-rate: Libraries as community
leverage

Alan S. Inouye writes: “Libraries enable access to an eclectic
information menu. An increasing number of their activities rely on
high-capacity broadband, such as those that use video conferencing
and streaming media. But many libraries still lack robust broadband
access. Thus, the open proceeding on the e-rate program at the FCC
and the President’s proposal for a ConnectED initiative are truly
exciting developments.”...
Benton Foundation, Oct. 15

New Facebook privacy settings

Hayley Tsukayama writes: “Facebook users
may be wary after hearing that the social
network is following up on a promise to cut a
privacy setting that kept user names out of
the social network’s graph search. Here’s a
quick guide to what changes are coming and
which settings to review as they hit users’ accounts.” Josh Costine has
more details. Oh, and Google+ will now use your real name in its ad
promotions—unless you tell it not to....
Washington Post, Oct. 11; TechCrunch, Oct. 10; New York Times: Bits, Oct. 14

Go back to the Top

Tech Talk
Seven things to think about as wearable
computing emerges

Brian Mathews writes: “I joined the Google Glass
community in October. A Glass Explorer at Virginia
Tech invited me in. We are forming a cohort of Glass
Explorers on our campus in an effort to apply the
technology to both teaching and research situations.
I’m glad that the library was invited to the mix; it’s
interesting to observe the way faculty think and to contribute to the
venture. Today I wanted to share a few quick observations about
Glass and libraries.”...
Chronicle of Higher Education: The Ubiquitous Librarian, Oct. 10

Redesigning the item record
summary view

Bohyun Kim writes: “Almost all librarians
have a love-hate relationship with their
library catalogs. Interestingly enough, I
hear a lot more complaints about the library catalog from librarians
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than patrons. Sometimes it is about the catalog missing certain
information that should be there for patrons. Aaron Schmidt has
recently put forth an alternative design for a library item record that
provides a good starting point to rethink how to design the library
catalog’s search results display.”...
ACRL TechConnect Blog, Oct. 15; Walking Paper, Sept. 24

The future of video games will
be in your browser

Alex Cocilova writes: “I’ve had it with
interminable game downloads. And you
can keep your fancy new Xbox,
PlayStation, and Wii consoles. The future
of PC gaming is in the browser, and it’ll
be here sooner than you expect. I’m not talking about silly Flash
games or Facebook time-wasters. We’ll soon be playing AAA games
that don’t require pricey investments in new hardware. Even better,
most of them will be absolutely free to play.”...
PC World, Oct. 14

Apps that find fun local activities

Tracey Wallace writes: “Finding cool local hangouts and events as an
undercover tourist can be difficult, especially when you don’t know
anyone in the area. Looking to bridge that gap, these 11 local event
apps make finding the best events in your destination city as easy as
a free download and quick click.”...
Mashable, Oct. 10

Apple iPhone 5S or Nokia Lumia 1020:
What camera is better?

Jim Fisher writes: “Two of the most talked-about
phones, the Apple iPhone 5S and Nokia Lumia 1020,
take very different approaches to the camera
design. Alas, neither camera is perfect. We’ve
compared each one in a few key categories to help
you decide which one is the best always-on-you camera to carry.”...
PC Magazine, Oct. 10

So far, smart watches are pretty dumb

Rachel Metz writes: “Companies like Samsung and Sony
are rushing to produce smart watches, which typically
connect wirelessly to a smartphone so that you can see
call alerts and message notifications on your wrist. In
theory, smart watches offer a smoother, more natural
way of checking information than pulling out a
smartphone. The act of glancing at your watch is a
commonly accepted social custom. It’s just that now we
want to see more at a glance than simply the time.”...
MIT Technology Review, Oct. 16

Why does rebooting fix so
many problems?

Chris Hoffman writes: “Ask a geek how to
fix a problem you’ve having with your
Windows computer and they’ll likely ask
‘Have you tried rebooting it?’ This seems
like a flippant response, but rebooting a computer can actually solve
many problems. You’ll find the advice ‘try resetting it’ applied to
software, wireless routers, iPads, and Android phones. To illustrate
why rebooting can fix so many problems, let’s take a look at the
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ultimate software problem: the blue screen of death.”...
How-To Geek, May 21, Oct. 15

Go back to the Top

E-Content
Ebook review copies

Paul St. John Mackintosh writes: “This post was
prompted by the complaints of a friend on
Facebook about the DRM on a review copy of an
ebook he had been sent to cover. Not a fan of
ebooks at the best of times, he was driven to
protest long and hard about the struggles he had
been put through to actually open and read the
book. I’ve had similar and worse experiences.”...
TeleRead, Oct. 15

Amazon Kindle Paperwhite 2 vs.
Sony PRS-T3

Michael Kozlowski writes: “Sony and
Amazon have a storied history in e-reader
production, and both companies have been
in the hardware game for a long time.
Amazon started producing e-readers in
2007, while Sony started in 2006. The Kindle Paperwhite 2 and Sony
PRS-T3 reflect the very latest generation in e-reader technology.
Today we look at how both fare head to head.”...
Good E-Reader, Oct. 14

Don’t drop your Kindle Fire HDX

Ian Paul writes: “If you’re clumsy with your
electronics, you might want to think twice
about buying Amazon’s superb new 7-inch
Kindle Fire HDX. If you break the front glass
or damage its innards, you’re going to have
one heck of a time repairing it. The teardown experts at iFixit recently
got their hands on Amazon’s latest addition to the Kindle Fire family,
and from a fixability perspective, this low-priced stunner stinks.”...
TechHive, Oct. 16

Ebook apps you should be using

Eric Ravenscraft writes: “We look at reading apps on
your phone or tablet, but there are also plenty of
advantages to dedicated e-readers. Not the least of
which is e-ink displays that are less harsh on the eyes
and built-in book lights. But for now, let’s look at the
sweet features of the much more widely available
apps.”...
Lifehacker, Oct. 16

Add soundtracks to selfpublished ebooks

Dianna Dilworth writes: “Want to add a
soundtrack to your self-published book?
Check out Booktrack, a new app that will let you add music or sound
effects to your ebook. Available for iOS devices and as a Chrome app,
you can use Booktrack to record audio tracks and then insert them
into your text.” Watch a demo (0:31)...
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Two ways ebooks may benefit kids

Beth Bacon writes: “Ebooks aren’t so bad for
children after all. New research by MeeGenius
and LookTracker shows that when digital
books with recorded narration and highlighted words are presented to
children, the kids gaze at words longer and progress through the
stories slower than when they’re read to by a caregiver.”...
Digital Book World, Oct. 11

In the future, ebooks will stalk their readers

Charlie Stross writes: “In the future, readers will not go in search of
books to read. Feral books will stalk readers, sneak into their ebook
libraries, and leap out to ambush them. Readers will have to beat
books off with a baseball bat, hold them at bay with a flaming torch,
refuse to interact, and in extreme cases, feign dyslexia, blindness, or
locked-in syndrome to avoid being subjected to literature. You think
I’m exaggerating for effect, don’t you?”...
Charlie’s Diary, Oct. 10

Go back to the Top

Books & Reading
Librarian’s career began with her struggle to read

Alison Leigh Cowan writes: “Patricia Ann Kettles did not read her first
book until she was 10. She knows what it is to struggle with the very
act of reading. Now 40, Kettles is library manager at the Port
Richmond branch of the New York Public Library. She talked recently
about what it was like to be illiterate while others around her were
devouring entire worlds.”...
New York Times, Oct. 15

The power of fantasy fiction

The Telegraph published an interview with novelist
Joanna Trollope in which she stated that children should
read more classics rather than fantasy novels. She feels
that fantasy novels often do not relate to the real world
and these stories can offer their readers little guidance
or comfort. Such statements were bound to fire up
fantasy fans—and Hub bloggers Kelly Dickinson and
Chelsea Condren were no exception.”...
YALSA The Hub, Oct. 14; The Telegraph (UK), Oct. 6

Articles and studies I’d like to read about YA lit

Kelly Jensen writes: “I’ve got a few ideas of articles about YA
literature I’d love to read or studies I’d like to see done. Perhaps
some of these exist and they’ve been buried beneath confessional
click-getters. Perhaps they do not exist yet, but now, with YA enjoying
a golden age with teen and adult readers alike, maybe it’s time to
look a little deeper and offer some substance to the discussion of
‘why YA?’”...
Book Riot, Oct. 11

Re-Sendakify Sendak Project: The
results
Betsy Bird writes: “In 2012 I came up with a
crazy idea. I asked folks to illustrate a scene
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from their favorite Dr. Seuss book in the style
of a different children’s author. The result:
The Re-Seussification Project. Then Phil Nel
had a notion. What if The Niblings (Travis
Jonker, Phil Nel, Julie Danielson, and myself) were to celebrate the
50th anniversary of the publication date of Maurice Sendak’s Where
the Wild Things Are? You will find that each one of us has come up
with an interesting and original way of celebrating the man and his
legend.”...
School Library Journal: A Fuse #8 Production, Mar. 1, 2012; Oct. 15

Judge a book by its spine

Brandi Smits writes: “Face-out displays are a
fabulous way to get someone to stop and ponder
reading a book. The cover might be bright,
mysterious, or just plain beautiful. But here is
another question to consider: What about the book
spines? When you hit the shelves, what makes you
pick up a book? Is it the title? Is it the color of the
spine? I asked a group of teen readers what exactly
they look for in a book spine.”...
YALSA The Hub, Oct. 15

The 50 scariest books of all time

Emily Temple writes: “The air is getting crisper, the
nights are getting longer, and All Hallow’s Eve draws
near. You know what that means. It’s time to curl up
with a book guaranteed to give you the shivers—or at
least make you check the locks twice. Here, for your
horrifying pleasure, are 50 of the scariest books ever
written in the English language, whether horror,
nonfiction, or speculative futures you never want to
see. One caveat: The list is limited to one book per
author, so Stephen King fans will have to expand their horizons a
little bit.”...
Flavorwire, Oct. 9

19 cookbooks that will improve your life

Emily Fleischaker writes: “There’s something about the
idea of cooking through an entire cookbook that’s very
appealing. Many of the most talented chefs of our era
—Alice Waters, Tom Colicchio, Alton Brown—started
out learning a single cookbook front to back. BuzzFeed
asked them and other food celebs to pick one they’d
recommend cooking through and explain why. If you’re
a fan of one of these chefs, getting to know the
cookbook that informed their dedication to food will be
fascinating.”...
BuzzFeed Food, Oct. 15

Go back to the Top
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The end of “The end of libraries”
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Jacob Berg writes: “On October 13, yet
another ‘end of libraries’ piece appeared. As
usual, it was written by a white male with
no use for libraries, because every single
time this trope appears, that’s a crucial
part of the author’s demographic background. It is overwhelmingly
affluent white men who argue that because they do not use
something, it has no value for anyone.”...
BeerBrarian, Oct. 15; TechCrunch, Oct. 13

Rhode Island tattooed librarians
calendar

The Rhode Island Library Association is
challenging people to check their preconceived
library notions at the door. RILA’s fall
fundraising plans include the launch of its
first-ever Tattooed Librarians of the Ocean
State 2014 calendar. The 12 librarians and
library workers featured in the calendar represent just a few of the
many working professionals who are proud of their career, their ink,
and the stories they tell. The calendar is the brainchild of Public
Relations Committee cochairs Emily Grace Mehrer and Chelsea
Dodd....
The Huffington Post, Oct. 11; Rhode Island Library Association

Board games to support the
Common Core

Christopher Harris writes: “The modern board
games we offer our member libraries—the
same ones I play at home for fun—can be
incredibly detailed and complex. Game
designers, like authors, often perform indepth research into their games. The resulting activity is designed to
be fun, but rich enough in content to function as an instructional tool.
Games like this satisfy the Common Core’s call for new types of
resources strong in detail and worthy of deep study.”...
School Library Journal: The Digital Shift, Oct. 15

Seven science lessons that use Google
Earth

Richard Byrne writes: “Google Earth is one of my
favorite tools for students and teachers. The more
time a person spends learning the many features of
Google Earth, the more that person will see that
Google Earth can be used for a lot more than just
social studies lessons. I have seen many good
science lessons incorporate Google Earth. Since this is Earth Science
week, I’ve dug up some science lessons that utilize Google Earth.”...
Free Technology for Teachers, Oct. 15

Social media guidelines and library patrons

Joe Hardenbrook writes: “Currently, I’m working on a social-mediaguidelines assignment for class. Browsing around the web for
examples of other library social media policies, I stumbled on one that
states: ‘We reserve the right to use your comments in promotional
materials, to use your stories to show others what makes [insert
library name] unique and extraordinary.’ Is this standard boilerplate
language? If so, what exactly does it mean?”...
Mr. Library Dude, Oct. 11
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Twitter eases rules on direct messages

Tom Warren writes: “Twitter is rolling out an option to ease the use
of direct messages. Traditionally, Twitter has allowed users who follow
each other to send direct messages back and forth, or for users to
send direct messages to accounts that follow them. A new setting that
appears to have been rolling out in early October allows Twitter users
to receive direct messages from any follower.”...
The Verge, Oct. 15

Perma CC will give citations a
good home

Casey Johnston writes: “Times Higher
Education has highlighted a new consortium,
Perma CC, that seeks to provide a central
archive for important webpages referenced in scholarly works and
legal documents. One review found that 70% of the links cited in
three Harvard law journals no longer worked after 12 years, while
49% of citations in US Supreme Court decisions are no longer
functional. Perma CC is the product of a coalition of law libraries,
including those at Harvard, Yale, Columbia, and Oxford.”...
Ars Technica, Oct. 14; Times Higher Education, Oct. 10

Americans’ views on online courses

A majority of Americans believe online instruction is at least as good
as classroom-based courses in terms of providing good value, a
format most students can succeed in, and instruction tailored to each
individual. But they question the rigor of testing and grading, and
whether employers will view such degrees positively, a new survey by
Gallup shows (PDF file)....
Inside Higher Ed, Oct. 15

Professional development for
school librarians

Wendy Stephens writes: “At the beginning of
every school year, some school librarians
inevitably grouse about having to sit through
whole-faculty professional development. They
often say their needs differ from those of classroom teachers, and
their professional learning should reflect that. I would argue that
school librarians need that learning and more. School librarians
actually need more ongoing professional development than anyone
else in the building.”...
YALSA Blog, Oct. 14

Online Audiovisual Catalogers’ movie experiment

Cyrus Ford writes: “The OLAC Movie and Video Credit Annotation
Experiment is part of a larger project to make it easier to find film
and video in libraries and archives. In the current phase, we’re trying
to break existing MARC movie records down to pull out all the cast
and crew information so that it may be reordered and manipulated.
Libraries would have the flexibility to create more standardized and
readable displays of production credits, such as you see at IMDb.”
Anyone wishing to help out should contact Kelley McGrath....
OLAC blog, Oct. 14

The ILLlibrarian is in

Andrew Shuping writes: “You’ve just graduated library school and
you’re heading off to your first job that involves interlibrary loan. How
the heck does that work? They never even mentioned it in library
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school. What do you do? ILL work can be fun and challenging, and it
requires a wide variety of skills and talents to help the department
work well. Here are the skills you need to do this job.”...
Letters to a Young Librarian, Oct. 10

Helping young librarians by sticking with it

Cheryl LaGuardia writes: “An important component of our work is to
encourage potential librarians and help new ones to grow in the
profession. Given the changing nature of our work, it can be
overwhelming for newcomers to learn how to navigate complex library
environments, along with everything else they need to learn just to
begin to do the job. Filling them in on these nuances is an important
service we seasoned librarians can provide—only we have to still be in
the job to provide this guidance and assistance; we can’t do it if
we’re not in libraries.”...
Library Journal, Oct. 10

Explore the workings of a
university press

The University of Regina Press in
Saskatchewan provides an insider’s view
into the publishing process in this series of
“Reality Publishing” videos. Publisher and
Director Bruce Walsh (right) introduces the
10-webisode series in a two-minute trailer. Using cinema vérité–style
clips, the videos explore the mysteries of publishing for authors,
readers, and anyone fascinated with the romance of books....
University of Regina Press TV, June 10–Oct. 4

Finding libraries in unexpected
places

Derek Attig writes: “We usually think about
libraries as staid and steady buildings, safely
immobile on our city streets. But they don’t
always stay there. One of the most
fascinating things about bookmobiles, for
example, is that they take libraries out on the
road. And they can end up in some pretty strange places—like, say,
the banks of a Louisiana bayou. Or under fire in the Italian
countryside.”...
Book Riot, Oct. 14

Go back to the Top

American Libraries Magazine, 50 East Huron Street, Chicago, IL 60611
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American Libraries Online
How Open Access scholarship saves
lives

Nella Letizia writes: “Gabriella Reznowski’s son,
Xavier, was diagnosed with a rare genetic disorder
in 2012, 14 years after she first noticed the
developmental delays and helped him ride out the
seizures caused by the disorder. The most current
information that describes it is only found in
research journals, which often require subscriptions
to access. That’s something Reznowski, humanities
librarian at Washington State University Libraries in Pullman, would
like to change.”...
American Libraries feature

Go back to the Top

ALA News
President’s Program to feature Andrew
Slack

Harry Potter Alliance Director Andrew Slack (right)
will offer ALA Midwinter Meeting and Exhibits
attendees an outstanding opportunity to learn more
about his work and how he sees it relating to libraries
and their role in the community. The Harry Potter
Alliance is a coalition of fandom leaders and members
who feel passionate about the power of story to inspire and effect
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2014 Midwinter
Meeting and Exhibits,
Philadelphia, January 24–
28. Don’t miss in-demand
speaker and activist
Andrew Slack at the ALA
President’s Program on
January 26 talk about his
work and the importance
of libraries in the
community. Creator,
cofounder, and executive
director of the Harry
Potter Alliance, Slack
focuses on making
fantasy an invitation to
change the world for the
better.
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social change. Slack will be welcomed by Barbara K. Stripling at the
ALA President’s Program on January 26....
ALA Conference Services, Oct. 22

Take the Digital Inclusion Survey

ALA encourages public librarians to participate in
the first Digital Inclusion Survey. The survey will
take the pulse of public library service in the
areas of digital literacy, economic and workforce
development, civic engagement, educational
support, health information, and public access to
the internet. In addition to the survey questions, libraries are
requested to complete a broadband speed test (speed capture is
automatic). The survey is open through November 15....
District Dispatch, Oct. 23

ALA Graphics winter catalog

Dozens of exciting new products that are bound to
inspire and excite readers in schools and libraries
across the nation are spotlighted in the new ALA
Graphics Winter 2013 catalog. Featured on the
cover is YALSA’s 2014 Teen Tech Week theme, “DIY
@ your library.” Find all the new products at the
ALA Store, where your purchases fund advocacy,
awareness, and accreditation programs for library
professionals worldwide....
ALA Graphics, Oct. 21

Join SustainRT

Beth Filar Williams writes: “The new ALA Sustainability Round Table,
called SustainRT, is open for membership. SustainRT was created to
exchange ideas and opportunities regarding sustainability in order to
move toward a more equitable, healthy, and economically viable
society. There are no official officers yet; just a group of us helping to
get it started. This interim steering committee is in the process of
creating by-laws and putting together a ballot of nominees for the
ALA election in the spring.”...
Going Green @ your library, Oct. 21

Go back to the Top

Featured review: Adult fiction

Quimby, Charlie. Monument Road. Nov. 2013.
378p. Torrey House, paperback (978-1937226-25-5).
Leonard Self, an aging Colorado rancher, sets
out to fulfill the promise he made to his
dying wife, Inetta, to release her ashes over
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the highest overlook on Monument Road one
year after her passing. Having made
preparations, he plans to fling himself over
the edge, as well. As he makes his way in his
truck, Leonard ties up a few loose ends and meanders through
his memories. We see that fateful meeting with Inetta, the
coming together of this stoic man and optimistic woman of
faith and their years of weathering life as a solid unit. We see
Len struggle to tamp down a dark energy from his past and,
over time, learn the meaning of love. Within the novel, two
powerful subplots—a teenage girl seeking her inner Joan of
Arc, an abused boy giving up on himself—rear up seemingly
from nowhere. But trust Quimby....

Top 10 first novels: 2013

Donna Seaman writes: “First novels
often tell coming-of-age tales, but the
10 best debut novels reviewed in Booklist between October 15,
2012, and October 1, 2013, take unusual and uniquely
arresting approaches to that classic theme as teens and
twentysomethings seek solid ground in the wake of
catastrophes and upheavals both personal and societal. These
vividly portrayed characters also cope with profound questions
of identity, purpose, and doing what’s right.”...

@

Visit Booklist Online for other reviews and much more....
Go back to the Top

Philadelphia Update
The Rosenbach Museum and
Library

The Rosenbach Museum and Library,
2008–2010 Delancey Place, was founded
in 1954 through a testamentary gift by
Dr. A. S. W. Rosenbach and his brother
Philip. Renowned dealers in books, manuscripts, and ﬁne art, the
brothers played a central role in the development of private libraries
that later became important public collections of rare books. The
Rosenbach showcases the brothers’ collections of rare books,
manuscripts, furniture, silver, paintings, prints, drawings, and
sculpture. The exhibit “The Night Max Wore His Wolf Suit: 50 Years of
Wild Things” will be on view through March 2. Guided tours are
available....
Rosenbach Museum and Library

The best brunches in Philly

Jason Sheehan writes: “Brunch in Philadelphia has
risen to such a level of obsessive love that it’s
become a food group in its own right. Don’t
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Benefiting LIS students
and professionals
alike, Patricia C.
Franks in Records
and Information
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believe us? Check out the lines on Sunday
afternoons, the crowds that pack the floors, and
the internet chatter this list generates.” The Green
Eggs Café at 212 South 13th Street is only a 12minute walk from the Pennsylvania Convention
Center, but it is always packed on weekends. Loyal crowds know it’s
worth the wait....
Philadelphia magazine, Sept. 30

Independence Seaport Museum

The Independence Seaport Museum is dedicated
to the maritime history of Philadelphia and the
Delaware Valley. It is located in the Penn’s
Landing complex along the Delaware River. The
museum was founded in 1961 by J. Welles
Henderson and has dozens of exhibits, including
the warship USS Olympia and the World War II submarine USS
Becuna. The exhibition “Oh, Sugar! The Magical Transformation from
Cane to Candy” showcases a collection of confectionery machinery,
molds, and ephemera that will be on view through February 17....

Management
presents complete
coverage of the
records and
information lifecycle
model. Encompassing
paper, electronic
(databases, office
suites, email), and
new media records
(blogs, wikis), as well
as records residing in
“the cloud” (software
as a service), the text
addresses a full range
of topics. NEW! From
ALA Neal-Schuman.

Independence Seaport Museum

Eastern State Penitentiary

Eastern State Penitentiary, 2027 Fairmount
Avenue, was once the most famous and
expensive prison in the world—the world’s
first true penitentiary, opened in 1829—but
today it stands in ruin, a haunting world of
crumbling cellblocks and empty guard
towers. Its vaulted, sky-lit cells once held
many of America’s most notorious criminals, including bank robber
“Slick Willie” Sutton and Al Capone. Its audio tour is narrated by actor
Steve Buscemi. Open 10 a.m. to 5 p.m....
Eastern State Penitentiary

Go back to the Top

Division News

Libraries
on Film

Teens’ Top Ten titles

YALSA has announced its official 2013 Teens’ Top Ten
titles. Voting for the 2013 Teens’ Top Ten took place
from August 15 through Teen Read Week, October 13–
19, with more than 32,000 votes cast. This year,
there were 28 nominees that competed for the list.
The official 2013 Teens’ Top Ten titles are featured in
a video announcement (1:37). Nominators are
members of teen book groups in 16 school and public libraries around
the US....
YALSA, Oct. 21; YouTube, Oct.21

Teens’ Top Ten Book Giveaway recipients

YALSA has announced the 50 recipients of its Teens’ Top Teen Book
Giveaway, funded by the Dollar General Literacy Foundation. Each
library will be receiving a set of all 28 nominated 2013 Teens’ Top Ten
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Twilight Zone
(November 20, 1959,
TV series), “Time
Enough at Last.”
Burgess Meredith plays
a bookish bank teller
who survives a nuclear
holocaust. He
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titles. The official 2013 Teens’ Top Ten titles were announced this
week....
YALSA, Oct. 17, 21

The Greening of America’s Libraries

ACRL and LLAMA have published a new ebook, The
Greening of America’s Libraries: LEEDing the Way.
Written by Mary M. Carr and Steven L. Carr, this
digital publication introduces librarians and design
professionals to the information, standards, and
tools necessary to construct or renovate a library in
accordance with the US Green Building Council’s
LEED requirements and process. The Carrs provide
readers with point-by-point explanations of LEED
requirements in all relevant categories....
ACRL, Oct. 22

discovers that the
public library’s
collection is intact, and
he begins a plan of
uninterrupted reading
for years to come.
Just as he settles
down to read, his
glasses slip from his
face and shatter. The
episode ends as he
cries, “That’s not fair
at all. There was time
now. There was all the
time I needed! It’s not
fair!”

Creating a leadership development training program
If you have ever thought about how to create a leadership
development training program for your region or institution, LLAMA’s
new webinar may be what you need. “Creating a Leadership
Development Training” will take place on November 20 and will
present the process used to create the Virginia Library Leadership
Academy, a biennial leadership development training program for
library staff sponsored by the Virginia Library Association. Register
online....
LLAMA, Oct. 22

Ina Laguerta is AASL’s Spectrum Scholar

As part of its commitment to furthering diversity in the
school library profession, AASL has named Ina
Laguerta (right) as its 2013 Spectrum Scholar.
Laguerta is currently working on her MLIS degree
through San José State University's online program,
with a focus on children’s services and teacher
librarianship. She is also pursuing a graduate degree in public
administration at California State Polytechnic University....
AASL, Oct. 21

It’s National Friends of Libraries
Week

United for Libraries is coordinating the
eighth annual National Friends of Libraries
Week, October 20–26. The celebration
offers a two-fold opportunity to celebrate
Friends. Use the time to promote your group in the community and
raise awareness; it’s also an excellent opportunity for your library and
trustees to recognize the Friends for their help and support, just as
the Bemidji (Minn.) Public Library is doing. Applications for the 2013
National Friends of Libraries Week Awards, which recognize
celebrations during the week, are due December 2....

Twilight Zone (June
2, 1961, TV series),
“The Obsolete Man.” In
a totalitarian State
that has made literacy
a crime, librarian
Romney Wordsworth
(Burgess Meredith) is
considered obsolete.
The prosecuting
Chancellor (Fritz
Weaver) declares that
there are no longer
any books and
therefore no need for
a librarian.
Wordsworth is
sentenced to die, but
he cleverly sets a trap
to demonstrate that
the individual is
stronger than the
State.

United for Libraries; Bemidji (Minn.) Pioneer, Oct. 21

Virginia offers Trustee Academy

The state of Virginia recently joined six other states in
making the United for Libraries Trustee Academy
available for its libraries through a multiple-use
purchase. The Trustee Academy is series of online
courses to help trustees become exceptionally
proficient in their roles on behalf of their libraries. All
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Twin Peaks (April 8,
1990, TV series),
“Pilot.” Sheriff’s
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of the courses are taught by a professional in the
field....
United for Libraries, Oct. 21
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Awards & Grants
Nominations sought for Kilgour Award

Nominations are invited for the 2014 Frederick G. Kilgour Award for
Research in Library and Information Technology, sponsored by OCLC
and LITA. The $2,000 award recognizes research relevant to
information retrieval, storage, and dissemination. The deadline for
nominations is December 31....

deputies Andy Brennan
(Harry Goaz) and
Hawk Hill (Michael
Horse) interrogate
student Bobby Briggs
(Dana Ashbrook) in
the Twin Peaks High
School library about
the murder of his
girlfriend Laura Palmer
(Sheryl Lee). The
scene was filmed at
Snoqualmie (Wash.)
High School.

LITA, Oct. 21

ALSC and YALSA receive Youth Literacy grant

The Dollar General Literacy Foundation has awarded a Youth Literacy
grant in the amount of $246,806 to ALSC and YALSA. The two
divisions will use the grant to support three important initiatives: El
día de los niños / El día de los libros (Children’s Day / Book Day),
Teen Read Week, and summer reading for teens. The grants are
awarded to public libraries, schools, and nonprofit organizations to
help students who are below grade level or experiencing difficulty
reading....
ALSC, Oct. 21

Boston Public Library wins 2013
Focus Award

The Boston Public Library has received the
Commonwealth Focus Award from the Griffin
Museum of Photography for its work in
digitizing photo archives, books, maps,
manuscripts, prints, and other library materials
for the Digital Commonwealth, Massachusetts’
consolidated statewide digital library. The award honors work that
brings prominence to the local photographic scene....
Boston Public Library, Oct. 21

2013 Carl Sandburg Literary Awards

On October 23, the Chicago Public Library Foundation
and the Chicago Public Library recognized
internationally celebrated author Isabel Allende (right)
and bestselling nonfiction author and journalist
Michael Lewis with the Carl Sandburg Literary Award,
which recognizes outstanding contributions to the
literary world. Receiving the 21st Century Award for
significant recent achievement by a Chicago-area writer was Christine
Sneed....
Chicago Public Library Foundation

2013 Whiting Writers’ Awards
http://aldirect.ala.org/sites/default/al_direct/2013/october/102313-2.htm[7/17/2014 9:14:54 AM]

Twisted Nerve (1968,
UK). Hayley Mills is
library assistant Susan
Harper, who
recommends a book
on the Tower of
London to two teens.
She is stalked by
obsessed psychopath
Martin Durnley (Hywel
Bennett), who poses
as a mentally
challenged young man
named Georgie.
Timothy Bateson plays
her supervisor Mr.
Groom, who has the
initials “A.L.A.” after
his name.
This AL Direct feature
describes hundreds of films
(and some TV shows) in
which libraries and librarians
are featured, from 1912 to
the present. The full list is a
Web Extra associated with
The Whole Library
Handbook 5, edited by
George M. Eberhart and
published by ALA Editions.
You can browse the films on
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Ten writers have been chosen to receive the $50,000
for the 2013 Whiting Writers’ Awards. Since 1985, the
Mrs. Giles Whiting Writing Foundation has given over
$6 million to 290 writers who have shown “exceptional
talent and promise in early career.” The awards honor
works in the categories of poetry, fiction, nonfiction,
and plays, and are intended to identify writers “who
have yet to make their mark on the literary
culture.”...

our Libraries on Film
Pinterest board.

GalleyCat, Oct. 22

2014 Frank S. and Elizabeth D. Brewer
Prize

The American Society of Church History has awarded
Matthew S. Hedstrom, assistant professor of religious
studies and American studies at the University of
Virginia, the 2014 Frank S. and Elizabeth D. Brewer
Prize for the best first book in the history of
Christianity. His book, The Rise of Liberal Religion:
Book Culture and American Spirituality in the
Twentieth Century, was published in 2012 by Oxford
University Press....
UVA Today, Oct. 17

Career Leads
from
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Libraries in the News
Major R. Owens dies at 77

Major R. Owens (right), a former librarian who went
to Congress from Brooklyn and remained there for 24
years, fighting for more federal aid for education and
other liberal causes, died October 21 in Manhattan.
He was 77. Owens spent much of his time in
Congress (1983–2007) sponsoring and shaping
measures to put more federal money into reducing
high school dropout rates, hiring more teachers, and improving library
services. In 1987, Owens received Honorary Membership in ALA. An
interview with Owens appeared in the June/July 2001 issue of
American Libraries....
New York Times, Oct. 22; Little Known Black Librarian Facts, June 14, 2012; “Making a
Difference: Our Librarian in Congress,” American Libraries 32 (June/July 2001): 56–59

Kentucky libraries under threat

John Chrastka writes: “Wayne Onkst, director of the Kentucky
Department of Libraries and Archives, spoke at the recent KLA/KSLA
2013 Joint Conference about the impact that the pending court cases
against Campbell and Kenton County libraries could have on the rest
of the libraries in the state. As we have been commenting on for
some time, if the appeals court finds with the plaintiffs and against
the libraries, the results will be devastating around the state. We
asked Onkst a few follow-up questions to put some data behind this
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Research and Data
Support Coordinator,
University of North
Carolina at Greensboro.
Organize, plan, and
coordinate the libraries’
interdepartmental
initiatives to support
faculty research in a
collaborative
environment. Working
within the Libraries’
Electronic Resources
and Information
Technology
Department, the
Research and Data
Support Coordinator
coordinates the
libraries’ provision of
the following services in
support of faculty
research: research data
management, digital
humanities tools, web
site design, user
interface design,
database development,
digitization services,
and content and
application hosting and
development....
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perilous situation.”...

EveryLibrary Blog, Sept. 4, Oct. 23

Inside a rural, one-room library

Jennifer Davidson writes: “There’s one state
highway running through Myrtle, Missouri. It’s
a sleepy town in the Ozarks, population about
300. While the Myrtle library receives taxpayer
money, it only gets $200 a month for books
and supplies. So Director Rachel Reynolds
Luster (right) has used social media to garner
donations from people around the state. She’s already secured about
1,000 new books. Luster is one of thousands of rural librarians trying
to bring a sense of community, learning, and connectedness to their
isolated areas.”...

@

More jobs...

Digital Library
of the Week

NPR: Morning Edition, Oct. 21

Lost Girls removed from Auckland
libraries

A graphic novel that depicts the sexual encounters of
fairytale heroines has made history as the first book
pulled from the Auckland (N.Z.) Libraries shelves for
being too explicit. Lost Girls, by English graphic novel
writer Alan Moore and his wife, artist Melinda Gebbie,
was originally purchased in 2008 for the library’s
collection at the request of a user. It was removed after questions
were raised over its erotic content....
Stuff.co.nz, Oct. 20

Rowell gets a second chance in St. Paul

Author Rainbow Rowell may have lost a chance to
speak to Anoka-Hennepin, Minnesota, high schools in
September after her visits were canceled, but she will
be in St. Paul for two events in late October. After the
controversy over her novel Eleanor and Park piqued
interest in the book, St. Paul Public Library staff chose
it for their 2014 Read Brave program for teens and
adults. The St. Paul library started the Read Brave
program in 2013 to spark intergenerational
conversations about a young adult novel....

St. Paul (Minn.) Star Tribune, Oct. 22; MPR News: The Daily Circuit, Sept. 25

Plaquemines reinstates To Kill a
Mockingbird

The Plaquemines Parish (La.) School District has lifted a
12-year-old ban on the novel To Kill a Mockingbird and
will review its policies regarding textbooks and other
reading materials. The move follows an earlier report
that noted teachers had been instructed to stop using
the Harper Lee novel as part of their coursework. The
American Civil Liberties Union drafted an open letter
(PDF file) to the district urging it to reconsider....
WDSU-TV, New Orleans, Oct. 12, 22

Illinois librarian has the right stuff for
NASA

Woodstock (Ill.) Public Library Youth Services Librarian
Mary Ryan (right) recently received an invitation to
participate in a NASA program that allows educators
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Our Marathon is a
comprehensive, crowdsourced digital archive
of pictures, videos,
stories, and social
media related to the
Boston Marathon
bombings of April 15,
2013, hosted by
Northeastern
University in Boston.
The site is asking for
stories from survivors,
families, witnesses,
visitors to the city,
and everyone around
the world touched by
the event in order to
speed the healing
process. Five graduate
students were hired to
help build the
infrastructure and
secure partnerships.
They have collected
3,000 items, including
content that station
WCVB-TV filmed
during Marathon
Monday that didn’t
make it to air, wellwishes gifted to
patients at Boston
Medical Center, and
first-person accounts
from victims of the
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to join training for the Mars Atmosphere and Volatile
Evolution program (MAVEN). The basis of NASA’s
mission is to launch a Mars-bound spacecraft that will
help determine certain facts about the Red Planet. Ryan and other
educators will take part in the mission’s training course....
Woodstock (Ill.) Independent, Oct.

Historic African-American documents
undervalued, finder says

Rufus McDonald, a Chicago contractor who uncovered
a trove of documents belonging to the first AfricanAmerican to graduate from Harvard University, said
October 16 he’s been frustrated by how little the Ivy
League school is offering him for the papers. The
documents belonged to Richard T. Greener (right), a
prominent intellectual of the 1800s who spent his final years in
Chicago’s Hyde Park neighborhood....

bombings.
Do you know of a digital
library collection that we can
mention in this AL Direct
feature? Tell us about it.
Browse previous Digital
Libraries of the Week at the I
Love Libraries site, Check out
our Featured Digital
Libraries Pinterest board.

Noted and
Quoted

Chicago Tribune, Oct. 17

Emily Dickinson revealed online

The manuscripts of Emily Dickinson have
long been scattered across multiple
archives, meaning scholars had to knock
on numerous doors to see all the
handwritten drafts of a poet whose work
went almost entirely unpublished in her lifetime. The online Emily
Dickinson Archive, launched October 23, promises to change all that
by bringing together on a single open-access website thousands of
manuscripts held by Harvard University, Amherst College, Boston
Public Library, and five other institutions....
New York Times, Oct. 22

National Museum of Play
acquires Japanese games

Chris Kohler writes: “The Strong, an
institution in Rochester, New York, that
encompasses the National Museum of
Play and the International Center for the
History of Electronic Games, has acquired
a massive collection of complete sets of games for classic Japanese
consoles. Spanning more than 7,000 games, the collection features
the entire libraries of games for 18 different platforms, including the
Famicom, Sega Mega Drive, and Nintendo 64.” Watch the video
(1:06)....

“The usually
glamorous diva
[Taylor Swift] wears
a simple green
woolen sweater and
skirt combination —
giving off sexy
librarian vibes.”
—Mike Wass, describing
singer-songwriter Taylor Swift
on the cover of the November
InStyle magazine, Idolator,
Oct. 11.

@

More quotes...

Wired Game|Life, Oct. 7

Michigan librarian fired for cooperating with police

A former Montrose, Michigan, branch librarian is suing the Genesee
District Library over claims she was fired for cooperating with the
police after she called for help with a patron who refused to leave the
library. Susan Harshfield said she was fired because library
management was upset that she provided a detailed statement of the
September 5 incident to police and that those statements could cause
liability issues for the library in potential future civil or criminal cases.
Her attorney claims his client was serving as a whistleblower....
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Calendar
Nov. 2:

Buckeye Book Fair,
Fisher Auditorium, Ohio
Agricultural Research
and Development
Center of Ohio State
University, Wooster.
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Flint (Mich.) Journal, Oct. 17

Dallas Public Library repairs will
cost $1.3 million

On October 4 the city of Dallas had to
temporarily close the J. Erik Jonsson
Central Library downtown because of a
sewer leak that knocked out the power.
Weeks—and hundreds of thousands of
dollars—later the issue is not yet resolved, which is why another
shutdown is coming on October 27, when crews begin installing a
more permanent fix guesstimated to cost around $1.3 million....
Dallas Morning News: City Hall Blog, Oct. 4, 21; WFAA-TV, Dallas, Oct. 21

Topeka seeks a four-year concealed-carry
exemption

The Topeka and Shawnee County (Kans.) Public Library will seek a
four-year exemption to the state’s new concealed-carry law after the
board approved the measure 7–1 on October 17. The board reached
its decision after two hour-long executive sessions and after reviewing
feedback from dozens of patrons. While the current board consensus
is to ban guns, which is in line with the majority of that feedback, the
board does have the option to allow guns on the premises....
Topeka (Kans.) Capital-Journal, Oct. 17

Ghost hunters visit North
Hampton library for Teen Read
Week

On August 21, investigators from North East
Paranormal Associates and the Seeking The
Unknown Realm Society visited the North
Hampton (N.H.) Public Library (right) to search for ghosts and spirits
with a group of children who assisted them. Both paranormal teams
use a variety of equipment to detect electromagnetic fields. On
October 15, during Teen Read Week, the teams returned to the
library to review their videos and photos and to report on historical
research they conducted....
Hampton (N.H.) Union, Oct. 22

New Bedford branch manager faces larceny charge

Police charged Judith Downey, manager of the Casa da Saudade
branch of the New Bedford (Mass.) Free Public Library, with larceny
October 18 after a probe into whether she had used dead people’s
library cards to check out books in what police authorities have
described as a “hoarding” case. Police said Downey admitted to the
theft after a detective saw her trying to return some of the books.
Director Stephen Fulchino, whose expired contract was not renewed
on October 9, had been informed in February by the SAILS Library
Network that an employee was abusing library privileges....
New Bedford (Mass.) Standard-Times, Oct. 19, 22

Syracuse iSchool receives $7 million gift

The School of Information Studies at Syracuse
University was the recipient of a landmark gift of $7
million—the largest single gift in the iSchool’s history—
from the estate of Estelle Wilhelm (right), a 1939
graduate of the iSchool. A professional librarian for
most of her career, Wilhelm died in 2012 in Gillette,
New Jersey. $1 million of the gift will be designated for the iSchool’s
Tech Endowment, which provides new and upgraded technology for
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Nov. 6–8:

Access Services
Conference, Georgia
Tech Global Learning
Center and the Georgia
Tech Hotel and
Conference Center,
Atlanta. “Unlocking the
21st Century Library.”

Nov. 6–9:

Charleston
Conference: Issues
in Book and Serial
Acquisition,
Charleston, South
Carolina. “Too Much Is
Not Enough!”

Nov. 7:

Amigos Library
Services, online
conference on MOOCs
and mobile
technologies and their
impact on reference
service.

Dec. 6:

2013 ACRL/NY
Annual Symposium,
The William and Anita
Newman Vertical
Campus Conference
Center, Baruch
College, New York
City. “The Library as
Knowledge
Laboratory.”

Jan. 21–24:

Association for
Library and
Information Science
Education, Annual
Conference,
DoubleTree
Philadelphia City
Center. “Educational
Entrepreneurship.”

Feb. 1–4:

National Reading
Recovery and K–6
Classroom Literacy
Conference, Greater
Columbus Convention
Center, Columbus,
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Ohio.

classrooms and labs....
iSchool News, Oct. 17
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Issues
Public library foundations in the
United States

The Wilmington Trust has released a report (PDF
file) that covers important trends in public libraries
and data on public library foundations. Managing
Director Walter J. Dillingham Jr. writes: “We found
that almost 80% of public libraries (out of the top
100 libraries) use a separate fundraising
foundation. These vary in size and scope. Queens
Borough Public Library is the only New York City system to utilize a
foundation, while Boston Public Library has three foundation entities
that support its fundraising.”...
Wilmington Trust

Darknet: The alternative internet

Clive Thompson writes: “Criminals have figured
out something vital when it comes to
communicating. Many of them—the ones with
any security sense—use a Darknet. These are
networks of secretive websites that can’t be
viewed on the ‘regular’ internet. Darknet sites are hosted on regular
servers, but to access them you need special software like Tor,
usually something that encrypts all users’ traffic and allows them
relative anonymity. Get set up with the right technology and presto:
You can see a second, parallel internet.”...
Wired Opinion, Oct. 18

Let’s talk about “censorship”

Kelly Jensen writes: “Since when is critically assessing what one reads
censorship? And when can we fairly point to something and claim that
it’s an act of censorship? Perhaps it’s time we look at what censorship
really means. Censorship is the act of suppressing speech, books, or
movies. Criticism, on the other hand, is an evaluation, examination,
and judgment on the strengths and weaknesses within an artistic
work.”...
Book Riot, Oct. 21

Feb. 26–
Mar. 2:

Music Library
Association, Annual
Meeting, Grand Hyatt
Atlanta.

Apr. 22–24:

Catholic Library
Association, Annual
Convention, Pittsburgh.

Apr. 27–
May 3:

Preservation Week.

May 16–21:

Medical Library
Association, Annual
Meeting and Exhibition,
Chicago. “Building Our
Information Future.”

May 27–30:

International
Conference on
Qualitative and
Quantitative Methods
in Libraries, Kadir Has
University, Istanbul,
Turkey. Abstract
submission deadline is
December 20.
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Mensa members list favorite banned
books

Members of American Mensa have ranked the
“banned books” they think are must reads.
Randomly selected members chose their top 10 from
a list of 30 banned books and ranked them in order
of importance. The top five were 1984, To Kill a Mockingbird, The
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, On the Origin of Species, and
Catcher in the Rye....

AL Direct is a free electronic
newsletter emailed every
Wednesday to personal
members of the American
Library Association.

American Mensa, Oct. 21

Wikipedia vs. PR firms

Joe Mullin writes: “Wikipedia editors have disabled hundreds of paid
Wikipedia editing accounts in recent weeks as part of a campaign
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against so-called ‘sockpuppetry.’ The efforts were described in a
statement by the Wikimedia Foundation, in which Director Sue
Gardner acknowledged that ‘as many as several hundred’ accounts
belong to editors who are being paid to promote products or services
on the site. That’s a violation of Wikipedia policies and terms of
use.”...
Ars Technica, Oct. 21; Wikimedia Blog, Oct. 21

Beverly Goldberg,
Senior Editor:
bgoldberg@ala.org
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Tech Talk

Phil Morehart,
Associate Editor:
pmorehart@ala.org

Apple’s new rollout

Chris Velazco and Darrell Etherington write: “Apple
wrapped up its event at the Yerba Buena Center in
San Francisco on October 22 and, as promised,
there was plenty to dig into. We’ve pumped out
many stories dissecting the announcements, but in
case you’re looking for a highlight reel of sorts,
we’ve put together this quick rundown of everything
Apple pulled back the curtain on”: Retina MacBook
Pros, a new Mac Pro, iPad Air (right), an iPad mini
with Retina display, a platform upgrade to OS X 10.9 Mavericks (with
its hidden features), and, significantly, free software suites with new
purchases....
TechCrunch, Oct. 22; Macworld, Oct. 22; CNET News, Oct. 22; Gizmodo, Oct. 22; Ars
Technica, Oct. 22; Lifehacker, Oct. 22; New York Times: Bits, Oct. 23

Mariam Pera,
Associate Editor:
mpera@ala.org

Sanhita SinhaRoy,
Managing Editor,
American Libraries:
ssinharoy@ala.org

The best mobile hotspots on every
carrier

Eugene Kim and Alex Colon write: “Looking to get
online anytime, anywhere? Mobile hotspots are a great
one-size-fits-all solution because they let you connect
laptops, tablets, or any other Wi-Fi-enabled devices to
the mobile network of your choice. But depending on
your hotspot, plan, and usage, nationwide connectivity can cost you
well over $100 if you do much downloading or streaming. With that in
mind, here’s our roundup of the best mobile hotspots on the market
today.”...

Laurie D. Borman,
Editor and Publisher,
American Libraries:
lborman@ala.org
To advertise in American
Libraries Direct, contact:

PC Magazine, Oct. 16

Hands-free texting is not safer
while driving

David Pogue writes: “For the first time,
researchers finally have compared handsfree texting with hands-on texting. The
Texas A&M Transportation Institute studied people driving a closed
course under three conditions: while texting by hand, while texting by
voice (using Siri for iPhone and Vlingo for Android), and without
texting at all. Whether texting by hand or by voice, drivers who were
texting took about twice as long to react and spent less time watching
the road than those who did not.”...
Scientific American, Oct. 22; Texas A&M Transportation Institute, Apr. 23

Top six features in Windows 8.1

Michael Muchmore writes: “Microsoft’s justlaunched Windows 8.1 upgrade is much more
than a service pack, even though it’s a free
update for Windows 8 users through the
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Windows Store. Windows 8.1 brings literally
hundreds of updates, fixes, and tweaks for
both home and business users. Here are what we consider the
handful of new features that we think will affect the largest number of
Windows 8 users.”...
PC Magazine, Oct. 17

New Chinese light bulb emits Wi-Fi
signal

A group of Chinese scientists at Shanghai’s Fudan
University had a bright idea: a light bulb that
produces its own Wi-Fi signal. The technology is
called LiFi (light fidelity) and the prototype actually
works better than the average connection in China. As many as four
computers placed near a LiFi bulb can connect to the net, using light
frequencies rather than the usual radio waves. However, the private
company PureVLC said it did not know how valid the report was
“without seeing more evidence.”...
Gizmodo, Oct. 18; Xinhua, Oct. 17; Phys.org, Oct. 21

How to tell if your computer is
overheating

Chris Hoffman writes: “Heat is a computer’s
enemy. Computers are designed with heat
dispersion and ventilation in mind so they don’t
overheat. If too much heat builds up, your
computer may become unstable or suddenly
shut down. The CPU and graphics card produce
much more heat when running demanding applications. If there’s a
problem with your computer’s cooling system, an excess of heat could
even physically damage its components.”...
How-To Geek, Oct. 23

File manager apps for your Android

Amit Agarwal writes: “The good thing about Android
is that it gives you access to the device’s entire file
system without requiring you to ‘root’ the phone (or
tablet). Android, the vanilla edition, itself doesn’t
include any file manager app but there are literally
hundreds of apps in the Google Play store that fill
the void and let you easily manage files and folders stored on your
mobile device.”...
Digital Inspiration, Oct. 22

The MakerBot Digitizer

John Biggs writes: “We now have real magic.
It’s here. It’s not always perfect nor is it quite
consumer-ready, but the $1,400 MakerBot
Digitizer is one of the coolest things I’ve seen
this decade. The Digitizer is essentially a
turntable, a webcam, and some lasers. It uses
MakerBot’s conveyor app to control the motion of objects on the
turntable and then scans the points generated by the laser during the
rotation. Are the scans perfect? No. Scanning requires work and
tradeoffs, but in the end you get approximately what you’re looking
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for.”...

TechCrunch, Oct. 17
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E-Content
Macmillan expands library ebook lending

Alan S. Inouye writes: “In October, Macmillan will begin offering its
entire ebook backlist to libraries. The publisher first entered the
library ebook market in January 2013 by offering a pilot of its
mystery titles under the Minotaur imprint, then expanded the pilot to
romance titles in June. With its third foray into the library ebook
market this year, Macmillan is definitely on an ‘upward trajectory with
librarians,’ said ALA President Barbara Stripling. This updated chart
(PDF file) summarizes the library ebook offerings of the Big Six
publishers.”...
AL: E-Content, Oct. 17; Publishers Weekly, Oct. 17

How to get the most from
library ebooks

David Rothman writes: “Want to hear text
to speech from free library ebooks on your
50-mile commute? Even if you own an
Android and the usual OverDrive app can’t
do ‘read-aloud’ unless audiobooks count?
Also, what if you haven’t even bought an ereading gizmo for library use, but want to? In those cases and others,
the guidance here is for you. Most tips will work even with low-cost,
no-name tablets. But let’s pay special attention to the new Kindle Fire
HDX.”...
TeleRead, Oct. 18

Spending big on Fifty Shades of Grey

Jeremy Greenfield writes: “How much do you think is appropriate for
a library system to pay to give its patrons access to an ebook like
Fifty Shades of Grey? I realize this is a loaded question, but it’s
loaded for a reason: I’m on an ALA webcast right now in which one
librarian, Sari Feldman, executive director of the Cuyahoga County
Public Library in Cleveland, revealed that her library spent roughly
$23,400 on purchasing 300 ebook copies of the E. L. James
bestseller.”...
Digital Book World, Oct. 23

New digital natives find it hard to type

Dianna Dilworth writes: “Kids that have grown up with iPads and
iPhones are having a problem learning how to use QWERTY
keyboards, according to a October 13 report in the Washington Post.
Elementary school kids are now getting lessons in how to use a
keyboard and a mouse, but their teachers say they are having
difficulty composing text on a keyboard, compared to swiping a tablet
or smartphone. This report raises the question of how these kids will
be writing in the future.”...
AppNewser, Oct. 21; Washington Post, Oct. 13

Provincetown Public Press: The
good, the bad, the unknown
Matt Clark and Cheryl Napsha of
Provincetown (Mass.) Public Library have
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written a series of posts on different aspects
of the library’s new e-publishing venture, Provincetown Public Press.
This week, they’re following up with a summary of their efforts so far
—obstacles, successes, and a vision forward: “We come before you
older, wiser, and, well, older. And it’s possible that we lied about the
wiser part. Here’s what we’ve learned.”...
The Library As Incubator Project, Oct. 17

Can ebooks save the
neighborhood bookstore?

Michael Grothaus writes: “An e-bookstore
startup called Zola Books has paired with
the popular novelist Audrey Niffenegger, author of The Time Traveler’s
Wife, to try to save brick-and-mortar shops. Niffenegger says that,
despite what some assume, the reason she never released The Time
Traveler’s Wife on Kindle or iBooks wasn’t in protest against the book
industry’s transition to digital—it was simply out of patience.”...
FastCompany, Oct. 17

10 laws of digital preservation

Kevin Driedger writes: “On October 18, I posted Paul Banks’s 10 Laws
of Preservation. I concluded the post acknowledging that these 10
laws were book-and-document focused and that I would be interested
in reading 10 laws of digital preservation. Dave Thompson, digital
curator at the Wellcome Library in London, happened across my blog
post and offered up his 10 Laws of Digital Preservation. With his
permission, I present them here.”...
Library Preservation 2, Oct. 18, 20

Phase 2 of the Western Regional
Storage Trust

Researchers can be assured that the
scholarly record will be preserved for future
generations through a coordinated system of trusted print archives
held at libraries throughout the western United States. The Andrew W.
Mellon Foundation has awarded the University of California Libraries a
three-year grant to continue development of the Western Regional
Storage Trust, a distributed shared print repository program for
retrospective journal archives....
University of California, Oct. 21

Go back to the Top

Books & Reading
Rousing Reads: Pelecanos, locked and
loaded

Bill Ott writes: “I started reading George Pelecanos in
1997, when he published King Suckerman, which is, of
all things, a fictional homage to the blaxploitation films
of the 1970s. Combining the eccentric flash of Pulp
Fiction, the noir soul of David Goodis, and the
idiosyncratic heart of Elmore Leonard, this wildly
violent novel effectively evokes the comic book heroics
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of the Superfly era while at the same time suckerpunching us with the humanity at its core. Naturally, I was hooked
and immediately backtracked to all of Pelecanos’s earlier novels.”...
American Libraries column, Sept./Oct.

The devil’s 10 best literary
appearances

Jason Diamond writes: “It’s hard to deny that
there is something downright evil about
contemporary Halloween. And who is the
personification of all evil? The devil, of
course. So while you might be watching
movies with Michael Meyers running around
and slashing people, try not to forget that no matter how evil any
psycho killer, ghost, ghoul, or goblin might be, the devil is the
baddest bad guy of them all, and he’s had a long and fruitful
relationship with literature. Here are his 10 best moments.”...
Flavorwire, Oct. 18

Find your next supernatural read

Carli Spina writes: “Which type of supernatural
creature are you in the mood for? Are you a fan of
vampires? Would you rather read about werewolves?
Ready for a good ghost story? Are spells more your
speed?” For a good ghost story, try Anna Dressed in
Blood, by Kendare Blake, which follows ghost-hunter
Cas when he moves to a new town to kill the title
ghoul and begins to wonder if she is more than just
the next phantom for him to eliminate....
YALSA The Hub, Oct. 22

Genre guide: Horror for teens

Colleen Seisser writes: “Lately, horror novels for teens
have been getting some good recognition thanks to
authors whose works of horror have a high crossover
appeal and good literary merit. A growing trend is that
authors are exploiting the horrors of reality. They do
this by tackling gritty teen issues in horrific ways—
eating disorders, abuse, and destructive relationships
are taken to a horrifying level to satisfy teen
readers.”...
YALSA The Hub, Oct. 21

Best Halloween read-aloud books

Elizabeth Bastos writes: “I am a big booster of
‘gather ’round the cauldron,’ old-fashioned, readaloud storytime for Halloween. So here are 13
suggestions for the best Halloween-themed readaloud picture books that won’t give the under-10 set
nightmares. Light some candles, put on some
spooky Toccata and Fugue in D Minor organ music,
sit your little werewolves down, and get reading by
the light of the big full moon.”...
Book Riot, Oct. 21

Children’s book Halloween costumes

Author James Howe writes: “Halloween is an
opportunity for everyone—writers and readers, kids
and adults—to get creative and inhabit the character
they’d like to be, if only for one night. I suggest
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replacing familiar costumes with costumes that are
fresh and new. ‘And who are you meant to be?’ will
be asked much more often when the answer isn’t
obvious.” For example, Hugo Cabret or Freckleface
Strawberry....
Bookish.com, Oct. 11

Vegetarian characters in YA lit

Jessica Lind writes: “October is Vegetarian Awareness
Month, beginning with World Vegetarian Day on
October 1 and ending just before World Vegan Day on
November 1. Teens are no strangers to vegetarianism.
In 2007, 3% of teenagers considered themselves
vegetarians; this is triple the amount that selfidentified as such in 1997. In honor of this month-long
celebration, here are five characters from YA literature
that identify as vegetarian.”...
YALSA The Hub, Oct. 23

20 essential reads on feminist theory

Elizabeth DiEmanuele writes: “Unfortunately, most
feminist literature remains hidden from everyday
society. Often tedious, feminist literary theory can be
inaccessible and perhaps elitist in its complex use of
language and analysis. It is important because, like
any study of injustice, it exposes the illogical format of
the arguments that support prejudice and
discrimination. Here is a list of essential reads, with
some brief analysis for your awareness.”...
Qwiklit, Oct. 21

Go back to the Top

Tips & Ideas
Placements and Salaries 2013

Stephanie L. Maatta writes: “While new roles
offered higher compensation opportunities as well
as excitement, that growth did not extend to the
full range of new librarians. Overall, starting
salaries were flat and placements decreased in
school libraries. The overall average starting
salary growth was lackluster, holding steady at
$44,503, $62 less than in 2011, though this varied widely by
region.”...
Library Journal, Oct. 17

How not to blow an interview

Robert J. Sternberg writes: “I’ve watched many a job candidate blow
the interview in the roughly 20 seconds it took to answer a typical
question. Sometimes I’ve even been that candidate. As academics, we
spend many years preparing to get the job we want. And it’s all too
easy to lose the opportunity. Whether you are a candidate for a
faculty or an administrative position, here are 10 tips to avoid placing
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yourself in that predicament.”...
Chronicle of Higher Education, Oct. 21

Tools for an organized job search

Julia Feerrar writes: “I know that the job hunt
can be a very long and involved process. There
are so many resources available for job-seekers
and, as with most things on the web, the volume can be pretty
overwhelming. My aim here is to round up some of the tools and
resources I’m utilizing so far, and to open the floor for more tips and
sharing.”...
Hack Library School, Oct. 16

Mainstreaming special collections

The Association of Research Libraries has published
number 283 of Research Library Issues, a special
issue on aligning, integrating, and mainstreaming
special collections into broader library operations,
guest-edited by ARL Visiting Program Officer Lisa
Carter of Ohio State University. This issue includes
six case studies from ARL member libraries that
are incorporating special collections more
holistically into library initiatives....
Association of Research Libraries, Oct. 22

Archiving web content? Take this survey

Abbie Grotke writes: “Are you or your employer involved in archiving
web content? If so, you may be interested in the National Digital
Stewardship Alliance’s (NDSA) 2nd biennial survey of US organizations
that are actively involved or planning to archive web content. You can
preview the questions (PDF file) before taking the survey, which
closes November 30.”...
The Signal: Digital Preservation, Oct. 22

National Archives welcomes visitors
back

When the doors to the National Archives
Museum on Constitution Avenue opened October
17 for the first time since September 30,
Archivist of the United States David Ferriero
greeted the first visitors to enter the building.
“It’s clear that our visitors are extraordinarily grateful to spend this
special time with the documents,” he said. Read about the short-term
preservation projects furloughed archivist Meris Westberg (above)
undertook as a historical-society volunteer during the shutdown....
Prologue: Pieces of History, Oct. 17

Saving pulp fiction

Pulp-fiction authors created some of the most
enduring characters of any literary genre
including Tarzan, detective Sam Spade, and
Zorro. The physical magazines that contained
their exploits, unfortunately, haven’t fared as
well. They were printed on cheap, wood-pulp paper (hence the name
“pulp fiction”) that quickly became brittle and acidic. Technicians in
the Library of Congress’s Preservation Directorate are working to give
new life to the lustrous, eye-catching covers in LC’s collection of
roughly 14,000 issues from more than 300 US pulp-fiction titles
published between the 1920s and 1950s. Watch the CBS Evening
News report (2:35)....
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Library of Congress Blog, Sept. 5; CBS Evening News, Oct. 20

Library history as women’s history

Bernadette Lear writes: “When I was researching the history of the
Lebanon (Pa.) Community Library this week, I finally looked up from a
folder of century-old, carefully handwritten meeting minutes and
realized, ‘This library wouldn’t have existed without women.’ And:
‘Most libraries wouldn’t have existed without women.’ I now see that
women could be a viable ‘unit of analysis’ in library history (to borrow
a phrase from the social sciences).”...
In Search of Pennsylvania Library History, Oct. 19

Children’s library for adults
celebrates 50 years

Larry Nix writes: “For 50 years the
Cooperative Children’s Book Center in Madison, Wisconsin, has been
assisting librarians, teachers, and parents with the selection of the
best books for children. It has been celebrating this milestone with a
number of activities this year including a gala dinner on October 17
and a special display. The CCBC opened on the fourth floor of the
State Capitol on June 23, 1963.”...
Library History Buff Blog, Oct. 22

School librarians as school leaders

Laura Devaney writes: “Today’s school librarians, according to a panel
discussion that took place on Connected Librarians Day (October 14),
are being tapped as influential school leaders with the power to help
support the digital transition. This offers great potential for
interconnected partnerships. An investment in teacher librarians, who
help students and teachers use digital technologies and resources to
their fullest, is essential.”...
eSchool News, Oct. 18

Do a kindness audit

Joe Hardenbrook writes: “Have you ever considered
doing a kindness audit at your library? In his
HyperlibMOOC class, Michael Stephens discusses
the concept of a ‘kindness audit’—looking at your
library space to examine how kind it is for your
patrons. Is the signage positive? Are your service
desks welcoming? Can users find their way easily?
What obstacles do your users encounter? I did a
walk-through of my library and tried to experience
it as someone who has never set foot in the doors.”...
Mr. Library Dude, Oct. 17

NYPL branch offers Spanish lessons

The Muhlenberg branch (right) of the New York
Public Library started offering free Spanish
classes for beginners in September. The initial
idea was to offer just one class, but so many
people wanted to enroll that a second class was
added. Eighteen of the 20 spots in one class
were claimed 15 minutes after the library
started allowing people to enroll over the internet, said Branch
Manager Ashley Curran....
New York Times: City Room, Oct. 18

UT Austin kicks off Open Access
Week with Wikipedia Editathon
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University of Texas at Austin Libraries
demonstrated a variety of ways to contribute
to the Wikipedia community in UT’s first
Wikipedia Editathon during Open Access Week,
October 21–27. Meghan Sitar (right),
instruction and outreach librarian, said the Perry-Castañeda Library
hosted the event to promote on-campus open-access resources....
The Daily Texan, Oct. 21

Open access: Six myths put to rest

Peter Suber writes: “Open access to academic
research has never been a hotter topic. But
it’s still held back by myths and misunderstandings repeated by
people who should know better. Here, at the start of the sixth global
Open Access Week, are the six most common and harmful
misunderstandings about open access.” Maura Smale has some tips
for celebrating open access....
The Guardian (UK): Higher Education Network, Oct. 21; ACRLog, Oct. 22

Open access, tenure, and the common good

Barbara Fister writes: “I posted an admittedly rather cranky bit of
finger-shaking October 17, chiding academic librarians who can’t be
bothered to make their work open access. It seems hypocritical for
professionals in our field to advocate for open access without
practicing it ourselves. It’s also detrimental to our discipline. Most
research in our field is undertaken in order to improve practice. Plus,
there is a connection between tenure and open access that we don’t
always notice.”...
Inside Higher Ed: Library Babel Fish, Oct. 22; Library Journal: Peer to Peer Review, Oct.
17

Naperville creates digital media lab

A 3D printer, 12 iMac computers, and one iBook laptop are set to be
the main components of a digital media lab the Naperville (Ill.) Public
Library is creating at its 95th Street location. Patrons will be able to
use creative software such as iMovie, GarageBand, Adobe InDesign, or
Adobe Photoshop to do things like edit movies and photos, compose
basic songs, or even print 3D models of architectural designs, said
Executive Director Julie Rothenfluh....
Arlington Heights (Ill.) Daily Herald, Oct. 18

Archivists in TV and the movies

Archivists are rarely portrayed in film and
television. When they are, they’re often
called librarians, or they function like an
amalgam of archivist and librarian.
Furthermore, portrayals of archivists have
been problematic, riddled with
stereotypes of the information profession. The University of
Wisconsin–Madison Student Chapter of the Society of American
Archivists presents this shortlist of archivists in films and television
who break the mold....
Archives Month 2013, Oct. 17

Teach With Movies is now free

Joyce Valenza writes: “Teach With Movies offers
access to more than 350 lesson plans and
learning guides for movies and films. I’ve been a
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fan of this site’s rich curricular materials for
many years, and I just discovered that I do not need to resubscribe.
The site is now available for free (though it will now host unobtrusive
advertising and encourage voluntary donations).”...
School Library Journal: NeverEndingSearch, Oct. 21

Social media: Did it really start
with Facebook?

Matt Smith writes: “Today, Facebook
dominates social media. The dominance of
Zuckerberg’s juggernaut makes it easy to
forget there was a time when social media was considered an open
field, ready for any to stake their claim. And many did, some years
before Facebook entered the fray. So what were those early social
networks—and what killed them?”...
MakeUseOf, Oct. 15

Gmail and Google Docs now
support handwriting

Melanie Pinola writes: “The keyboard might not
be the greatest input device when you’re
writing in a foreign language that uses special
characters. Now you can hand-write those
characters in Gmail and Google Docs. The new
handwriting input lets you enter text by drawing with the mouse,
trackpad, stylus, or your fingers.”...
Lifehacker, Oct. 22; Google Drive Blog, Oct. 22

Librarians vs. search engines

University of California, Berkeley, Chancellor
Nicholas Dirks should spend more money on
his library, because its books, services, and
space will become more important than ever over the next two
decades. So, at least, says an October 16 report (PDF file) from a
faculty committee tasked by the previous chancellor, Robert
Birgeneau, with figuring out the library’s place on the university
campus of the future. The report said that Moffitt Library should
become “a safe, secure, and attractive 24/7 study and research
space.”...
San Francisco Business Times, Oct. 18

Chemistry Science for preschoolers

Amy Koester writes: “What happens when we mix
two things together? That’s a fundamental
question that every preschooler encounters with
astounding frequency. Mixing things together
(chemistry) is a common occurrence in everyday
life, and giving children a vocabulary for talking
about these fun experiments better equips them
for understanding what happens in the world around them. Thus
Chemistry Science for preschoolers. Steal this program!”...
ALSC Blog, Oct. 22

Wolfram|Alpha’s Problem
Generator

Frederic Lardinois writes: “If you’re studying
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math or science, you are probably pretty
familiar with Wolfram|Alpha as a tool for
figuring out complicated equations. That makes
it a pretty good tool for cheating, but not
necessarily for learning. The Wolfram|Alpha team has launched a new
service for learners, the Wolfram Problem Generator, which turns the
computational knowledge engine on its head. The new tool is
exclusively available to users of Wolfram|Alpha Pro.”...
TechCrunch, Oct. 18; WolframAlpha Blog, Oct. 18

The problem with BuzzFeed

Slade Sohmer writes: “Humorist Maddox
(George Ouzounian, right) takes an
effective shot at doing what many have
tried before: listing the reasons why
BuzzFeed is terrible for everyone.
Maddox’s video (5:57) seemingly comes
from a place of rational, justified anger. And while his points about
intentionally shaky sourcing, stolen content, and a lack of editorial
point of view are well-known, what sets this apart from the rest is the
section on why BuzzFeed makes the lists it does and how you’re a
pawn who is getting used.”...
Hypervocal, Oct. 22; YouTube, Oct. 21

Go back to the Top
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American Libraries Online
In Practice: Community
creativity

Meredith Farkas writes: “Today, libraries of
any type can help give their patrons a
voice and make their creative work
accessible to the world. A small number of
public and academic libraries have made
Espresso Book Machines (right) available for community publishing.
These print-on-demand machines can print and bind a quality
paperback book in just a few minutes. They can print anything from
novels to zines to cookbooks to photo travelogues. Some libraries
also offer layout and design services in conjunction with the printing,
but these also come at a cost.”...
American Libraries column, Sept./Oct.

Will’s World: What about the
children?

Will Manley writes: “From my 40 years of
laboring in the library vineyard, I have
known many library directors who hated
kids.... I’m sorry, who didn’t value children.
Kids are not programmable. There is no
convenient ‘kid app.’ They are noisy, disruptive, obstreperous, and
cantankerous. They pull books off the shelves in droves. They pee,
poop, vomit, spill stuff into computer keyboards, destroy books,
swallow puzzle pieces, and get lost. Plus, they smell funny.”...
American Libraries column, Sept./Oct.

Go back to the Top
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2014 Midwinter
Meeting and Exhibits,
Philadelphia, January 24–
28. Three outstanding
Auditorium Speakers
not to miss at ALA
Midwinter Meeting:
bestselling authors David
Baldacci, Wes Moore, and
Matthew Quick.
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ALA News
Make it @ your library launches

Make it @ your library, a new website tailored to
librarians interested in implementing makerspace
projects in their libraries, has been launched by
ALA and Instructables, an online community for
DIY enthusiasts. Make it @ your library connects users to projects,
based on library-specific search criteria. With a link to the new
website, librarians can easily identify and select Instructables DIY
projects that are cost-, age-, and content-appropriate for specific
communities....
Public Information Office, Oct. 28

David Baldacci to speak at Midwinter

Bestselling author David Baldacci (right) is passionate
about literacy and reading, believing that “the ability
to read is the foundation for everyday life.” He and
his wife Michelle have created a foundation to combat
illiteracy in the United States. ALA Midwinter Meeting
attendees will have the opportunity to hear him
speak about the range of his work when he joins us
as an Auditorium Speaker on January 26....
Conference Services, Oct. 24

Surprise bonus play: Extra games

Jenny Levine writes: “It’s a good day for
International Games Day donations. Thanks to the
generosity of another sponsor, IGD libraries in the
USA will be getting more games than we initially
expected. USAopoly has just informed us that they
will be shipping US libraries one extra game! In
addition to the promised copies of the fast-paced
vocabulary game Tapple, each recipient will receive a copy of the
spatial strategy game CrossWays.”...
International Games Day @ your library, Oct. 25

World Book Night titles announced

On April 23, 2014, thousands of bibliophiles will
give away half a million books in the United States
to celebrate World Book Night. Here are all 35 of
the titles that will be given away. The number is
an increase from previous years’ 30 titles, allowing
more authors and publishers to be represented. If
your library wishes to take part, you can apply to
become a library distribution site through January 5....
GalleyCat, Oct. 25; World Book Night

The American Dream on the
road: Berwyn Public Library

John Amundsen writes: “On October 22, the
Office for Library Outreach Services visited
its second library, this time to Berwyn (Ill.)
Public Library in Chicago’s suburbs. Over half
of the population in the area served by BPL
speaks English as a second language. To meet this need, BPL received
funding from The American Dream Starts @ your library initiative,
which it used to increase its adult literacy collection, purchase
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technology (including iPads and a smart screen), and provide
citizenship courses in the library.” Watch the video (6:39)....
OLOS Columns, Oct. 28; YouTube, Oct. 28

A history of GLBTRT

Denise Rayman writes: “The Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual, and Transgender Round Table is a group
with many firsts. Formed during the 1970 ALA
Annual Conference in Chicago as the ‘Gay
Liberation Task Force,’ a part of the larger Social
Responsibilities Round Table, it was the first
profession-based gay organization. In 1971, it
established the first award for gay literature, now
called the Stonewall Award. That same year it also published the first
gay bibliography, which was a response to the lack of gay-positive
books in libraries.”...
ALA Archives Blog, Oct. 24

Going beyond book sales

Regardless of the scope or complexity of library
fundraising, successful efforts are always about
forging and strengthening relationships with the
range of stakeholders throughout the community.
In Beyond Book Sales: The Complete Guide to
Raising Real Money for Your Library, editor Susan
Dowd and her team from Library Strategies, a
consulting group of the Friends of St. Paul (Minn.)
Public Library, share proven strategies that have
brought in more than $1 million annually....
ALA Neal-Schuman, Oct. 28

Google search secrets

In Google Search Secrets, published by ALA NealSchuman, Christa Burns and Michael P. Sauers reveal
tricks and tips for effective Google searches, showing
how to get the most out of the service. It includes
ready-to-use instructions on how to go beyond the
simple search box and top results to get library users
the answers they need, fast, as well as
straightforward guidance on using filters to refine
search results....
ALA Neal-Schuman, Oct. 29

Go back to the Top

Featured review: Fiction for youth
Clark, Kristin Elizabeth. Freakboy. Oct. 2013.
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This Ender’s Game
poster featuring
Colonel Graff and
Ender Wiggin is a
powerful reminder
about the importance
of reading in
developing critical
thinking skills. Based
on Orson Scott Card’s
award-winning novel,
Ender’s Game is an
epic adventure set in
the near future where
a hostile alien race
called the Formics
have attacked Earth.
In preparation for the
next attack, Colonel
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448p. Grades 9–12. Farrar, hardcover (9780-374-32472-7).
When Brendan Chase types “Want to be a
girl” into his Mac’s search engine, one word
pops up: transsexual. In Clark’s raw, honest
debut novel, told in verse, three voices
capture a few experiences of teens on the
transgender spectrum. Brendan is “not one of
those people / who’s always wanted to wear a dress. / Who’s
always known / he should have been born female.” Sex with
girlfriend Vanessa, although confusing, feels good, and
Brendan questions throughout whether or not he’s trans.
Fortunately, there’s an angel in his life—literally. Angel, trans
without sex-reassignment surgery (“My junk doesn’t dictate
who I am”), fights against demons of her own, and struggles
to reconnect with her younger brother. The third voice belongs
to Vanessa, a girl on the boy’s wrestling team, who can’t
understand why her boyfriend, Brendan, is suddenly so
distant....

Hyrum Graff (Harrison
Ford) is training only
the best young minds.
Ender Wiggin (Asa
Butterfield), a shy but
strategically brilliant
boy, is recruited to
join the elite. Ender’s
Game is in theaters on
November 1. NEW!
From ALA Graphics.

Read-alikes: Calling all
gender identities

Ann Kelley writes: “In Michael Cart’s
September 15 Booklist column, ‘What Annie Wrought,’ he
discusses great GLBTQ love stories in YA literature. Here, we
take a look at YA novels featuring characters who identify as
either transgender or genderqueer or who are gender
ambiguous—both in their identity struggles and their own
romances.”...

@

Visit Booklist Online for other reviews and much more....
Go back to the Top

Libraries
on Film

Philadelphia Update
Philadelphia Music Walk of Fame

Frankie Avalon, DJ Jazzy Jeff, Dick Clark (right), John
Coltrane, Patti Labelle, Teddy Pendergrass, Joan Jett.
Step by step, name by name, Philadelphia’s musical
history comes alive on the Walk of Fame. View 106
bronze plaques as you journey through Philadelphia’s
unique musical landscape. From early jazz, blues,
gospel, and rock through funk, pop, and hip-hop, they
are all here, along the Avenue of the Arts (on Broad
Street between Walnut and Spruce Streets). Here’s
the full list of honorees and a map....
Philadelphia Music Alliance

Philly Soul

Philly Soul was one of the most popular forms
of soul music in the early 1970s. Building on
the steady groove of Hi Records and Stax/Volt
singles, Philly soul added sweeping strings,
seductive horns, and lush arrangements to the
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Twelve Monkeys
(1995). One scene of
a graffiti-covered
ruined building was
filmed at the thenabandoned Ridgeway
branch of the Free
Library of Philadelphia.
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deep rhythms. As a result, it was much
smoother and slicker than the deep soul of the
late 1960s, but the vocals remained as soulful
as any previous form of R&B. Philly Soul was primary a producer’s
medium, as Kenny Gamble, Leon Huff, and Thom Bell created the
instrumental textures that came to distinguish the genre....
AllMusic

Kimmel Center for the Performing
Arts

The Kimmel Center for the Performing Arts, 300
South Broad Street, is the home of the
Philadelphia Orchestra, regarded as one of the
best in the world. Kimmel Center is also the home
venue of the Chamber Orchestra of Philadelphia,
Philadanco, the Philadelphia Chamber Music
Society, and a performance series known as Kimmel Center Presents,
which hosts a variety of jazz, classical, and world pop performers.
Here are the performances scheduled for January....
Kimmel Center for the Performing Arts

Top 10 restaurants

Lily Cope and Joey Sweeney write: “Philly’s rapidly
evolving restaurant scene holds plenty of
adventurous new stuff to try as well as the old
favorites. Here we serve up a mix of the two. The
wildly successful Cheu Noodle Bar, 255 South 10th
Street, offers a range of traditional Asian dishes
with the chef’s own spin. The menu of small
plates includes dumplings that change daily, veggies such as
Szechuan long beans, and barbecued pig tails. The intimate space
even features a wall made from the contents of instant ramen noodle
packets.”...

The Twelve Trees of
Christmas (2013,
made for TV). Lindy
Booth plays Cheri
Jamison, a librarian
who gets the residents
in her Manhattan
neighborhood to hold a
Christmas tree
decorating contest to
convince foundation
owner Rosaleen
Shaughnessy not to
sell the library
building. But her
ambitious grandson
(Robin Dunne as Tony
Shaughnessy) is
determined to
demolish the library
and redevelop the
neighborhood.

The Guardian (UK), Sept. 24

Mayor passes sweeping LGBT reform

New legislation aims to make Philadelphia one of the most LGBTfriendly cities in the world, according to Mayor Michael Nutter. The
bill, which Nutter signed into law October 24, mandates that all new
or renovated city-owned buildings include gender-neutral restrooms in
addition to men’s and women’s bathrooms, offers tax credits to
companies that provide LGBT-inclusive employee benefits, amends
the city’s nondiscrimination ordinance to be inclusive of gender
identity, and offers some relationship recognition rights for same-sex
couples....

29 Reasons to Run
(2006). Renee Waits
plays a librarian.

The Advocate, Oct. 28

Go back to the Top

Division News
Academic library trends and statistics
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Twilight Man (1996,
made for TV). Randell
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ACRL has published 2012 Academic Library Trends
and Statistics, the latest in a series of annual
publications that describe the collections, staffing,
expenditures, and service activities of academic
libraries in all Carnegie classifications. The threevolume set includes Associate of Arts institutions,
Master’s colleges and universities/Baccalaureate
colleges, and Research/Doctoral-granting institutions.
The individual volumes for Associates Colleges, Masters/Baccalaureate,
and Doctoral-Granting institutions are also available for purchase
separately....
ACRL Insider, Oct. 30

Young adults and the future of
libraries

Haynes is a library
guard.
This AL Direct feature
describes hundreds of films
(and some TV shows) in
which libraries and librarians
are featured, from 1912 to
the present. The full list is a
Web Extra associated with
The Whole Library
Handbook 5, edited by
George M. Eberhart and
published by ALA Editions.
You can browse the films on
our Libraries on Film
Pinterest board.

Alan Inouye writes: “The Fall 2013 issue of Young
Adult Library Services features the future of
libraries. I have an article in this issue that takes a
big-picture view. Given this opportunity to
contemplate a bit, after stepping back I converged
on four trends that will shape the future of libraries.
The profound challenge for the community of YA
librarians extends far beyond enabling library
services today; it also includes developing a framework for
information services that will serve young adults for decades to
come.”...
District Dispatch, Oct. 29

Launch into STEM programming
with LPI

Interested in providing more hands-on STEM
programs in your library but need ideas on
how to start? ALSC has partnered with the
Lunar and Planetary Institute to help you
with just that. LPI’s Explore program invites
librarians to open doors to the universe to children—no prior
experience in science is required. Check out how these three youth
services librarians have launched into STEM programming with help
from LPI....
ALSC Blog, Oct. 28

Confessions of a reference librarian

On October 28, RUSA debuted its first week-long interview session as
part of its IAmRUSA series. Each week IAmRUSA features a different
interviewee, of whom participants to ask questions about their
professional careers, their passions, and anything else involving
librarianship. Hosted by ALA Connect, anyone interested may join the
IAmRUSA community; participants do not need to be RUSA
members....
RUSA, Oct. 29

Storytellers to weave flights of fancy
at AASL conference

Three master storytellers will share their craft as
part of AASL’s 16th National Conference, November
14–17 in Hartford, Connecticut. Performers Carol Birch, Bill Harley,
and Valerie Tutson will appear at the storytelling festival and help
attendees celebrate the everyday and fantastic in a casual evening of
traditional and original tales. Read more about the event online....
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Career Leads
from

Head of Monographs
Acquisitions,
Cataloging Department,
West Virginia
University,
Morgantown. The
candidate is responsible
for the management of
firm order monographic
purchasing as well as
creating and
maintaining access to
the materials via the
library’s online catalog.
The successful
candidate will oversee
daily departmental
activities in database
management, authority
control, bindery, license
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AASL, Oct. 29

United for Libraries’ Gala Author Tea

Lisa Scottoline (right), Sue Monk Kidd, Laura
Lippman, and Cristina Henriquez will be among the
featured authors at United for Libraries’ Gala Author
Tea, sponsored by ReferenceUSA, on January 27 at
the ALA Midwinter Meeting in Philadelphia. Authors
will discuss their writing life and forthcoming books.
United for Libraries will recognize the winners of the
2013 National Friends of Libraries Week Awards
during this event....

negotiation, invoice
payment, and the
management of ledger
expenditures and fund
allocations. The
candidate will also
manage the receipt and
processing of gift
books....

United for Libraries, Oct. 29

Go back to the Top

Awards & Grants
ALSC and PLA receive Early Literacy
grant

ALSC and PLA have received a three-year
National Leadership Project Grant from the
Institute of Museum and Library Services. The $499,741 grant will be
used to support “Bringing Home Early Literacy: Determining the
Impact of Library Programming on Parent Behavior,” a research
project that will examine how early literacy programming offered by
public libraries affects parent behavior and engagement during their
children’s most formative years. See the full list of IMLS early literacy
grants totaling $4.3 million....

@

More jobs...

Digital Library
of the Week

PLA, Oct. 29; Institute of Museum and Library Services, Oct. 29

ALA recognition awards and grants

Nominate yourself, colleagues, or your library for a 2014 ALA
recognition award or grant. Unless otherwise noted, the deadline is
December 1. For general information about these and other ALA
awards, visit the ALA awards page....
Office of ALA Governance, Oct. 29

Nominations for Immroth and Oboler awards

The Intellectual Freedom Round Table is seeking nominations for its
John Phillip Immroth Memorial Award and Eli M. Oboler Memorial
Award. The Immroth award honors intellectual freedom fighters in and
outside the library profession who have demonstrated remarkable
personal courage in resisting censorship. The Oboler award honors the
best published work in the area of intellectual freedom. The deadline
for both is December 1....
Office for Intellectual Freedom, Oct. 28

Win $1,000 with a MAE Award

YALSA members who have run an exceptional reading or literature
program in the 12 months leading up to December 1 are eligible to
apply for the MAE Award for Best Literature Program for Teens, which
recognizes an outstanding reading or literature program for young
adults. The MAE Award is sponsored by the Margaret A. Edwards
Trust. Applications must be submitted online by December 1....
YALSA, Oct. 29

ARL awarded grant to develop shared-access
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Allied Posters of
World War I is a
collection of more than
1,500 posters in
Temple University
Libraries’ Special
Collections Research
Center that was
donated by George F.
Tyler in 1937. The
posters provide a
graphic portrayal of
Allied propaganda used
to educate the public
and enlist support for
the war effort. In
addition, they serve as
examples of the art,
design, and printing
techniques of the
period.
Do you know of a digital
library collection that we can
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ecosystem

The Association of Research Libraries has been awarded $50,000 by
the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation to help develop the proposed SHared
Access Research Ecosystem (SHARE). The initiative will build a crossinstitutional coordination framework for the long-term management
and preservation of—and expansion of access to—the results of
academic research. Through SHARE, university libraries can enhance
the public discovery and reuse of articles and data that result from
public funding....
Association of Research Libraries, Oct. 23

Florida library awarded Best Buy
grant for teen robotics program

Martin County Library System in Palm City,
Florida, has received a Best Buy Children’s
Foundation Community Grant to establish a
teen robotics program. The $3,200 grant will
provide teens with opportunities to develop
technology skills that will inspire future education and career choices.
The program will teach teens about computer hardware and software
components, basic computer programming, and basic robotics
assembly and execution....
Martin County (Fla.) Library System, Oct. 23

New York Public Library’s 2013 Library Lions

The New York Public Library’s annual Library Lions Gala, recognizing
individuals for their outstanding achievements in the fields of art,
culture, scholarship, and letters, will be held at the library’s landmark
Stephen A. Schwarzman Building on November 4. This year’s
honorees are Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg, journalist Katherine Boo,
novelists Junot Diaz and Marilynne Robinson, and composer Stephen
Sondheim....
New York Public Library, Oct. 8

UK Library Design Awards

Augustine House Library and Student
Services Centre at Canterbury Christ
Church University and the McClay Library
at Queen’s University Belfast (right) are
the joint winners of the 2013 Society of
College, National, and University Libraries
(SCONUL) Library Design Awards. The Ayr Library at University of the
West of Scotland and Scotland’s Rural College took the honors in the
smaller buildings category....
Designing Libraries, Oct. 30

2013 Canadian Children’s Literature
Awards

The winners of the 2013 Canadian Children’s
Literature Awards, presented by TD Bank Financial
Group and the Canadian Children’s Book Centre, were
announced October 22 at an event in Toronto. British
Columbia author Polly Horvath won both the inaugural
Fan Choice Award and the $30,000 TD Canadian
Children’s Literature Award, the richest prize for
Canadian children’s literature, for her novel One Year
in Coal Harbor....
Quill and Quire, Oct. 23

ILAB Breslauer Prize for Bibliography
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mention in this AL Direct
feature? Tell us about it.
Browse previous Digital
Libraries of the Week at the I
Love Libraries site, Check out
our Featured Digital
Libraries Pinterest board.

Noted and
Quoted
“If you are going to
be educated, you
have to be in touch
with the culture. It’s
a point of integration
into American
culture. It’s a
support.”
—Romanian immigrant Laura
Sermassan, who meets her
three sons at the Sheepshead
Bay branch of the Brooklyn
(N.Y.) Public Library each day
after school, “Budgets
Challenge Libraries, a ‘Point
of Integration’ for
Immigrants,” New York
Times, Oct. 27.

“These are the facts.
The old library was
passive, asleep, a
reservoir or cistern,
getting in but not
giving out, an
arsenal in time of
peace; the librarian a
sentinel before the
doors, a jailer to
guard against the
escape of the
unfortunates under
his care. The new
library is active, an
aggressive,
educating force in
the community, a
living fountain of
good influences, an
army in the field
with all guns
limbered; and the
librarian occupies a
field of active
usefulness second to
none.”
—Columbia College Librarian
Melvil Dewey, Librarianship As
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Jon Gilbert, a bookseller with Adrian Harrington Rare
Books in London, has won the International League of
Antiquarian Booksellers’ Breslauer Prize for Bibliography
with his book on Ian Fleming’s works. Gilbert’s Ian
Fleming The Bibliography was published by Queen Anne
Press in 2012. The $10,000 prize is handed out every
fourth year to the most outstanding scholarly book about
books. Gilbert was kind enough to answer some
questions....
AbeBooks ReadingCopy, Oct. 23

Go back to the Top

Libraries in the News
Maywood library closes

The Maywood (Ill.) Public Library (right) closed
its doors October 26 and will not reopen until
funding can be secured. Employees say it will
affect hundreds of people who come every day
to read, study, and look for jobs. The Maywood
Public Library District, which is separate from the village, is more than
$500,000 in debt. Dozens of angry residents filled the library October
27 to hear board members explain the situation....
WGN-TV, Chicago, Oct. 27

Alamogordo stops buying books

A disagreement over how the Alamogordo
(N.Mex.) Public Library was doing business
prompted Otero County officials to cut its
funding. The county commission announced
October 17 it would stop funding the library,
meaning a loss of $33,000, about half its
annual budget, which is primarily used for new books, CDs, and
DVDs. To make up for it, the library might have to start charging
county residents to check out books....
KRQE-TV, Albuquerque, Oct. 28; Alamogordo (N.Mex.) Daily News, Oct. 26

School district retains Dog in the NightTime

The Riverside School District in Lackawanna County,
Pennsylvania, rose to a challenge against one of the
books in its high school library and decided on
October 25 to keep the book on the shelves. At a
school board meeting earlier in the month, Gary
Butler had spoken on behalf of a sophomore at
Riverside Junior Senior High School, challenging the
inclusion of The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time by
Mark Haddon on summer reading lists....

a Profession for College-Bred
Women, an address delivered
before the Association of
Collegiate Alumnae, March
13, 1886 (Boston: Library
Bureau, 1886), p. 11.

@

More quotes...

Calendar
Nov. 6–8:

The Knowledge
Management and
Enterprise Solutions
Conference,
Renaissance
Washington, D.C.,
Downtown Hotel.
“Building Collaborative
Organizations: People,
Platforms, and
Programs.”

Nov. 7:

Wearable Computing
Conference,
Downtown New York
Conference Center,
157 William Street,
New York City.

Nov. 14–17:

American Association
of School Librarians,
National Conference,
Connecticut Convention
Center, Hartford.
“Rising to the
Challenge.”

Nov. 15:

National Museum
and Library Services
Board, open meeting,
Richard Arrington
Auditorium,
Birmingham (Ala.)
Public Library.

Nov. 15–17:

Scranton (Pa.) Times-Tribune, Oct. 26

Resurrecting the
Book conference,
Library of Birmingham,
UK.

Few complain about censorship in

Nov. 18–22:
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Massachusetts libraries

A new survey of records at more than 1,000 school
and public libraries in Massachusetts shows fewer than
20 libraries have faced even a single challenge to their
collections since 2010, and only twice did librarians
agree to put a book out of easy reach of children. In
fact, many of the librarians contacted by
Massachusetts Institute of Technology researchers had
to dig deep into their archives to find public requests
for censorship....
Boston Globe, Oct. 25

Tucson schools’ new policy draws state
concern

The approval for use of seven books previously
removed from Tucson Unified School District
classrooms after the elimination of Mexican American
Studies is raising a red flag. The books, which were
adopted as supplemental materials October 22 by a
3–2 vote by the TUSD Governing Board, will now be
used in English, American history, and world history
classes at the middle- and high-school levels. But the Arizona
Department of Education is concerned whether the decision could be
an attempt to return to practices found to have violated Arizona’s
statutes in 2011....
Tucson Arizona Daily Star, Oct. 23–24

University of Utah library closes over bed bugs

First spotted October 22 on the University of Utah’s Marriott Library’s
third floor, bed bugs were later uncovered in upholstered seating
areas on the first and second floors, so the entire library was closed
over the weekend to annihilate the bloodsuckers with 140-degree heat
treatment. The first floor reopened to students on October 28, and
the rest of Marriott, declared free of bed bugs, reopened October
29....
Salt Lake Tribune, Oct. 29; Daily Utah Chronicle, Oct. 29

New culinary library opens in New
Orleans

New Orleans, renowned as a top food
destination, got a different type of five-star
culinary attraction on October 30, when the
Southern Food and Beverage Museum’s Culinary
Library and Archive officially opened. The library,
at 1609 Oretha Castle Haley Boulevard, will be the biggest culinary
collection in the South, with almost 12,000 noncirculating
cookbooks....
New Orleans Times-Picayune, Oct. 30

NYPL hires firm to promote renovation plan

Robin Pogrebin writes: “The New York Public Library is paying a
prominent lobbying firm $25,000 to help promote the library’s
controversial renovation plan. The library has enlisted the Parkside
Group, whose team will be led by Evan Stavisky. A revised design by
the architect Norman Foster was expected this fall, but the library
announced that those plans had been delayed.”...
New York Times: ArtsBeat, Oct. 23–24

California libraries offer meals to
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American Education
Week.

Nov. 19:

The Association for
Information
Management, course,
London. “Indexing:
Principles and
Practice.”

Dec. 6:

ACRL/NY 2013
Symposium, William
and Anita Newman
Vertical Campus
Conference Center,
Baruch College, New
York City. “The Library
As Knowledge
Laboratory.”

Jan. 15–17:

Special Libraries
Association,
Leadership Summit
2014, Sheraton
Memphis Downtown
Hotel, Tennessee.

Feb. 15–18:

Annual Conference
on the First-Year
Experience,
Manchester Grand
Hyatt, San Diego,
California.

Mar. 16–19:

Electronic Resources
and Libraries, Annual
Conference, AT&T
Executive Education
and Conference
Center, Austin, Texas.
“Exploring Ideas,
Trends, and
Technologies in EResources and Digital
Services.”

Apr. 23:

World Book Night.

Apr. 23–25:

Distance Library
Services Conference,
Curtis Hotel, Denver.
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hungry kids

(PDF file)

Public libraries in Fresno, Los Angeles, Oakland,
Sacramento, and San Diego provided 21,000
summer meals and literacy activities for hungry
children and teens last summer. The libraries
were part of the California Library Association’s
and California Summer Meal Coalition’s “Summer
Lunch at the Library” program, which was
developed to keep kids healthy and engaged
while school is out....
California Library Association, Oct. 28

Coney Island branch reopens,
post-Sandy

Sasha Goldstein writes: “The last of
Brooklyn’s Sandy-slammed libraries has
finally reopened, and it incorporates a fitting
symbol of the superstorm that devastated
six branches. When officials cut the ribbon
on the restored Coney Island branch October 23, they also showed off
the coolest part of the gleaming facility: a ceiling that incorporates
dozens of planks (above) from the historic boardwalk that was also
destroyed by the storm.”...
New York Daily News, Oct. 23

Lake City lawsuit dismissed

A civil lawsuit filed by the former director of the Lake City (Minn.)
Public Library against the city and several city officials has been
dismissed. In her suit filed in 2012, Sheryl Mooers alleged she was
wrongfully fired and sexually harassed and that the city violated
opening meeting laws. On October 8, Wabasha County District Court
Judge Terrence Walters dismissed the claim with prejudice, meaning
it can’t be refiled. But Mooers’s attorney plans an appeal....
Rochester (Minn.) Post-Bulletin, Oct. 28; KTTC-TV, Rochester, Minn., Oct. 28

Apr. 28–29:

Texas Conference on
Digital Libraries,
AT&T Executive
Education and
Conference Center,
Austin.

May 10–14:

Seminar on the
Acquisition of Latin
American Library
Materials, Annual
Conference, Radisson
Downtown, Salt Lake
City.
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Former Toronto staffer treated unfairly by
immigration

A judge has ruled that the Canadian government acted in bad faith in
dealing with former Toronto Reference Library Assistant Douglas Gary
Freeman when it labeled him a terrorist and linked him to the Black
Panther party. Federal Court Justice Anne Mactavish, who reviewed
Ottawa’s blocking of Freeman’s application to reenter Canada,
dismissed claims he was a security threat. In 1969, Freeman had
wounded Chicago police officer Terrence Knox and later fled to
Canada. When his story leaked out, he was extradited to the United
States and pleaded guilty in February 2008 to one count of
aggravated battery....
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Toronto Star, Oct. 24

Turning 400-year-old maps
into 3D video games

UK students are transforming historic
maps into 3D video game environments.
A number of teams battled it out to win
a national initiative that invited them to
use maps and engravings from the
British Library’s archives to craft a video game. Pudding Lane
Productions, a team of six second-year students from De Montfort
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University in Leicester, took first prize in the Off the Map challenge
with a game set in 17th-century London. It was based on a map of
the City of London after it was ravaged by the Great Fire, which
started on September 5, 1666....

Associate Editor:
mpera@ala.org

Daily Mail (UK), Oct. 28; British Library: Digital Scholarship Blog, Oct. 29; Pudding Lane
Productions, Aug. 27

Jabba the Hutt now works at
Cardiff Central Library

Legendary Star Wars villain Jabba the Hutt
has a new job working as a librarian in
Cardiff, Wales. Toby Philpott (right), the
movie puppeteer who operated alien villain
Jabba in Return of the Jedi, has given up
intergalactic crime to start a new life
teaching computer courses in Cardiff Central Library. “I can go
shopping and no one ever recognizes me as Jabba, which is a good
thing,” he said....
South Wales Evening Post, Oct. 24
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Issues
USA Freedom Act would bar NSA’s bulk phone
metadata collection

Lawmakers proposed legislation October 29 that would effectively end
the NSA’s bulk phone metadata collection program, which includes the
main communications links that connect Yahoo and Google data
centers worldwide. The proposal (PDF file) has support from
Republicans and Democrats in both the House and Senate, as well as
from civil rights groups. But the USA Freedom Act’s passage into law
remains uncertain. The bill (PDF file) is a radical revamp of the USA
Patriot Act and would rewrite section 215—also called the “library
provision”—and impose new limits on section 702 of the Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Act....
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Wired: Threat Level, Oct. 29; Washington Post, Oct. 30; District Dispatch, Oct. 30

Healthcare.gov update

American consumers’ initial experience on the
Healthcare.gov website has been inadequate and
unacceptable, a key administration official overseeing
the troubled launch told a congressional panel on
October 29. Marilyn Tavenner (right), director of the
agency in charge of setting up the online insurance
exchanges, said the administration was determined
to repair the glitches, but experts were still diagnosing the problems
and have much work ahead. Health and Human Services Secretary
Kathleen Sebelius apologized October 30 for the troubled roll-out....
Reuters, Oct. 29; ABC News, Oct. 30

E-rate survey highlights need for
broadband

Laura Devaney writes: “Nearly one-third of school
districts (29%) did not apply for federal e-rate
assistance because they assumed the program
would have insufficient funds for their needs,
according to a new survey (PDF file) on school erate and broadband needs from the Consortium for
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School Networking. Almost half of responding
districts (43%) said none of their schools are
equipped to meet the goal of having 100 Mbps of internet access per
1,000 students, as things are today.”...
eSchool News, Oct. 29

Internet Archive boosts its encryption

Zach Miners writes: “The Internet Archive, the online
repository of millions of digitized books, wants to shield
its readers from the prying eyes of others—like the
government’s. On October 24, the nonprofit announced
new privacy protections to make it more difficult to see
users’ reading behavior by implementing the encrypted
web protocol standard HTTP Secure and making it the
default. Most users will soon be using the secure
protocol, which is designed to protect against eavesdropping.”...
PC World, Oct. 25; Internet Archive Blog, Oct. 25

Must-know privacy tips

Ian Paul writes: “Your online privacy is best protected when you keep
an iron grip on the information you’re handing out. If your info is on
a server somewhere, it’s not truly yours. You can take some simple
precautions to minimize the amount of personal information that you
have online. If nothing else, this article can help you make better
decisions about the information you share with the services you
love.”...
PC World, Oct. 25

10 steps you can take against
internet surveillance

Danny O’Brien writes: “One of the trends
we’ve seen is how, as word of the NSA’s spying has spread, more and
more ordinary people want to know how (or if) they can defend
themselves from surveillance online. But where to start? Here are 10
steps you can take to make your own devices secure. You won’t be
completely safe from spying. But every step you take will make you a
little bit safer than average.”...
Electronic Frontier Foundation, Oct. 25

What’s up with the Georgia State lawsuit?

Kevin Smith writes: “Is it just greed? Is that what is behind the
lawsuit over e-reserves and copyright infringement that publishers
continue to pursue against Georgia State University? The Copyright
Clearance Center, which is helping to bankroll the GSU lawsuit, paid
out a record amount of royalty monies to rightsholders in FY 2013.
Royalties paid by the CCC have increased by more than $35 million in
the past three years alone. So why the lawsuit?”...
Scholarly Communications @ Duke, Oct. 29; Copyright Clearance Center, Oct. 29

Go back to the Top
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Tech Talk
When 3D printing goes wrong

Signe Brewster writes: “It’s been a long time
since I felt so helpless learning a new skill. If
you miss a basketball shot, you keep shooting
until you make it. If you don’t know why your
iPhone is acting funny, you Google the problem.
But when you’re working with a 3D printer from
2010 that’s been modified over and over again
by hackers, no one on the internet has experienced exactly the same
problem as you. You’re on your own.”...
GigaOM, Oct. 25

How to use multiple monitors to
be more productive

Chris Hoffman writes: “Many people swear
by multiple monitors, whether they’re geeks
or just people who need to be productive.
Why use just one monitor when you can use
two or more and see more at once?
Additional monitors allow you to expand your
desktop, getting more screen real estate for your open programs.
Windows makes it very easy to set up additional monitors, and your
computer probably has the necessary ports.”...
How-To Geek, Oct. 28

Top 10 time-saving tech tips

Tech specialist David Pogue shares 10 simple,
clever tips (5:45) for computer, web,
smartphone, and camera users. Yes, you may
know a few of these already, but there may well be at least one that
you don’t....
TED Talks, Apr. 26

Barnes & Noble Nook GlowLight

Jamie Lendino writes: “Barnes & Noble on October 30
announced the Nook GlowLight, a brand-new $119 eink e-reader that appears to be a significant upgrade
from the 18-month-old Nook Simple Touch With
GlowLight. The new model measures 6.5 by 5.0 by
0.42 inches and weighs 6.2 ounces, which is over an
ounce lighter than Amazon’s latest Kindle Paperwhite,
and roughly equivalent to Kobo’s svelte, if flawed,
Aura reader. You can feel the weight difference pretty easily.”...
PC Magazine, Oct. 30

The five best travel routers

Alan Henry writes: “If you’re hitting the road
and taking your gadgets with you, a good
travel router will help you share the Wi-Fi in
your hotel, office, or anywhere else with all of
them. The best ones do it with no hassle, easy
setup, and small form-factors that slip nicely in
a carry-on bag. Some even keep your gadgets charged while they’re
connected. Here we look at five of the best.”...
Lifehacker, Oct. 27

Go back to the Top
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E-Content
Virtual Town Hall wrap-up

Alan S. Inouye writes: “More than 700
librarians, publishers, and media
representatives participated in the ALA Virtual
Town Hall on Ebooks October 23. ALA
President Barbara Stripling led a discussion
that highlighted the Association’s successes
from the past two years and its plans to address the challenges
ahead. View the archived town hall and download the Power Point
presentation.”...
AL: E-Content, Oct. 29

HarperCollins to try alternative to
Amazon

Paul St. John Mackintosh writes:
“HarperCollins is planning to sell its ebooks
directly to customers through its own ‘endto-end e-commerce and direct-to-consumer
distribution solution.’ Accenture, a
management consulting and technology services company, will
operate the new platform for them. Yes, it’s a Big Five publisher’s
attempt to create its own-brand, own-list alternative to Amazon’s
Kindle Store, the Kobo Store, and the Nook Book Store. The launch
began October 30, starting with titles by C. S. Lewis.”...
TeleRead, Oct. 30

How HathiTrust handles 11 million
volumes

Jennifer Zaino writes: “Launched by the Committee on
Institutional Cooperation and the 11 libraries of the
University of California system, the HathiTrust Digital
Library is collectively undertaking preservation with
access. Today it has more than 80 partners, more than
two dozen of whom are depositing content in its
repository. HathiTrust is fast heading to 11 million
digitized volumes, up from 2 million at its formal debut in October
2008.”...
EdTech Magazine, Oct. 28

DPLA Bookshelf launches

At its DPLAfest on October 24–25 in Boston, the
Digital Public Library of America introduced a
new way to browse more than a million online
books it has added to its collection. DPLA
Bookshelf lets the user scroll a visual
representation of a bookshelf that provides all
the instantaneous power the digital world
provides. DPLA Bookshelf was created by the
Harvard Library Innovation Lab, based on its Stacklife project....
DPLA Blog, Oct. 24

DPLA to train public librarians in digital
technologies

The Digital Public Library of America announced October 24 that it has
received a $990,195 grant from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
to pilot a national-scale training system for public librarians. Under
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the grant, DPLA will collaborate with its service hubs—regional digital
library partners located in states and regions in the United States—to
build curricular resources and implement hands-on training programs
that develop digital skills and capacity within the staffs of public
libraries....
DPLA Blog, Oct. 24

Digital portals to local community history

Bill LeFurgy writes: “Given the popularity of 71 Digital Portals to State
History from September, I thought it would be useful to extend the
conversation to the local level. Unlike the earlier post, we did not
have the services of an intern to do the research, so the starting list
is shorter. But we were able to quickly pull together this list of 39
county, municipal, and other local institutions that provide online
access to unique digital resources useful for studying the history and
culture of their communities.”...
The Signal: Digital Preservation, Sept. 23, Oct. 25

Amazon launches weekly literary ejournal

Amazon on October 30 launched “a literary journal for
the digital age,” Day One, which will publish the work
of one writer and one poet each week. An annual
subscription will normally be $19.99 but is $9.99 for
“a limited time.” Issues will be delivered automatically
to your Kindle or Kindle app. The first issue features
the short story Sheila by Rebecca Adams Wright, and
the poem Wrought by Zack Strait....
GigaOM, Oct. 30; Amazon.com, Oct. 30

Educator plans first deaf culture digital
library

The Deaf World Library and Museum would be the first
digital resource to offer access to relevant historical
materials through a single online portal. Bryan
Eldredge (right), director of the American Sign
Language and Deaf Studies at Utah Valley University,
received a grant of $50,000 in October from the
Institute of Museum and Library Services to help plan the library.
Eldredge said he hopes someday ebooks and interactive photographs
of physical objects could be used in deaf schools to teach students
about their culture....
KSL-TV, Salt Lake City, Oct. 29

Why Netflix or Spotify for ebooks can work

Jeremy Greenfield writes: “Many publishing industry observers don’t
think that Oyster or Scribd or any other ‘Netflix or Spotify for ebooks’
will work in the consumer marketplace. Why? The rights issues are
very complicated. Agents and authors may not go for it. Publishers
may not go for it. Consumers may realize that it’s not worth their
money. Yet, companies like these keep on popping up.”...
Forbes, Oct. 29

Who’s who in ebooks

Brandi Scardilli writes: “Just as books don’t magically appear on
library shelves, ebooks don’t automatically pop up in a library’s online
catalog. Librarians work with ebook vendors to get e-content into the
e-readers of their patrons. With the many e-lending options now on
the market, here are five of the big ones with a few of their major
features for cross comparison. At the end of the article, check out the
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handy reference chart.”...
Information Today, Oct. 1

World Book offers new ebook
platform

World Book is making many of its popular
educational titles available in ebook format
and accessible through a unique interactive
platform, World Book eBooks. The ebook
collection includes beautifully illustrated,
engaging titles that contain such
multimedia features as videos, audio, and games. World Book’s ebook
platform includes a customized online viewer that provides an optimal
reading experience for students of all ages....
World Book, Sept. 17

Go back to the Top

Books & Reading
10 books about sports that even nonfans should read

Jason Diamond writes: “Not only am I a fan of the
franchise, but I also consider the 1985 Chicago Bears
the greatest single-season football squad to ever hoist
the Vince Lombardi Trophy, so I could see how one
could chalk up to bias my judgment that Rich Cohen’s
Monsters is one of the finest books on the sport that
I’ve ever read. If you have an open mind, there are
more than a few books like Monsters that will
entertain and educate true fans, as well as people who wouldn’t know
LeBron James if he walked past them dribbling two basketballs.” Amie
Wright recommends some baseball books for kids....
Flavorwire, Oct. 29; New York Public Library Blog, Oct. 24

A resurgence of board books

The humble board book, with its cardboard-thick
pages, gently rounded corners, and simple concepts
for babies, was once designed to be chewed as much
as read. But today’s babies and toddlers are treated
to board books that are miniature works of literary
art. Booksellers say that parents are flocking to these
books, even if the idea that a 2-year-old could
understand Moby-Dick seems absurd....
New York Times, Oct. 26

YA books that changed our lives

Julie Bartel writes: “A couple weeks ago CNN ran
‘Young Adult Books That Changed Our Lives,’ featuring
members of the digital newsroom talking about an
interesting array of ‘books that have stuck with them
since adolescence.’ It got me thinking: What YA books
would I pick?” Among Bartel’s choices is the BetsyTacy series. “I wanted nothing more than to jump into
their world head first. When I found out the entire
series was based on the author’s life, that I could go to Deep Valley
and climb the Big Hill, that I could visit Betsy’s house, it was a lot like
finding out that Hogwarts was a real school and I could go there!”...
YALSA The Hub, Oct. 29; CNN, Oct. 7
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Books for National Disability Employment
Awareness Month

Carli Spina writes: “October is National Disability
Employment Awareness Month. Despite legal efforts to
eliminate discrimination and to increase access to
education and job training, only 20.5% of people in
America who have disabilities are employed. But many
people remain unaware of this inequity. Raise your
awareness about disability employment by reading one
of these books that highlight characters with disabilities in the
workplace.”...
YALSA The Hub, Oct. 29

50 books to inspire artists

Emily Temple writes: “Donna Tartt’s third novel, the
glorious, sprawling, Dickensesque romp The Goldfinch,
was released October 22. The book is backboned by
its eponymous painting and is much concerned with
art of all kinds. To celebrate its release, we’ve put
together a list of 50 books for artists. Some of these
books are about visual art, some are visual art in
themselves, others just strike us as the kind of thing
that might keep an artist up at night.”...
Flavorwire, Oct. 22

NYPL shares monthly lists of most
popular books, ebooks

The New York Public Library will be sharing monthly
lists of the books most checked out at its 91 locations,
beginning with the top adult fiction and nonfiction
books in July, August, and September 2013. The
check-outs include both paper books and ebooks. The
library will unveil each month’s top books during the
second week of the following month, and the lists can
be found at nypl.org....
New York Public Library, Oct. 28

10 crazy literary conspiracy
theories

Nolan Moore writes: “From Elizabethan England
to the 21st century, people have made weird
claims about books and the folks who wrote
them, ranging from secret identities to dastardly
deeds. For instance, did Charlotte Brontë kill her
sisters? According to criminologist James Tully,
author of The Crimes of Charlotte Brontë,
Charlotte was jealous of her sisters’ fame, so
she teamed up with her father’s curate, Arthur Bell Nicholls, and
poisoned Anne and Emily along with their brother Branwell.”...
L:stverse, Oct. 27

Haldeman-Julius publications

This gallery of Haldeman-Julius Pocket Series and
Little Blue Book wrappers offers a pictorial history of
the 50+ years that the Haldeman-Julius booklets were
published. To gain an in-depth understanding of how
the wrappers have been categorized, check out the
article, “Classifying the Various Pocket Series and
Little Blue Book Wrappers.” If you wish to explore
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these wrappers more closely, make use of the
Database of Haldeman-Julius Pocket Series and Little Blue Book
Titles. Find some background on publisher E. Haldeman-Julius here....
Haldeman-Julius Gallery; Believer magazine, Sept. 2008

Go back to the Top

Tips & Ideas
Impact Survey

The Impact Survey is an online survey tool
designed specifically for public libraries that want to better understand
their communities and how people use their public technology
resources and services. Written and validated by research staff at the
University of Washington Information School, the Impact Survey
allows libraries to collect data on technology use to support advocacy,
fundraising, and internal planning. The tool will be free until October
2014, after which a small annual fee will apply to sustain the
program....
Impact Survey

Leaders needed at rural libraries

Natalie Binder writes: “You’ve always wanted to
work in a public library. You believe in service,
citizenship, and community. You value
relationships; when you imagined being a
librarian, you imagined participating in local
government and getting to know your patrons
by name. You want to make a big impact—not
just in your career, but in people’s lives. You
want to be a generalist, not a specialist. And when you started library
school, you wanted to be a traditional, book-based community
librarian. If that sounds like you, you may be a rural librarian at
heart.”...
Letters to a Young Librarian, Oct. 24

Dear aspiring librarians

Jacob Berg writes: “Library Journal has some useful data on MLIS
programs. In particular, they list placement rates and salaries by type
of library and organization as well as a breakdown by geography.
MLIS programs are a very gendered experience; the ratio of employed
male to female 2012 graduates is worse, across the board, than
1:2.5. Though men are employed at a lower rate than women upon
MLIS completion, their salaries tend to be higher. Do not choose MLIS
programs based on the US News and World Report rankings. And
read this too.”...
BeerBrarian, Oct. 24; Library Journal, Oct. 17; Gavia Libraria, Aug. 14

The MLS as amplifying degree

Topher Lawton writes: “The MLS is an amplifying degree. As in, a
degree with the sole purpose of exponentially increasing the
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knowledge and skills of the person who earns it. The way I see it,
studying library and information science doesn’t only allow us to do
library things. The degree, when done well, allows us to do everything
better, from research to instruction to lifehacking and beyond.”...
Hack Library School, Oct. 28

The anatomy of Google’s
dynamic Search Engine Results
Pages

Do you know your SERP? That stands for
Search Engine Results Page. In the case of
Google, it can be pretty hard to keep up.
Google has multiple SERPs, with some
elements that may only appear if your search is deemed especially
local or shopping-oriented, or perhaps if Google thinks it has a direct
answer. The folks at Moz have done a fantastic job creating a MegaSERP for Google, a single results page that includes many different
types of elements that might appear....
Search Engine Land, Oct. 15; Moz Blog, Oct. 10

The role of news on Facebook

According to an October 24 Pew Research
Journalism Project report (PDF file), some 16%
of Facebook users say getting news is a major
reason they use Facebook. But the vast majority
of people, 78%, who get news on the platform
encounter news on Facebook mostly because
they are on the site for other reasons. And news
on Facebook is not seen as unique; 75% say
that the news they see on Facebook is news
they encounter in other places. Young people
18–29 account for 34% of Facebook news consumers....
Pew Research Journalism Project, Oct. 24

Random House acquires Figment

Random House Children’s Books has acquired
Figment, an online writing community for teens
founded by Jacob Lewis and Dana Goodyear in 2010
that has attracted more than 300,000 users. The
site allows teens to develop as writers; since its
launch it has shown itself to be an effective
marketing and promotional platform for the YA marketplace. The site
will continue under the same name and with the same focus,
continuing to be open to titles from other publishers....
Publishers Weekly, Oct. 29

You can’t read just one

Bonnie Swoger writes: “For undergraduate students, finding one
scholarly article on their topic often seems to be enough. But science
doesn’t work that way. Just as experimental scientists can’t rely on
the results of just one experiment to prove something, relying on just
one information source for knowledge is a sure way to end up with
unreliable information.”...
Scientific American: Information Culture, Oct. 29

IUPUI launches Center for Digital
Scholarship
Indiana University–Purdue University
Indianapolis has opened a Center for Digital
Scholarship (right). The center works to
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provide open access to IUPUI scholarship,
research data, and the university’s cultural
heritage. With Kristi L. Palmer as director, the center disseminates
unique scholarship, data, and artifacts created by IUPUI faculty,
students, staff, and community partners....
IUPUI Newsroom, Oct. 25

Library Publishing Directory, first
edition

Published in October, the 2014 edition of the Library
Publishing Directory provides a snapshot of the
publishing activities of 115 academic and research
libraries, including information about the number and
types of publications they produce, the services they
offer authors, how they are staffed and funded, and
the future plans of institutions that are engaged in
this growing field. Download the Open Access version
(PDF or EPUB) or order a print copy via Purdue University Press....
Library Publishing Coalition

Harvard crowdsources document
transcription

Harvard’s Ernst Mayr Library is partnering on
Purposeful Gaming, a project that makes a
game out of transcribing historical
documents, led by the Missouri Botanical
Garden and supported by an IMLS National
Leadership Grant. Ernst Mayr staff members
are working on 2,000 pages of diaries and
field notes by naturalist William Brewster (1851–1919). The goal of
the Purposeful Gaming project is to both test the efficacy of gaming
as a transcription tool and improve access to digital texts....
Harvard Library, Oct. 23

Host an Anime Con

Carrie Rogers-Whitehead writes: “If you know
teens, you know they are into anime. There are
numerous ways to channel your teens’ love of
anime into library programming: Host an anime
club or participate in Free Comic Book Day and
art contests. But what if you want to go even
bigger? How about putting on a library Anime
Con (convention)? Libraries around the country
have done this.”...
Programming Librarian, Oct. 29

Use your library as writing headquarters

Erinn Batykefer writes: “National Novel Writing Month is
just around the corner, and for those dedicated writers
out there who will spend November writing an entire
novel, we’ve pulled together a month of tips and tricks
that will make the herculean task of writing 50,000
words in 30 days a bit easier—with the help of the
library, of course. Consider these perks of making your
library headquarters for NaNoWriMo.”...
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The Library As Incubator Project, Oct. 29

30 reasons why searching for
obituaries is like finding gold

Kenneth R. Marks writes: “You won’t get rich
when you find an obituary, but your
genealogy research will benefit and your
family history research will get richer. This
article discusses 30 different pieces of
information you can find in an obituary.
Start by poring over the ones that you
already have. I’ll bet you can find some info in them that you didn’t
know you had.”...
The Ancestor Hunt, Oct. 23

Online genealogy tools

Andrew Tarantola writes: “While nature and
nurture certainly play the primary roles in our
development as individuals, it’s only through the
study of one’s ancestry that we develop a more
complete view of ourselves as how we fit into the larger scope of
human history. Luckily, tracing one’s roots is easier than ever thanks
to these internet tools.”...
Gizmodo, Oct. 26

The secret of National
Geographic’s maps

Jimmy Stamp writes: “Before the 1930s,
the maps of the National Geographic
Society were true works of art and
painstakingly hand-lettered. But the
unpredictable nature of movable type was
unacceptable to the society, whose exacting standards left little
latitude for imprecision and illegibility. A former surveyor for the US
Geological Survey and the society’s first chief cartographer, Albert H.
Bumstead (1875–1940), worked to find an alternate solution to create
a mechanical type that wouldn’t break down or blur together when it
was enlarged or reduced.”...
Smithsonian: Design Decoded, Aug. 2

Instant WayBack URL

Karen Coyle writes: “On October 24, I
attended festivities at the Internet Archive,
where they made several announcements
about projects and improvements. One that particularly struck me
was the ability to push a page to the WayBack Machine and instantly
get a permanent WayBack URL for that page. This is useful in a
number of ways, including linking to a page that you think has a
limited lifetime.”...
Coyle’s InFormation, Oct. 25

Internet Archive opens a
historical software collection

Matt Novak writes: “The Internet Archive
recently launched its Historical Software
Collection, which has the mission of making
old programs accessible (including plenty of
games) that were originally released for
platforms like Atari 2600, Apple II, and
Commodore 64. Software itself isn’t new to the archive, but it has
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spent the past couple of years making these programs playable inbrowser.”...
Paleofuture, Oct. 28

Halloween-ish records from
the National Archives

Mary Krakowiak writes: “Halloween is
right around the corner, and at the
National Archives we are well-versed in
the creepiest, weirdest records of the
federal government. Here’s our list of
favorites that are sure to make you
shudder with fear,” among them an 1843 patent for a Life-Preserving
Coffin (above) that allows you to be heard if you wake up and the lid
is closed. The National Museum of American History is also
showcasing its macabre holdings....
NARAtions, Oct. 25; O Say Can You See?, Oct. 29

Maps of Zombieland

Frank Jacobs writes: “The rising tide of evil,
the relative safety of a few sanctuaries:
These are the two main vectors of zombie
cartography. In the first category, the
epidemiological map shows the outbreak
and spread of the disease. But unlike John
Snow’s famous cholera map, there is nothing even remotely remedial
about it. In the second category, the survivalist map, mapping the
disease has become pointless: It’s everywhere. The world is now
divided into zombies and survivors.”...
Big Think: Strange Maps, Oct. 26

Northwestern’s Death Collection

Northwestern University Library’s Death Collection
outmacabres Halloween because it’s real—76 boxes
filled with artifacts of death. Coffin plates,
embalmers’ chalk, funeral-gown advertisements,
postcards depicting executions and murder scenes,
sheet music for death songs: They are all archived
in the Michael McDowell Death Collection in the
Deering Library’s special collections....
Chicago Tribune, Oct. 28

The Brooklyn Witch Project

Jaime Lutz writes: “The Brooklyn (N.Y.)
Public Library is putting the trick back into
trick-or-treat. A group of crafty librarians
fabricated news stories, filmed a fake
documentary, and lied to this newspaper, all
to make it appear that the central library at
Grand Army Plaza is haunted. The elaborate
hoax began in 2011, when the library released a documentary (13:03)
about the ghost of 6-year-old Agatha Cunningham, who went missing
at the landmark book depository in 1977 and whose ghost now
haunts the stacks in the building’s sub-basements. Or so the story
goes.” Be sure to read the comments. The library also had a mock
display about the ghost....
Brooklyn (N.Y.) Courier, Oct. 25; YouTube, Oct. 29, 2011; The Magpie Librarian, Oct. 6
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